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Australia rethinks
TV strategy
CANBERRA – Australian FTA and
subscription TV broadcasters have
banded together to create Think
TV, a new independent industry
research and marketing group.
Think TV will spearhead “innovative research programmes” that
will underpin the effectiveness
of broadcast TV for advertisers
across linear and digital channels.

by shawn liew

ABU secures
Media Action Plan
KRABI – A Media Action Plan
was adopted at the end of this
year’s Second Media Summit on
Climate Change and Disaster Risk
Reduction in May. Initiated by
the ABU and Thai PBS, the action
plan pledged to assist individuals, communities and nations in
the mitigation, preparation and
response to natural disasters,
among other items.
APB's ConneXxion Forum 2016 will examine the latest developments in IP
technology, and how IP can be incorporated into existing workflows while working
towards an end-to-end IP infrastructure in the not-too-distant future.

SINGAPORE – If you are planning to scour the halls of the
Marina Bay Sands Expo and
Convention Centre in Singapore,
where BroadcastAsia2016 is held
from May 31 to June 3, you are
likely to find yourself caught up
in the debate and discussion
on IP.
While IP has been a key buzz
word for the broadcast industry
in recent months, the rate and
degree of adoption around
the world is varied, guided by
region-specific factors. Where
does Asia stand then, on the
road to full IP adoption?
IP is already being used for
contributions in broadcasting
and for delivery of content
over unmanaged IP networks,
although IP deployment in
production workflow is likely to

take more time, said Dr Amal
Punchihewa, director, technology and innovation, Asia-Pacific
Broadcasting Union (ABU).
He told APB: “Beyond technological challenges, Asia’s IP
transition is being delayed by
the heterogeneity of the region.
While a number of countries are
embracing IP for broadcasting,
some broadcasters are suffering
from lack of IP infrastructure, IPliterate staff, IP experts and the
ability to manage changes in any
given organisational culture.”
With SDI, the industry had
little in terms of bandwidths or
switching to worry about, as
equipment manufacturers found
a way to offer plug-and-play
solutions. However, the switch to
IP creates a new learning curve,
Stan Moote, CTO of the IABM,
added.
88

JT-NM building a platform
for open IP interoperability
LAS VEGAS – Open interoperability in
professional networked media today
is essential, particularly where the
transition to IP is concerned.
This interoperability, said the
Joint Task Force on Networked Media (JT-NM), needs to be developed
in a coherent way, and to evolve in
accordance with a pre-planned roadmap over the next few years.
The JT-NM is sponsored by the
European Broadcasting Union (EBU),

the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineering (SMPTE), the
Video Services Forum (VSF) and the
Advanced Media Workflow Association (AMWA); and they recently announced the launch of JT-NM Phase
3, which calls for the use of common
approaches for the key elements of
interoperability identified in the JTNM Reference Architecture, and the
“wide and quick” adoption of these
88

As Multi-DRM Becomes the
Norm, Buy is a Smarter
Strategy than Build
Find Out Why on Page 52
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EDITORIAL

Embracing IP is a
requisite for survival
BroadcastAsia, the premier broadcast trade show in
Asia, is making its 2016 appearance in Singapore on
May 31, with the theme “Integrating Technologies,
Experiencing Content”.
Visitors to this year’s show can expect a raft
of products and solutions offered by some of the
leading broadcast technology manufacturers in the
world, reflecting the wave of emerging technologies
transforming the broadcast industry today. In particular, the debate and discussion on the integration
of IP into existing broadcast infrastructures looks set
to take centre stage.
Open interoperability in professional networked
media today is essential, especially where the transition to IP is concerned, says the Joint Task Force
on Networked Media (JT-NM), which has recently
launched JT-NM Phase 3 that calls for the development of open standards and specifications for IP
interoperability, as well as to identify the best way
forward to enable universal, open interoperability.
JT-NM is sponsored by the EBU, SMPTE, VSF and
AMWA, and whose work is aligned with organisations such as the recently formed Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS). AIMS is an independent trade
association whose key mandate is to approach the
IP transition with the fundamental idea that network
operability should be open and standards-based.
At APB, we have been closely monitoring the rise
of IP for more than a year, and have been informed
of the hundreds of IP proof-of-concept projects and
case studies going on globally. While issues such as
interoperability and open standards need to be addressed if the transition to IP is to be a smooth and
successful one — and bearing in mind the specific
constraints faced by different regions — we believe
that the empirical evidence to-date points to IP as
the next big thing for the broadcast industry to
embrace.
And to provide a platform to enable broadcasters in Asia to come together and examine the pros
and cons of integrating IP into broadcast operations,
APB has decided that the theme of its ConneXxion
Forum 2016 in Singapore on May 30 this year shall
be “Empowering Broadcasters to Embrace IP”.

Stay connected with

The forum’s keynote speaker is none other than
the CTO of StarHub, Mock Pak Lum, who will share
with fellow Asian broadcasters why and how StarHub
is integrating IP into its new facility that is about to
be completed soon.
Immediately after his presentation, Dr Amal
Punchihewa, the technical director of ABU, and Stan
Moote of IABM will enter into a dialogue with Mock
on the challenges in adopting IP and what pitfalls to
avoid — and what is the expected ROI.
In a region as diversified as Asia, the challenges
in convincing broadcasters to embrace IP are very
real. Beyond technological challenges, deeply entrenched mindsets also need to be addressed. For
instance, it may be inevitable that “die-hard engineers don’t want to change”, as the IABM’s Moote
pointed out.
Broadcast engineers need to learn about IT and
IT engineers need to learn about broadcasting, he
added, while stressing that there is no reason why
broadcasters should hold back in embracing IP, because IP has been “proven to work with SDI”.
To date, there are indeed numerous proof-ofconcepts and successful Live-IP case studies — and
on hand at the forum are experts from SAM and
Nagra to share their latest SDI-to-IP solutions and
how to secure and monetise content.
As consumers’ viewing habits continue to
evolve, and as SVoD “disruptors” such as Netflix and
iflix continue to expand their sphere of influence, can
Asian broadcasters afford to drag their heels in the
IP transition, much as many of them are doing so in
their transition to digital broadcasting?
An increasingly competitive environment may
well dictate that embracing IP is no longer an option,
but rather, a requisite for survival.
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Integrated 4K/HD Camera with HDBaseT
Simple Installation, Using One Cat 5e/6 Cable
RovoCam is AJA’s first compact block camera for industrial, corporate, security, ProAV and broadcast applications. Gorgeous
UltraHD and HD imagery is obtained with superior Sony® optics with built-in 12x optical and up to 20x zoom with Sony Super
Resolution Zoom, auto and manual focus. A single Cat 5e/6 cable carries uncompressed video, 2-Channel audio, VISCA camera
control, and power for the simplest installation ever.
Reliable, practical and compactly encased in rugged and durable aluminum, RovoCam’s small and light form factor allows simple
mounting in a wide range of scenarios. RovoCam’s HDBaseT interface supports Cat 5e/6 cable lengths up to 100 meters.

Distance, Power, Control
All in one cable.
RovoCam features an integrated
HDBaseT transmitter. Not only does
HDBaseT offer long cable runs over
standard Cat5e/6 cables, it also passes
RovoCam’s gorgeous UltraHD/HD
imagery, audio, control of the
camera, and power to the unit
across significant distances.
Simple to Install, Simple to Operate.

Find out more at www.aja.com

Receive and Deliver

Complete Control

Don’t be tethered to your camera,
display RovoCam’s gorgeous UltraHD/HD
imagery remotely with RovoRX-HDMI.

RovoCam is simple to control via flexible
software and hardware support.

RovoRx-HDMI is an UltraHD/HD HDBaseT
receiver with integrated HDMI video and
audio outputs specifically designed to
receive RovoCam’s output. Its HDBaseT
connector allows for camera interaction,
power, and control, all over a single
Cat 5e/6 cable.

Offering industry standard Sony
VISCA protocol support, local RS-232
connectivity and control over a single
Cat 5e/6 cable through HDBaseT.
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Patrick So, Director of Asia Operations, Magna Systems and Engineering,
explains why MAM systems remain at the heart of broadcast operations today.
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The power of a picture
by nick nelson

Imagine having to tell your friend about
the last movie you watched through a
single drawing on the back of a playing
card. If you had to encapsulate the entire
movie into a few inches to convince your
friend they’d love the movie, what would
it look like?
At Netflix, we have been working
hard the past few years to create a framework that allows us to effectively intersect big data with creatives, ultimately
helping members discover stories they
will enjoy even faster. As a result of that
work, we now have the unique ability
to understand how to most effectively
tell our members why a story is right for
them — all through a single image.
Broadly, we know that if you don’t
capture a member’s attention within
90 seconds, that member will likely lose
interest and move onto another activity.
Knowing we have such a short time to
capture interest, images become the
most efficient and compelling way to help members
discover the perfect title as
quickly as possible. After all,
the human brain can process
images in as little as 13 milliseconds.
In early 2014, we conducted some consumer research studies that indicated
artwork was not only the biggest influencer to a member’s decision to watch
content, but it also constituted more than
82% of their focus while browsing Netflix.
We also saw that users spent an average
of 1.8 seconds considering each title they
were presented with while on Netflix. We
were surprised by how much impact an
image had on a member finding great
content, and how little time we had to
capture their interest.
Around the same time, we launched
a charming original documentary called
The Short Game, and we wanted to do
everything possible to help that title find
its audience. In the end, we saw one clear
thing — using better images to represent
content significantly increased overall
streaming hours and engagement from
our members.
Since then, we have built a system
that tests a set of images for many titles
on our service, which helps to display a

Using visible, recognisable
characters (and especially polarising
ones) results in more engagement.
For Dragons: Race to the Edge, the
two images of villainous characters
significantly outperformed all others.

❝While we are

becoming more
connected across
cultures, we have seen
that regional differences
still exist and are
important for some titles
and imagery.❞
compelling image to drive engagement.
In developing this system, we learnt
many interesting things around imagery
and what actually compels a member to
watch a title.
Here are some of the biggest trends:

An image’s tendency to win dramatically dropped
when it contained more than three people. This directly
informed our creative decisions for Orange is the New
Black, as is evident when you look at the main creative
for each season side by side.

n Emotions are an efficient way of

conveying complex nuances

It is well known that humans are hardwired to respond to faces, and we have
seen this to be consistent across all mediums. But it is important to note that faces
with complex emotions outperform stoic
or benign expressions; seeing a range
of emotions actually compels people to
watch a story more.
This is likely due to the fact that
complex emotions convey a wealth of
information to members regarding the
tone or feel of the content, but it is interesting to see how much members actually
respond this way in testing. An example
of this is seen in the recent winning image (“winning” means it drove the most
engagement) for the second season of
Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt.
n Great stories travel, but regional

nuances can be powerful

While we are becoming more connected
across cultures, we have seen that regional differences still exist and are
important for some titles and imagery. A
good example of this is Sense8, a Netflix
Original series in which eight people can
telepathically experience each other’s
lives. Sense8 has diverse appeal given its
many international actors and storylines,
and it is a story that resonates with many
different types of people.
When it came to the artwork for this
title, this diversity was reflected in the
winning images and how much they
varied between different countries and
cultures: examining regional differences
helped us see that while great stories
transcend borders, it is important to
understand how presenting each story
in different regions impacts how quickly

members from around the world actually discover that story through artwork.
n

Nice guys often finish last

Throughout our research, we have seen
that using visible, recognisable characters (and especially polarising ones)
results in more engagement. Our members respond to villainous characters
surprisingly well in both kids and action
genres in particular. For Dragons: Race
to the Edge, the two images of villainous
characters significantly outperformed
all others.
n Less is more when it comes to
cast size

One of the earliest trends we saw was
an image’s tendency to win dramatically
dropped when it contained more than
three people. This directly informed our
creative decisions for Orange is the New
Black, as is evident when you look at
the main creative for each season side
by side.

This can feel counter-intuitive, particularly with shows that have an eclectic
mix of talented lead characters. But while
ensemble casts are fantastic for a huge
billboard on the side of a highway, they
are too complex at small sizes and ultimately, not as effective at helping our
members decide if the title is right for
them on smaller screens.
Imagery is a powerful thing, because
it has the ability to move people in so
many different ways. Over the past few
years, we have worked hard to learn how
a winning combination of technology
and creative helps members discover stories they will enjoy faster and, ultimately,
have a better Netflix experience. While
the results from our research were often
surprising, it is clear that an image can
move people in powerful ways and done
right, pictures can help people find the
stories that they will love even faster.
Nick Nelson is global manager, Creative
Services at Netflix.
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IDMA mandates
more flexibility for
pay-TV subscribers
SINGAPORE – The Info-communications Media Development
Authority of Singapore (IDMA) has
finalised its recommendations to
enhance pay-TV consumer protection measures in Singapore under
the Media Market Conduct Code.
According to IDMA , these
measures aim to address three
key consumer concerns, namely,
unilateral contract changes, forced
upgrades of non pay-TV services,
and the lack of awareness of the
terms and conditions of contracts.
Previously, Singapore payTV subscribers were bonded to
24-month contracts when they sign
up for pay-TV services. With the
new recommendations, subscribers
now have the right to exit fixedterm contracts without paying
Early Termination Charges (ETCs) if
unilateral changes by the operators
are “detrimental” to subscribers.
This could be in the form of
an increase in subscription fee,
removal of material channel(s),
removal of material sports content
within a channel and/or removal of
at least 20% of the total number of
channels in an entire pay-TV service since the point of subscription.

Where Singapore pay-TV subscribers
were previously bonded to
24-month contracts when they sign
up for pay-TV subscriptions, new
recommendations from the IMDA
allow subscribers to terminate
contracts when certain conditions are
unilaterally changed by the service
provider.

Lee Soo Hui, head, business
media unit, StarHub, told APB:
“We are studying the decision and
are reviewing the implementation
issues it may raise. Providing customers with flexibility and choice
are important elements of our
service offerings.
“We have always given our customers the option between taking
a contact-free subscription, and a
longer-term contract to enjoy special discounts or gifts. We will continue to deliver value that will best
suit the needs of our customers.”

May-June 2016

IP: An opportunity to rethink workflows
1

8

common approaches.
JT-NM Phase 3 also proposes
the sharing of a common understanding of the steps required to
evolve from current technologies
to professional networked media
facilities.
The goals of these efforts are
to stimulate and align the different ongoing activities around the
development of open standards
and specifications for IP interoperability, by continuously sharing the
status and progress of the different
ongoing activities in open interoperability and to identify the best
way forward to enable universal,
open interoperability.
JT-NM Phase 3 will also aim to
provide opportunities for coordination between different activities,
as well as develop a roadmap of the
evolution of open interoperability
as a reference for the industry.
IP represents the future, but SDI
is not “dead”, said Richard Friedel,
president of the VSF. Pointing to
the varying rates of IP adoption
across different regions around
the world, he shared: “IP however,
presents an opportunity to re-think
existing workflows.”
Friedel was speaking as part
of an expert forum organised by
the Alliance for IP Media Solutions (AIMS) at 2016 NAB Show.
Open standards work for the IP
transition is already under way by

the 77-member VSF, an initiative
endorsed by AIMS.
“A standard is a standard, the
question is how do you apply it
to products and solutions,” asked
Hans Hoffman, senior manager at
the EBU. “When you move to a new
technology, you look at whether it
would allow you to continue to do
what you were doing before. You
ask for the cost value of the new
technology, and how it would allow
you to create more programmes.”
JT-NM is also creating a clearing house where sponsors and
partner organisations can coordinate themselves, in order to
facilitate a harmonised evolution

4K/UHD over IP? Sony is one of the
latest companies to join the Alliance
for IP Media Solutions (AIMS), which
aims to promote interoperability and
open standards in IP.

of complementary standards and
specifications. This will not only
provide a platform for future
business opportunities but will
also help to ensure that first investments in early solutions are
protected.
Hoffman elaborated: “We want
to create a feedback mechanism,
and develop a roadmap where in
the next three to five years, we can
offer broadcasters more effective
production solutions.”
As for broadcasters and media companies who have already
adopted IP technology, the road
ahead remains one fraught with
challenges, cautioned Brad Gilmer,
executive director, AMWA. He explained: “How do you leverage the
technology to address consumers’
wants to watch content on any
connected device? And how will
the change in infrastructure allow
you to monetise your content?”
For AIMs, the organisation of
the expert forum is a continuation
of the “great deal of momentum”
gained by the AIMS approach, said
Michael Cronk, chairman of AIMS.
“Our growing membership has
reached 30 organisations (32 as of
press time), representing many of
the key suppliers and end-users of
broadcast and media technologies.
“The AIMS approach to the
IP transition is grounded on the
fundamental idea that network
operability should be open and
standards-based,” he concluded.

The bottom line: Provision IP today for tomorrow
1
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He said: “The main issues come
down to resolution changes in
video. Audio has been using IP for
years, even back when we only had
10Mbps Ethernet, so why not video
too? If we stay with SD, IP would
be more available just because of
the advancement in having 10GigE
networking.
“This would make the learning
curve easier, as it was with audioonly systems. We have, however,
HD, and we are moving to 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD), so this is not possible
like it was with audio.”
Even so, there is little impetus
for broadcasters to hold back with
business plans to adopt IP, Moote
said, because there is sufficient
evidence that IP mixes well, and
works with IP.
“IP is real, and it is happening.
The media business is moving too
quickly to wait for anything, or
anyone,” he cautioned.
In New Zealand, networks
are on the cusp of replacing SDI
with IP, with numerous ‘IP islands’
thrust within traditional broadcast
networks, reported Karl Rossiter,
APB’s contributing editor, technology. He elaborated: “Long gone is
the lone digital island in a sea of

analogue, while ‘alternative’ online
Internet broadcasters have already
capitalised on IP.”
Rossiter observed that networks
in New Zealand have found the
quality, adaptability, reliability and
predictability of an IP infrastructure
to be equivalent to those offered
by SDI, thus fuelling “IP islands” of
programme compilation, workflow,
editing, scheduling, storage, playout and headend delivery.
He said: “The attributes of IP
have now pervaded broadcasting.
For those on the leading-edge,
new markets and services have
been enabled and costs reduced.
On-demand and catch-up programming have taken off, along
with hybrid broadcast/broadband
enhancements.
“A new software-defined broadcasting methodology is evolving,
and is less dependent on dedicated
hardware, encouraging broadcasters to directly interact with their
audiences.
“Overall, IP has introduced
broadcasters to a new world of
opportunities.”
One of the most profound
developments that have changed
the face of broadcast media in the
past few years is digital technology.
‘Bits and bytes’ brought in its wake

digital disruption, forcing broadcasters to embrace IT.
Today, media and content ope
rators will have to embrace IP, said
Andrew Yeo, publisher and editorial
director, APB.
Yeo illustrated: “In 2015, the
notable feedback we received from
manufacturers offering IP solutions
was that broadcasters spent only
10 minutes enquiring about IP.
At 2016 NAB Show, broadcasters
spent more than an hour asking
questions about incorporating IP
in their workflows.
“Embracing IP is no longer an
option; it will soon become a matter of survival,” said Yeo. “All the
empirical evidence to-date points
to IP as the next big thing to embrace, and the formation of AIMS
(Alliance for IP Media Solutions)
is another important indication
of how IP can further shape the
media landscape in the next 18
months or so.”
In a bid to provide a timely platform to enable broadcasters to take
a deep dive into IP for Asia, APB is
dedicating its ConneXxion Forum
2016 in Singapore on 30 May 2016
to the theme “Empowering Broadcasters to Embrace IP”.
The keynote speaker is Mock
Pack Lum, CTO of Singapore pay-

TV provider, StarHub. After his
address, ABU’s Dr Amal and IABM’s
Moote will enter into a dialogue
with him on how best to navigate
the SDI-IP transition.
A founding member of AIMS,
Snell Advanced Media (SAM) believes that 2016 will be a critical
year for the broadcast industry,
with the broad acceptance of
new standards and manufacturers
coming together to commit to the
interoperability of technologies,
including IP.
Tim Felstead, head of product
marketing for SAM, elaborated:
“Thanks to the work done by
AIMS, we’ll see an acceleration in
confidence around IP and deployments in multiple markets. The
most important thing is to choose
standards correctly, and AIMS is
the right way to go as all AIMS
members are working closely together to ensure interoperability
with each other.”
He added: “Broadcasters need
to minimise the operational and
financial risks to their companies,
and choose manufacturers that
have clear migration strategies, and
who are willing to work with their
customers on this [IP] journey.”
Continuing on the interoperability discussion, Dr Amal empha-

sised the importance of having an
architecture designed to mitigate
interoperability issues in order for
broadcasters to embrace IP. He
added that the broadcast and media industries require specialised IT
devices today, as real-time content
running longer durations becomes
increasingly a reality.
“Traditional and most off-theshelf IT devices may no longer be
able to operate in the present day
media environment, where audiences demand content anytime,
anywhere, and on any device,”
he said.
Moote advised: “Take advantage of software-defined networks
(SDN) as they become the norm,
because provisioning an IP network
will quickly become your friend —
and not your foe.
“With IP, there is the advantage
of several videos running over a
single cable or fibre. IP is twoway (full duplex), which provides
benefits and complications at the
same time.
“The bottom line, though, is
that an IP network needs to be
provisioned to guarantee bandwidths are always available to meet
broadcast facility requirements.”
Provision IP today for tomorrow.

The Intelsat

Globalized Network
Deliver anytime, anywhere, any-screen viewing.
Move your programming from linear to digital, multi-screen consumption. The Intelsat Globalized Network
is the ﬁrst and only network that can cost-effectively transform your legacy networks and simplify operations
by combining satellite, terrestrial technologies and managed media services. The future of media is here.

Embrace the digital future today.
Find out how at CommunicAsia 2016, stand 1S3-01.

www.intelsat.com/media/4/
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What’s New on TV

Metadata for
television
re-imagined
Metadata is information about the
‘content’ that we are interested in using. This content of interest can be
referred to as the essence. The essence
can be a small bit of audio or video,
raw audio tracks, B roll or an entire
programme, a stereo mix or a 5.1 surround mix, an immersive audio mix,
a single news piece or a newscast, a
promo or a commercial — anything
that we are interested in using, saving
and finding again!
Metadata is useful if we want to
send or broadcast the essence, and
want the receiver to gain information about the essence. Metadata may
contain the author, shooter, date of
creation, owner, an edit decision list
for video or audio or both, technical
details about the essence, where the
essence has been used before, who to
pay for its use, how to use the available
audio channels, how to adjust audio
playback level, and more.
Metadata is extremely valuable
but, so far, it is most useful in closed
systems. Metadata has, unfortunately,
been difficult to maintain and manage
since the beginning and thus has not
been used to maximum advantage. It
has, in fact, been quite one-dimensional. Metadata exchange has only
been possible within a limited number
of systems, where it is used to share a
limited number of very specific bits of
information.
In a closed system, there is some assurance that the essence and metadata
will not be separated. Examples of this
are playout systems that ingest content,
associate metadata with the essence,
store the essence and metadata, schedule playout, and archive the content.
However, if ingest, scheduling,
playout and archiving are handled by
systems from different manufacturers,
the essence and metadata can become
separated or the metadata may simply
be discarded in one of the stages of the
workflow.
The current ATSC broadcast system,

Metadata will provide new
opportunities for broadcasters
to create revenue streams
while encouraging viewers
to participate in broadcasts
instead of simply watching
them.

n

Ken Tankel,
Platform
Manager,
Television,
Linear Acoustic

used in North America and in some
other countries around the world,
reliably delivers Dolby metadata from
transmission chain to consumer —
in a single step! Although metadata
is widely and successfully used for
premium services, it has proven to be
nearly impossible to assure metadata
continuity from programme creators
to distributors to over-the-air broadcasters.
Any break in the metadata chain
results in unpredictable results for
the broadcast consumer, so values are
kept static and the audio is, hopefully,
adjusted to match.
This situation cannot continue.
New possibilities for content delivery
will include audio-level information,
immersive audio (also called 3D and
already in use in cinemas, home theatre, games and music), personalised
audio, and information for user interaction and commerce with broadcast
and over-the-top (OTT) TV content.
The number of devices that viewers will use to consume TV content
is growing and include a variety of
handheld, mobile, small, large and
very large screens, mono, stereo, inear, over-ear, small speaker and multichannel surround sound devices. It will
be impossible to provide consumers
with a great experience on all of these
devices without reliably delivering
metadata along with the content.
Metadata will provide new opportunities for broadcasters to create revenue streams while encouraging viewers
to participate in broadcasts instead of
simply watching them. Metadata will
no longer be convenient; it will be indispensable, reliable, and necessary, to
maximise both the monetisation and
the enjoyment of content.
The time for working around
metadata is over. The time to embrace
it is here and, thankfully, so are new
methods and tools for delivering it. q

CTE swims ahead with The Mermaid

HONG KONG – Celestial Tiger Entertainment (CTE) has secured first and exclusive
pay-TV rights to Stephen Chow’s The Mermaid, as part of a licensing deal with Sony
Pictures Television for CTE’s channels in
Malaysia, Brunei, Indonesia and Singapore.
The Mermaid, now the highest-grossing
film of all time at the Chinese box office, is
the 10th directorial effort by filmmaker and
actor Stephen Chow. The fantasy comedy
stars newcomer Jelly Lin Yun as a mermaid,
who is tasked to seduce a ruthless real estate

developer (played by Deng Chao) in order
to save her kind’s natural habitat.
The US$60-million production shattered
box office records in China during the Lunar
New Year holiday, including the biggest
opening day ever for a local film. Its current
box office gross of $520 million makes it the
highest-grossing film of all time in China.
In addition to The Mermaid, CTE has also
secured two other Chinese blockbuster hits
of 2016 for its channels: The Monkey King 2
and From Vegas to Macau 3.

Celestial Tiger Entertainment has secured first and exclusive pay-TV rights to Stephen Chow’s The
Mermaid.

n

The Powerpuff Girls returns to Asia-Pacific

HONG KONG – The Powerpuff Girls have
returned to Asia-Pacific via an all-new series
on Cartoon Network.
In addition to the 85 million homes on
Cartoon Network, Turner’s other kid channels
in the region — Boomerang, Toonami and
POGO — are also airing The Powerpuff Girls,
as are Oh!K, Turner Class Movies, Warner TV
and truTV. Channels operated by affiliate
partners, such as Astro Ceria in Malaysia and
TV5 in the Philippines, are also featuring the
animated TV series.

Mark Eyers, chief content officer, Kids,
Turner Asia-Pacific, said: “The Powerpuff
Girls will be simply everywhere! We’ve
waited a long time to see these super-cute
and super-fierce girls return to action, and
the all-new series marks the homecoming
for one of Cartoon Network’s best-loved
franchises.”
The initial run of The Powerpuff Girls
premiered on Cartoon Networks in 1996,
earning two Emmy Awards along with five
nominations.

The
Powerpuff
Girls have
made its
comeback
via an allnew series
on Cartoon
Network.

n

SyFy Channel a perfect fit for Airlock

SYDNEY – Australian online sci-fi series
Airlock is making its TV premiere on Australia’s SyFy channel.
Produced by Deadhouse Films, the
series is created and produced by Enzo
Tedeschi, who said: “The SyFy channel here
in Australia is the perfect fit for Airlock and
I am thrilled the series will have its first-ever
TV broadcast in its home country. I am

The SyFy channel has expanded its programme
offering with the addition of sci-fi series
Airlock.

looking forward to working with the team
at Rockzeline to expand the audience of
Airlock into the international market and
am pleased to have the series picked up
by Studio Plus.”
In addition to the SyFy deal, Deadhouse
Films has appointed Rockzeline as an international sales agent, and who has since
sold the series to Studio Plus (CanalPlay
International).
Airlock’s story centres around a drifting derelict spaceship that docks with an
isolated space station. Inside is a dead
crew and a band of stowaway refugees.
Tasked with the investigation, security officer Jonah Ashbrook (Mark Coles Smith)
is thrown headlong into a series of events
that will turn life on the station into a lifeor-death crisis.
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Alibaba Cloud expands
across China and S Korea
SEOUL — Alibaba Cloud, the cloud
computing arm of Alibaba Group
Holding, and South Korea-based
SK Holding C&C have entered
into an agreement that furthers
Alibaba Cloud’s strategy to provide
cloud-based solutions to accelerate
the growth of global businesses in
China and abroad.
One of the world’s major cloud
computing platforms, Alibaba
Cloud is said to be China’s largest,
with services covering more than
200 countries and regions. Alibaba
Cloud provides cloud computing
and big data services to more than
1.8 million users in the finance,
transportation, genomics, medical
and meteorological industries.
The new partnership will see
SK Holdings develop a stable,
high-speed dedicated cloud portal
in the Korean language for businesses operating in sectors such as
gaming, online shopping and ICT
(information and communications
technology). The portal will monitor clients’ networks and systems
round-the-clock and provide infrastructure, resource allocation
and management services using
resources from Alibaba Cloud.
The platform, which integrates
cloud offerings from both Alibaba
Cloud and SK Holdings C&C, will
assist South Korean companies to
enter the China market, and at the
same time benefit Chinese companies operating in South Korea.
Yu Sicheng, vice-president of
Alibaba Cloud, said: “SK Holdings
C&C is a well-respected ICT service
provider in South Korea, and we
are proud to partner with them

to extend our global footprint.
We believe the collaboration will
empower clients from both Alibaba
Cloud and SK by offering them one
global account through which they
will enjoy reliable, fast-speed cloud
services without borders.”
Users of the new portal will
also enjoy access to cloud-based
solutions developed by third-party
ICT companies and start-ups in
the forms of PaaS (Platform as a
Service) and SaaS (Software as a
Service).
This partnership also lays a
foundation for the two parties
to cooperate on the recently announced “Create@Alibaba Cloud”
initiative, which aims to champion
the growth of start-ups in Asia and
beyond through comprehensive
network support and an innovative suite of cloud infrastructure
services.
Lee Kiyeol, head of Finance &
Cloud Business Group, SK Holdings C&C, said: “This partnership

provides a fast track to China for
South Korean gaming and online
shopping companies and small
hidden champions. We will provide
fast and convenient cloud services
to South Korean companies operating in China as well as Chinese
firms operating in South Korea.”
Recently, Alibaba Cloud also
announced plans to enter into
a strategic partnership with SAP
China, with a goal of jointly delivering enterprise-class cloud computing services to companies in China.
The alliance aims to accelerate
the introduction and adoption of
enterprise-class cloud computing
across multiple industries to help
businesses accelerate their digital
transformation.
The partnership initially plans
to focus on integrating the resources of Alibaba Cloud and SAP
on the Alibaba Cloud platform.
Businesses are expected to benefit
from a versatile, one-stop shop
cloud computing environment that

Kiyeol Lee (left), head, Finance & Cloud Business Group, SK Holdings C&C, and
Sicheng Yu, vice-president of Alibaba Cloud, at the signing ceremony of a new
agreement to provide cloud-based solutions to accelerate the growth of global
businesses in China and abroad.

is enabled by Alibaba Cloud’s cloud
infrastructure, interoperating with
SAP’s enterprise-class database and
business application solutions, and
SAP’s SaaS offerings.
Alibaba Cloud intends to collaborate with SAP to jointly market
and deploy SAP HANA One and
SAP’s SaaS solutions, enabling businesses to reap the benefits of SAP
applications and Alibaba Cloud’s
cloud computing resources more
conveniently.
Mark Gibbs, president of SAP

Greater China, said: “Alibaba Cloud
is China’s leading public cloud
platform, and SAP is deeply focused on deploying its cloud
portfolio and services in China.
Through this win-win partnership
in the cloud, we will collaboratively
grow the ecosystem and bring
more innovative cloud solutions
to the China market. Together, we
will help enterprises to simplify
their IT infrastructure, realise business value and accelerate digital
transformation.”

More APAC consumers buying 4K/UHD TV sets?
SINGAPORE – Every one in 10 TV sets sold in
Asia-Pacific in the first quarter of this year were
4K/Ultra HD (UHD)-enabled, according to a
survey conducted by market research firm GfK.
In the survey of 11 markets around the region, individual markets registered between 50%
and 555% demand surges in their respective 4K/
UHD segment, with Vietnam and South Korea
being the fastest-growing and largest markets
respectively.
Singapore and Hong Kong are the top two
markets with highest sales penetration of 4K/
UHD models — over one in three TV sets pur-

chased by consumers in these two countries
in the first quarter of the year was of 4K/UHD
technology.
The segment has also become the biggest
contributor of total TV sales revenue in these
two markets, at around 65% for both.
Gerard Tan, account director for technology,
Asia, GfK, said: “Receptivity towards 4K/UHD TV
technology is growing at a fast pace, thanks to
several key factors such as the increased number
of model offerings and consumers’ becoming
more knowledgeable of this technology and
its benefits.

Light. Portable. Versatile.
UNBELIEVABLY LIGHT. UNQUESTIONABLY STABLE.

Broadcast Asia Booth 5A5-13

www.shotoku.tv - info@shotoku.tv

“The price and competition factor has also
helped pushed sales as the product has become
more affordable compared to a year ago.”
The region’s consumers tend to prefer 4K/
UHD TV sets with large screen sizes of 55-inch
and above. Over half (53%) of all 4K/UHD TVs
sold are of this size, although some growth was
evident in the 40-45-inch segment in the past
year.
Countries that sold the greatest proportion
of the 60-inch and above 4K/UHD TV models in
the first quarter were Australia (37%), Malaysia
(27%) and Korea (27%).

Now Shipping
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Highlighting region’s digital transformation
and examining emerging technologies
SINGAPORE – Themed ‘Integrating
Technologies, Experiencing Content’,
BroadcastAsia2016 returns to the Marina Bay Sands Expo and
Convention Centre in Singapore from 31 May - June 3.
Some of the world’s leading broadcast equipment manufacturers
will be highlighting a range of products and solutions designed
not only to enable Asia’s digital transformation, but also to allow
broadcasters to embrace emerging technologies and address shifting
consumer demands.

SAM to enable
IP transition in Asia
Snell Advanced Media (SAM)
wants to highlight how it can
help Asian customers make a
risk-free transition to IP while
addressing their current business needs.
Of the company’s full range
of IP solutions, the new IP-Edge
technology is designed to take
complexity away from hybrid
and pure IP roll-outs. Products
that are IP-Edge-enabled include
routers, switchers, IQ processing,
servers and playout systems —
all IP-Edge systems closely follow
the interoperability goals of the
Alliance of IP Media Solutions,
or AIMS.
SAM is one of the founding
members of AIMS, which is an
independent trade association
advocating for open standards
and interoperability in IP. Visi-

SAM’s new Kula switcher is shown in Asia for the first time at
BroadcastAsia2016.

tors to booth 5D3-01 can check
out the IQ Edge processing solution, one of the first products
launched in the IP Edge family.
IQ Edge is a processing solution
developed to bridge the gap
to IP environments by offering
a range of image and audio
processing capabilities in an
integrated package.
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) solutions
also top the agenda for SAM,
with the new Kula switcher
range showcased in Asia for
the first time. Kula is capable of

4K/1080p/HD and SD in 1M/E
and 2M/E versions, says the
company, and is able to handle
multiple formats, making it both
future-proof and adaptable for
today’s production environment.
SAM is also demonstrating
the LiveTouch sports highlight
solution. Built on the company’s
latest generation of 4K/UHD
production switchers, LiveTouch
offers replay, slow-motion and
“powerful editing with no media
movements”.

Get up and
go with Brio
Meet Brio (right), what Calrec
Audio calls the “most powerful and compact” digital
broadcast audio console.
The smallest in Calrec’s Bluefin2 family, Brio measures
892mm wide, with a 36 dual-layer
surface providing more faders in
a given footprint than any other
audio console, according to Calrec.
Based on Calrec’s 20 years of
digital development, Brio offers an
uncluttered, compact and configurable surface that provides instant
access to a large number of audio
paths, while an intuitive 15.6-inch
HD touchscreen UI provides quick
access to more in-depth control.
A bank of illuminating hardware rotary controls gives fast and
precise control over parameters
displayed in the touchscreen UI.
Brio is also entirely self-contained, with analogue and digital
I/O and GPIO built into the surface.

Shotoku
Broadcast
Systems on a
SmartTrack
Shotoku Broadcast Systems is highlighting the SmartTrack ‘smart’ rail
camera system, which is designed
to address the demands of daily TV
studio use.
According to Shotoku, the SmartTrack system offers a new perspective on remote camera systems by
combining the MAT-TOWER elevator and dolly system with Shotoku’s
multi-camera remote control system.
Available in various configurations, the SmartTrack system supports floor- or ceiling-mounted
tracks, whether in straight or curved
modes. On most systems, the drive
system is trackend-mounted using a
simple, reliable and direct drive belt
to ensure smooth and accurate dolly
positioning without drift or wheel
slip issues.
Up to 25m (82ft) length tracks
can be generated with a single trackend drive unit. For longer runs, or
where multiple dollies are required
on a single track, the drive systems
can be mounted on the dolly itself.
Track sections are typically supported
in 3m (9ft) lengths as standard, and
include integrated cable management. 45-degree curve sections
are also available in various radius

One of Shotoku Broadcast Systems’
most popular products, the SmartTrack
system is once again taking centre
stage at BroadcastAsia2016.

sizes, down to 2m (6ft) outside
rail radius.
Since its launch in 2014, the
SmartTrack system has been one
of Shotoku’s most popular products, says Shotoku, who is also
presenting the SmartPed, a new,
fully robotic XY pedestal designed
to address the creative and commercial demands of on-air environments with a cost-efficient and
high-performance solution. The
three-wheel, smooth-steer pedestal features a new height column
without any need of pneumatic
balancing, multi-zone collision
avoidance and detection systems,
as well as a precision engineered
electro-mechanical steer/drive
system. To find out more, visit
booth 5A5-13.

FlashNet Infinity making Asian debut

Additional expansion I/O slots allow for I/O integration, while fitting
a Calrec Hydra2 module makes its
possible to connect to and share
audio over the Hydra2 network.
Connecting to Hydra2 allows
broadcasters to take advantage
of Hydra2’s management facilities for network-wide control,
including interfacing with multiple
video-over-IP and audio-over-IP
(AoIP) networks, such as SMPTE
2022, Dante, AES67, Ravenna and
SoundGrid. Multi-format support
further protects the system against
any future formats, and allows the
console to sit on multiple networks
simultaneously if desired.
Brio is on display at booth
5M7-13.

SGL’s FlashNet content management solution is now equipped
with a number of new features,
including the FlashNet Infinity user
interface, which is shown for the
first time in Asia.
FlashNet Infinity is equipped
with a dashboard designed to

further simplify archive procedures with tools for archive, and
restore functionality, system health,
monitoring, analysis, reporting
and more.
Other key features of the FlashNet Infinity include automated
workflows to offload or backup

FlashNet Infinity is equipped with a dashboard designed to further simplify
archive procedures with tools for archive, and restore functionality, system health,
monitoring, analysis, reporting and more.

media content from online storage to low-cost storage and deep
archive support, inline partial file
restore and new archive analytics to
help improve operational planning
and efficiency.
A full Avid Archive Manager
workflow, in conjunction with an
Avid Interplay demo and the FlashNet IPWS workflow, is demonstrated in the Avid booth (Hospitality
Suite Lotus 4D/E). Visitors can find
out how to efficiently restore SGL
archived Avid Interplay sequences
using the enterprise LTFS restore
application for emergency recovery.
Other SGL highlights at booth
5E3-02 include the transfer to
the cloud or remote locations of
archived content using ExpeDat
Gateway. SGL’s integration with
ExpeDat allows media professionals to create workflows from their
MAM or archive system and to collaborate on the creation and sharing of high-quality, high-resolution
content.
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Imagine Communications prepares for EPIC show
How can broadcasters benefit from moving
operations to software-defined architectures
and virtualised environments?
Imagine Communications is attempting
to answer this question and
more, with a range of virtualised and cloud playout,
multi-platform distribution and integrated
advertising management solutions, including
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) production tools and a
powerful operational management platform.
The EPIC next-generation operational
management and orchestration platform, for
instance, is powered by Imagine Communications’ Zenium technology and provides an
integration of IT and traditional broadcast
operational monitoring and orchestration
technologies. The first product to be built
on the platform is the EPIC Multi-viewer
(EPIC MV), which Imagine Communications
says achieves new benchmarks in versatility,
scalability and adaptability, and is IP-based
and compatible with 4K/UHD formats.
Imagine Communications is also highlighting the latest in 4K/UHD technology,
including high dynamic range (HDR), hybrid
log gamma (HLR) and extended colour gamut

Miller Camera
Support arrows in
on the show
Miller Camera Support is unveiling two new
product ranges this year.
An evolution of the company’s popular
Arrow Series, a new range of fluid heads
includes the arrowX 3, arrowX 5 and arrowX
7. A new key feature of the arrowX Series
is Miller’s CB PLUS, a sequential counterbalance design, which takes traditional
counter-balancing “a step forward”, resulting
in repeatable, accurate and rapid set-up.
CB PLUS features eight large counterbalance steps, allowing users to get to their
needed position quickly and efficiently. The
CB Plus switch adds a half step enabling
counterbalance refinement feature, making
the arrowX Series ideal for ENG, EFP, studio,
field OB, or any other use where frequent
and fast re-rigging is required, according to
Miller. In addition to CB Plus, other standout
features include the ability to remove the
clamp stud to easily mount the head on flat
base surfaces such as sliders.
At booth 4D4-23, Miller is also showcasing the new Combo Live Pedestal Series,
which offers users a sturdy design for maximum stability, with reliable and simple-touse features, and is designed for live studio
applications. With a carry handle for the
column and dolly, this compact and portable
pedestal range offers an easy set-up with
column tension control and a safety lock. Its
air-adjustable column
system also
allows for
quick payload balancing.
Miller Camera
Support’s new
arrowX Series of
fluid heads will
be making an
appearance
at the show.

video. Support for 4K/UHD is available across The EPIC Multiviewer (EPIC
Imagine Communications’ production, playout,
MV) is the
distribution and monitoring products, and will be
first product
featured in conjunction with its Selenio MCP and
to be built
SelenioFlex Live solutions.
on Imagine
Communi
Being a founding member of
cations’ EPIC
the Alliance for IP Media Soluoperational
tions (AIMS), visitors to booth 5B3-03 can find out
management
how Imagine Communications sees the importance
and
orchestration
of work carried out by AIMS towards the use of IP
platform.
in live production and delivery.

IT’S ALL
ABOUT
THE
MONEY

DELIVER EXCEPTIONAL VIDEO EXPERIENCES
DEPLOY FASTER WITH CLOUD
GENERATE NEW REVENUE STREAMS
Looking to offer AVOD, TVOD, SVOD or Paywall?
Or a combination of all four?
Powered by Ooyala, Telstra’s Video Monetisation Solution
harnesses the power of the cloud, award winning analytics and
then translates them into actionable insights. Combine that with
over two decades of broadcast and digital media experience and
you have the right partner for success.

telstraglobal.com
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Linear Acoustic provides bridge G&D offers KVM extender
for high-performance
between SDI and AoIP
applications
Linear Acoustic is allowing TV
facilities to take advantage
of fully distributed I/O
and audio-over-IP (AoIP)
for HD/SD-SDI signals via
the SDI xNode.
One SDI xNode is
Linear Acoustic’s SDI xNode aims to provide a
capable of de-embed- bridge between SDI and AoIP.
ding multiple channels
of audio from its dual SDI inputs,
ducing the latest updates for its
taking audio from SD- and HD-SDI
MT2000 multi-channel bitstream
streams and translating them to
analyser. Featuring a full suite of
real-time Livewire+/AES67 audio
test capabilities in a handheld
streams. These can then be routed
form factor, the MT2000 allows
to a Linear Acoustic AERO.soft proengineers to analyse and troublecessing engine, or to destinations
shoot digital audio paths quickly
throughout the plant.
and portably.
Two SDI xNodes can be racked
A new software update offers
side-by-side in just 1RU. Each SDI
a streamlined menu structure,
xNode manages dual, independthe ability to view 16 channels of
ent HD/SD-SDI paths, and can
audio at once, automatic detection
de-embed, shuffle and re-embed
of input signal type, as well as the
up to 16 channels of audio on
option of SNMP capability.
each SDI path, while translating
Linear Acoustic is exhibiting
up to 16-channels of audio biwith the GBS Alliance at booth
directionally, between the SDI and
5C4-01, as well as with MinneAoIP domains.
tonka Audio at the German Pavilion
Linear Acoustic is also introbooth 5C7-06.

At the core of broadcast control
operation”, freely configurable
GUIs, real-time monitoring, videoover-IP capabilities, device scanner
and advanced signal-format management, to name but a few.
Intuitive user interfaces, fast
configuration and a system architecture tailored to future audio
and video technologies makes KSC
Core the “most powerful” controller system worldwide, adds BFE.
To find out more about KSC
Core, visit BFE at the German
Pavilion, booth 5C7-04.

Observing that 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
is increasingly finding its way into
IT installations, Guntermann &
Drunck (G&D) is highlighting the
DP1.2-VisionXG KVM extender
system. Developed to allow users to safely remove the necessary computer equipment into
central technology rooms, the
DP1.2-VisionXG
enables the remote operation of
systems and offers uncompressed
transmission of DisplayPort 1.2
signals.
With the DP1.2-VisionXG, fibre
optics connect the KVM transmitter

The DP1.2-VisionXG
KVM extender system enables the remote operation
of systems and offers uncompressed transmission of DisplayPort 1.2 signals.

at the computer to the KVM receiver placed at the workstation. Even
with distances of up to 10,000m between computer and workstation,
users are able to operate their
systems in a 1:1 connection without any latency.
To ensure high
video quality, the
DP1.2-VisionXG system transmits
video signals transparently — pixel
by pixel and without any compression. This way, all details remain
visible even when it comes to highresolution 4K/UHD images at the

full refresh rate of 60Hz and across
the entire transmission distance.
Other features of the DP1.2VisionXG, displayed at booth
5H5-02, include the Screen-Freeze
function. When the image source
is lost, particularly in control processes, the Screen-Freeze function
allows users to continue to operate the system on a temporary
basis, because the last available
image is frozen. The system can be
monitored via network interfaces,
either actively via a Web interface
or passively via SNMP.

Interra Systems brings best-in-breed
QC and monitoring solutions
Interra Systems is showcasing
Baton 7.0, the latest version of the
company’s QC solution for filebased SD, HD and mix workflows.
The Baton 7.0 user interface
features a revamped functionality across smart folders, manual
scheduling, test plans, reports and
more while offering video/audio
quality checks. These include new
support for text detection (including language) and recognition of
burnt-in subtitles, audio language
detection, detection of new audio
quality noises, as well as support for
the latest loudness ITU-R BS.1770
specification.
At booth 5L5-01, Interra Systems is also introducing Orion
OTT, described by the company
as “one of the industry’s first”

software-based
over-the-top
(OTT) solutions
for real-time
monitoring of
adaptive bitrate
(ABR) content for
multi-screen service delivery. Leveraging industryproven audio/video quality analysis
technologies, Orion OTT ensures
superior QoE and QoS, says Interra
Systems.
Side-by-side Orion OTT is Orion,
a software-centric, real-time content monitoring system for the delivery of “error-free, superior quality video”. The software-defined
Orion platform is enhanced with
multi-processor architecture support, enabling users to optimise

Germany-based systems integrator
BFE Studio und Medien Systeme
is offering KSC Core, a softwarebased solution for fast and flexible
control of studio, master control
rooms and OB van systems.
Already deployed more than
900 times worldwide, KSC Core
is designed to flexibly respond to
broadcast production, to efficiently
monitor components in the controller system, and to quickly configure new parameters in broadcast
systems.
BFE invites visitors to experience
the full range of features offered by
KSC Core, including “true WYSIWYG

Harmonic set to transform future of video production and delivery

German systems integrator BFE is
showing off the KSC Core solution at
its booth.

A new-look Harmonic, having recently completed the acquisition of Thomson Video Networks, is showcasing a range of solutions aimed
at bringing increased operational efficiencies
and cost savings to broadcast and multi-screen
production and delivery.
Harmonic’s VOS software-based media
processing platform now comes with two new
offerings — VOS Cloud and VOS 360. VOS Cloud
is a media-processing platform that enables
content and service providers to manage the
video production and delivery workflow for
broadcast and over-the-top (OTT) applications

Harmonic’s VOS software-based media processing
platform now comes with two new offerings — VOS
Cloud and VOS 360.

via standard IT hardware, over public or private
cloud infrastructure.
The VOS 360 professional cloud media processing service (www.vos360.tv), provides opera-

Interra Systems is showcasing Baton
7.0, the latest version of the company’s
QC solution for file-based SD, HD and
mix workflows.

their hardware infrastructure, both
in terms of cost and performance.
Visitors can look forward to
demonstrations of the advanced
capabilities of Orion, including support for 4K/UHD HEVC and virtualised monitoring probes, SCTE-35
verification, in-depth audio and
video quality monitoring, as well
as closed caption data monitoring.

tors with a software-as-a-service solution that is
hosted in the public cloud, and maintained and
monitored by Harmonic, enabling customers to
launch revenue-generating, broadcast-quality
OTT services “in a matter of minutes”.
Visitors can also expect a 4K/UHD HDR
demo, which will be enabled by the ViBE 4K/
UHD real-time encoder and the ViBE VS7000
video system, two new solutions that have
joined the Harmonic product family as a result
of the company’s acquisition of Thomson Video
Networks.
To find out more, visit booth 5C3-01.
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LiveU goes Solo in Asia-Pacific debut
LiveU Solo, a plug-and-play live streaming
bonded solution for the online media market, is making an Asia-Pacific debut.
The solution allows users to live-stream
into any Web streaming
workflow by connecting
automatically to popular
content delivery networks such as Facebook,
YouTube Live and Wowza Streaming Cloud.
LiveU is also showcasing its nextgeneration LU710 4K/p60 rack-mountable
1U encoder. Combined with the Xtender
transmission device — LiveU’s external
antenna with six modems, delivering video
rates of up to 40Mbps — and LiveU’s enhanced server with 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
output, the LU710 encoder transforms any
SNG truck into a fully mobile hybrid cellular/
satellite solution for transmitting 4K/UHD

or HD video with improved efficiency,
according to LiveU.
The LU710 is also fully integrated
into the LiveU ecosystem via the LiveU
C e n t r a l b r o w s e rbased management
platform. LiveU Central is a cloud-based management and
video distribution system that enables
fleets of units to be centrally controlled
using geo-location capabilities.

Other highlights at booth 5H2-04
include the LU500 portable transmission unit, the LU200 ultra-small portable transmission unit, and the LU200e,
which LiveU describes as the most costeffective video encoder on the market.
The LU200e enables streaming for
Web distribution, point-to-point and
point to multi-point distribution.
LiveU’s LU710 4K/p60 rack-mountable 1U
encoder is on display at BroadcastAsia2016.

NETWORK. AUDIO. VIDEO. CONTROL.
smart IP live production infrastructure.

Qvest Media
presenting the
future of media
enterprises

On the “Qvest Media Live Stage”, Qvest Media,
Aspera, Avid, Dalet, Skyline Communications and
Vizrt are discussing the roles they are playing
in the MediaCorp project, as well as the latest
technology trends impacting the broadcast
industry.

Qvest Media and its technology partners are
discussing how they are providing an entirely
new technical design for Singapore terrestrial
broadcaster Mediacorp’s pending move to a
new broadcast centre.
On the “Qvest Media Live Stage”, Qvest
Media, Aspera, Avid, Dalet, Skyline Communications and Vizrt are discussing the roles
they are playing in the MediaCorp project, as
well as the latest technology trends impacting the broadcast industry.
Aspera is talking about Aspera orchestrator used for workflow automation across
entire system infrastructures, Dalet is discussing enterprise media asset management
installations, and the key challenges and
opportunities when implementing these.
The automated orchestration for largescale cross-department broadcast post-production workflows is presented by Avid, while
graphics specialist Vizrt is demonstrating
how the studio automation Viz Mosart can
optimise production efficiency and quality.
From Skyline Communications, visitors can
learn how to run operations more efficiently
than ever, using the DataMiner multi-vendor
solution.
Besides moderating the discussions,
Qvest Media is presenting its role as consultant and master systems integrator for the
MediaCorp project. The systems architect is
also giving insights to current industry topics
such as global support service, over-the-top
(OTT) and the future of media enterprises.
Visit Qvest Media at booth 5L4-01 to
find out more.

Flip your mind.
V__matrix – World’s 1st virtualized broadcast ecosystem with software-defined
functionality based on high-capacity generic compute blades.

www.lawo.com
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mxfSPEEDRAIL promises a more unified production environment
mxfSPEEDRAIL
is designed to
offer the “highest
performance” in the
most diverse filebased workflows.

MOG Technologies is displaying its
mxfSPEEDRAIL solution — a fully
featured toolset that includes ingest,
capture, playback and file conversion
in a single and configurable platform.
The solution can be integrated with
the most popular broadcast technologies and formats, offering high-traffic
performance, great interoperability between platforms and efficient metadata
sharing, says MOG.

mxfSPEEDRAIL is also designed
to allow users to achieve the highest
performance in the most diverse filebased workflows with
the following strong
points: Reduced costs with fast turnaround of content; multi-format, multiresolution and multi-channel; powerful
metadata annotation engine; and
service-oriented architecture.
Visitors to booth 5A5-09 should
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also watch out for SkyWatch, an enterprise
platform that allows supervision, control,
and management of the complete production workflow. It is tailored
to the customer environment, providing media users and managers
with the tool they need to get statistics on
productivity, availability and efficiency of
production resources.
SkyWatch wraps all operations in one
single Web-based interface, unifying
the production process. It can operate a
completely integrated set of production
modules and manage multiple ingest
points simultaneously. With this solution,
users gain the ability to manage a lot of
information at once, with no geographic
boundaries, MOG adds.

Enter the
Dalet Galaxy

More than 35 high-profile media organisations
and broadcasters worldwide are currently
deploying Dalet Galaxy.

Dalet is demonstrating the power of the
Dalet Galaxy MAM platform, and how it addresses today’s challenges of multi-platform
delivery and social media, as well as collaborative production and workflow orchestration in the context of news, sports, production, programme and archive workflows.
According to Dalet, more than 35 highprofile media organisations and broadcasters
worldwide are currently deploying Dalet
Galaxy, including Australia’s Special Broadcasting Service Corporation (SBS), VTV, VoV,
ABS-CBN and Singapore terrestrial broadcaster Mediacorp. Dalet Galaxy serves as the
underlying MAM platform that facilitates
MediaCorp’s fluid exchange of mass content
from ingest to archive.
Dalet Galaxy is designed to enable “true
convergence”. In the newsroom, Dalet Galaxy
enables staff to share stories between TV,
radio and Web news departments by organising content into a centralised database and
production tools under a single platform.
With immediate access to both resources
and assets, staff can more efficiently plan, assign and develop stories using the same set
of tools and content, eliminating duplication
and silo-ed productions while maximising
asset utilisation and return on investment.
The Dalet Galaxy is on display at booth
5A5-17.
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TSL Products moving along with IP transition
Avid Nexis enables fully virtualised storage so media organisations can adjust
storage capacity without disrupting workflows.

Avid offering software-defined
storage platform
Avid is showcasing the Avid Nexis, a
software-defined storage platform
designed for storing and managing
media.
Avid Nexis is designed to enable fully virtualised storage so
media organisations can adjust
storage capacity without disrupting
workflows. Powered by the Avid
MediaCentral Platform, Avid Nexis
delivers “unrivalled” media storage
flexibility, scalability and control for
both Avid-based and third-party
workflows.
With Avid Nexis, users can select
components to meet their needs,
and expand storage capacity and
bandwidth as their business grows.
It also enables users to dynamically tune the system to ensure that
high-priority workflows always
have the capacity, performance and
data protection levels they require.
Avid Nexis works with all
top media creation applications
through the flexibility of the Avid
Everywhere vision, which provides
a more collaborative way of work-

ing. Production teams can access a
shared pool of storage resources,
thereby increasing efficiencies.
Production teams can mix and
match the Avid Nexis storage engines, with capacity from as little
as 20TB to over 1.4PB in a single
system. All Avid Nexis systems are
powered by the Avid Nexis FS file
system. Find out more at Hospitality Suite Lotus 4D/E.

TSL Products is showcasing the “world’s first”
uncompressed videoover-IP audio monitors
for the first time in Asia.
The new S20226 PAM-IP range offers
more format flexibility
so that users can monitor uncompressed video The Tallyman Virtual Panel is one of TSL Products’
and audio-over-IP (AoIP) BroadcastAsia2016 highlights.
without unnecessar y
hardware conversion. Monitorbe monitored with an IP-based
ing video, audio and its assoinfrastructure.
ciated metadata from either a
There is also a debut of the
traditional 3G-SDI connection or
MPA family at booth 5E4-05.
a S2022-6 IP stream, the PAM-IP
Supporting established I/O
range is designed to work in ensuch as MADI, SDI, AES-3 and
vironments where SDI, AES and
analogue, the MPA family also
analogue-based infrastructure can
supports AoIP workflows with

support for Dante and
Ravenna, and is available
in two models. Solo offers the ability to listen to
any channels, while Mix
enables the user to create
monitoring mixes.
TSL Products is also
demonstrating at its
booth the latest version
of the Tallyman Control
Systems, including the
Tallyman Virtual Panel. Tallyman
is designed to sit at the heart of
broadcast operations, coordinating critical broadcast infrastructure
components, and providing ope
rators with a platform to control
multiple pieces of equipment from
different vendors.

DVB sharing UHD insights with trade visitors
The DVB Project is demonstrating the transmission
of 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) content over a DVB-S2 signal
that includes DVB-CID (Carrier ID) information, which
identifies the source of the transmission. DVB-CID is a
digital satellite transmission system that describes the
modulation, channel coding and signalling protocol
intended for the identification of the host carrier.
The system has been optimised for satellite
applications including DVB-S, DVB-S2, DVB-S2X and
DVB-DSNG, but can be applied to any continuous
transmission by satellite.
The 4K/UHD demo at booth 5L5-03 utilises the
DVB-UHDTV Phase 1 specification that allows images

with four times the static resolution of the 1080p HDTV
format, at frame rates of up to 60 images per second.
A laptop will stream Eutelsat 4K/UHD video content
(HEVC/H.265, 50fps, 10-bit colour depth, at 30Mbps)
to a Work Microwave DVB-S2 modulator, which inserts
the DVB-CID information and broadcasts the DVB-S2
signal over a small wireless satellite simulator.
A TeamCast DVB-CID receiver then extracts the
DVB-CID information and displays the Carrier ID details on a laptop. The DVB-S2 signal is also received
by a Rover Instruments DVB-T2/C2/S2 analyser and
displayed on a 4K/UHD TV with an integrated DVBS2 tuner.

The DVB Project is at the show to share
its insights on 4K/Ultra HD.
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IP dominates discussions at 2016
by shawn liew

LAS VEGAS – Innovation unleashes
opportunity, and ultimately, it
is opportunity that is being unleashed via industry transformation, said Chris Brown, executive
vice-president of NAB Conventions
and Business Operations.
Perhaps fittingly, 2016 NAB
Show went by the theme of “Ready,
Set, Unleash” and provided a timely
platform for some of the leading
broadcast manufacturers and solution providers to highlight the
role they have to play in shaping
the transformations the industry
is undergoing.
Snell Advanced Media (SAM),
for instance, revealed the IP-Edge
technology, designed to remove
the complexity from hybrid and
pure IP roll-outs. Products that are
IP-Edge-enabled include routers,
switchers, IQ Modular processing,
servers and playout systems. One
of the first products launched in
the IP-Edge family is the IQ-Edge
processing solution made for interoperable processing of media in IP
environments.
Reflecting on a “highly successful” 12 months, SAM reported
double-digit percentage growth
in playout technology sales for the
second year running, with SAM
technologies being used to launch
over 140 new services globally.
This was predominantly driven
by deployment of the company’s
Morpheus playout automation and
ICE CiaB products. One significant
launch in this period was the software-only version of the ICE CiaB
product, ICE SDC (software-defined
channel), designed for operators
looking to move to virtualised
playout operations.
To address the “strong and
growing” trend of 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD), SAM has also launched the
new Kula switcher range, which is
capable of 4K/1080p/HD and SD in
1M/E and 2M/E versions and can
handle multiple formats.
While reaffirming SAM’s commitment to delivering 4K/UHD
and HDR (high dynamic range)
live production and playout tech-

nologies, Stephen Wong, SVP sales,
Asia-Pacific, SAM, cautioned that
Asia may not be fully ready yet for
4K/UHD. Describing the region as
being “somewhere in between” on
the adoption curve of 4K/UHD, he
added: “There is not enough 4K/
UHD content for Asia right now
and where HDR is concerned, the
standardisation issue must be first
addressed.”
SAM is, of course, a founding
member of the Alliance for IP Media
Solutions (AIMS), an independent
trade association whose key goal
is to aim for open standards and
interoperability in IP.
Another founding member
of AIMS is Lawo, who premiered
the V_matrix, a software-defined
IP core routing and processing
platform.
Designed to provide a completely virtualised real-time production infrastructure, V__matrix
leverages multiple cores connected
to a high-capacity COTS (com-

mercial off-the-shelf) switch with
redundant 10GE and 40GE connections to form a distributed IP
routing and processing matrix with
frame-accurate, clean switching —
just like a legacy baseband matrix.
Core processing blades are
housed in 1RU, 2RU or 3RU frames,
with physical connectivity to legacy
SDI equipment provided through
optional V_matrix I/O cards.
Lawo’s VSM broadcast control
and monitoring system serves as
the control layer, while the system
enables the switching and routing
of signals both in the IP and SDI
domains.
As a completely IP-based platform, the V-matrix can be deployed
in an OB truck, a TV studio or a
broadcast operation centre to create a virtualised core infrastructure
for live production.
Because the capabilities of the
system and the functionality of the
signal chains are not defined by
physical connectivity of hardware
modules, routing and processing
can either be decentralised and
spread over one or more facilities,
or be centralised in a fixed facility

Presenting the next generation headends:

Above: More
than 103,000
visitors
thronged the
halls of the
Las Vegas
Convention
Centre,
where 1,874
companies
highlighted
their latest
products and
solutions
that support
the latest
technology
transformations.

Left: While
SAM continues
to advance
its 4K Live
Production
solutions, Asia
as a region may
not be fully
ready yet for
4K/UHD, noted
Stephen Wong
of SAM.
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Visit us at CommunicAsia at booth 1L2-07!
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NAB Show
Axon’s Jan Eveleens:
“Axon advocates a
hybrid path to IP and
broadcasters will do
well to adopt a stepby-step approach.
Mindsets and skills
will also need to be
addressed.”

IT’S WHAT’S BEHIND
THAT KEEPS US AHEAD

Lawo’s Andreas Hilmer: “If we want to move
ahead with the transition to IP, customers need
reassurances for their investments.”

or OB truck.
Andreas Hilmer, director of marketing
and communications, Lawo, said: “If we
want to move ahead with the transition to
IP, customers need reassurances for their investments … Lawo will continue to promote
open standards.”
Interoperability remains a key issue for
broadcast IP, concurred Jan Eveleens, CEO
of Axon. Calling IP “still a small island”, he
advised: “Axon advocates a hybrid path to
IP and broadcasters will do well to adopt a
step-by-step approach. Mindsets and skills
will also need to be addressed.”
Eveleens also spoke of a burgeoning
working relationship with Utah Scientific,
which is set for a deeper integration of the
companies’ technologies in the next six
months, he revealed. For instance, Utah’s
S2022 IP router is currently integrated with
Axon’s Cerebrum control and monitoring
system, which now includes automatic tiein management across multiple routers for
format conversion and multi-site operations and various new third-party interface
options.
Live and near-live streaming of broadcast-quality video content over IP networks
has traditionally used linear transport over
satellite and dedicated fibre networks, which
provide “high quality” but may be limited for
today’s use cases, suggested Aspera, who unveiled the Aspera FASPStream, a new turnkey
application software line designed to enable
live streaming of broadcast-quality video
globally over commodity Internet networks
with glitch-free playout and “negligible”
start-up time.
Cloud has an increasingly important role
to play in broadcast delivery, said Richard
Heitmann, VP marketing, Aspera, who added:
“Cloud keeps cycles short, and allows data to
be moved quickly. In Asia, we see cloud in-
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LEADING
THE WAY IN
DIGITAL KVM

www.gdsys.de

G&D’s KVM systems have a proven
reputation for long lasting usability and
reliability. But that’s not all that keeps
us ahead.
Because G&D don’t just provide systems,
we deliver solutions. KVM solutions that
are tailor-made to meet your specific needs.

SEE US AT
BROADCAST
ASIA
STAND NO
5H5-02

Our broad portfolio allows us to combine
products and systems to cover any
application. Our expertise in all areas

ensures your G&D solution is right for you
in every way – from design to planning,
from installation to technical support.
Versatility also plays its part in keeping us
in front. For instance, we offer systems for
a wide range of different video standards
– digital or analog – with bandwidths up
to 4K (incl. Full HD, 2K and Ultra HD).
The power to deliver the perfect KVM
solution. That’s G&D.
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Show an opportunity to display technologies
shaping today’s broadcast infrastructures
19

8

creasingly augmenting on-premise
capacities.” FASPStream provides
interoperability and management
with file-based workflows, including on the cloud. Designed to
interoperate with the Aspera file
transfer stack, FASPStream sessions
support stream-to-file workflows,
including writing to cloud “object”
storage.
A “new” Harmonic, exhibiting
for the first time after the acqusition of Thomson Video Networks,
showcased its new cloud offerings via an extension of its VOS
software-based media processing
platform. VOS Cloud is a media
processing platform that enables
content and service providers to
manage the video production and
delivery workflows for broadcast
and over-the-top (OTT) applications via standard IT hardware,
and over public or private cloud
infrastructure.
The VOS 360 professional cloud
media processing service, meanwhile, provides operators with a
software-as-a-service (SaaS) solution that is hosted in the public
cloud, with Harmonic maintaining
and monitoring the service. Encoding and transcoding functionalities
on the new VOS cloud offerings is
powered by the Harmonic Pure
compression engine, which provides support for a wide range of
codecs, including MPEG-2, MPEG4 and HEVC/H/265.
Commenting on the acquisition of Thomson Video Networks,
Tony Berthaud, VP, sales, APAC,
Harmonic, shared: “We are combining two very large portfolios
and integrating our global operations to bring more flexibility and
agility to our customers.”
At the Artel booth, the company demonstrated the latest IP- and
hybrid IP/SDI-based capabilities via
the DigiLink media transport platform. The DigiLink Media Transport Platform is a fully integrated,
modular solution for transporting
broadcast-quality media including
3G/HD/SD-SDI and ASI plus Ethernet traffic over IP, direct fibre, and
managed optical networks.
Featuring multiple chassis options and standards-based technology, DigiLink is designed for
broadcast and other applications
requiring a reliable, modular, simple-to-deploy and cost-effective
media transport platform.
For a number of KVM companies, the show was another opportunity to emphasise the increasing
role that KVM technology has to
play in shaping today’s broadcast
infrastructures.
Guntermann & Drunck (G&D),
for instance, highlighted the
DP1.2-VisionXG KVM extender

system, which enables the remote
operation of systems and offers
uncompressed transmission of
DisplayPort 1.2 signals.
With the DP1.2-VisionXG, fibre
optics connect the KVM transmitter at the computer to the KVM
receiver placed at the workstation. Even with distances of up
to 10,000m between computer
and workstation, users are able to
operate their systems in a 1:1 connection without any latency.
To ensure high video quality,
the DP1.2-VisionXG system transmits video signals transparently
— pixel by pixel and without any
compression. This way, all details
remain visible even when it comes
to high-resolution 4K/UHD images at a full refesh rate of 60Hz
and across the entire transmission
distance.
As for Adder Technologies, its
new releases include the AdderLink
C-USB LAN network extender,
which complements the AdderLink
portfolio of IP-based performance
KVM products over a standard
gigabit network. For instance, the
new solution can be used alongside

the AdderLink Infinity matrix to deliver high-speed USB2.0 extension
at 480mbps, making it a suitable
fit for file ingest from cameras or
other USB devices.
The new Adder XD150FX is a
point-to-point fibre extender with
USB2.0 that can transmit video up
to 2560x1600, as well as analogue
audio over a duplex fibre-optic
cable. The extender enables users
to locate critical computing hardware away from workspaces in an
access and temperature-controlled
environment. A built-in level of
IP control with the inclusion of a
network port further enables the
XD150FX to be controlled by other
systems.
The EVS Live on Tour demo
van is ready to hit the road to
cover some of the biggest sporting
events in North America — with
IHSE’s KVM matrix switches and
extenders driving workflows and
equipment inside the EVS vehicle.
The IHSE KVM system consists
of a Draco tera compact 32-port
matrix switch with Cat 5e/6 connections, and Draco vario series
474 KVM extenders with DVI-I connectors supporting both DVI and
VGA sources. IHSE’s KVM system
connects all PCs, servers and other
equipment inside the van so that

Tony Hanada, managing director of Shotoku Broadcast Systems, seen standing
under the Free-d2 VR/AR tracking system, which uses advanced video processing
algorithms and simple ceiling markers capable of precisely determining the exact
location and orientation of the studio camera.

Toshihiko Ohnishi (left), deputy president, Professional Solutions Group, Sony
Japan, and Hiroshi Kiriyama, senior general manager, media segment business
division, Professional Solutions and Services Group, IP&S, Sony Corporation, posing
with Sony’s new HDC-4800 camera.

users can access and control any
device from a single workstation,
with a significant number of data
and live feeds transferred across an
IP network.
IHSE’s KVM matrix switch also
serves as the central connection
between the van’s workstation
— consisting of a keyboard and
mouse — and the various EVS solutions, enabling dynamic switching
between sources with near-zero
latency.
Keen to show off its viaPlatz IP/
server-based video workflow was
Japan’s NTT IT. As part of an IPbased video workflow, the viaPlatz
server works as a high-speed video
streaming server for both ingest
and playback, supports HD/2K/4K
UHD/8K uncompressed video
formats, and also acts as a media
processor to convert video formats.
It is also now equipped with a
processing engine that supports
HDR-based colour corrections.
“HDR is the next focus for the
broadcast industry,” predicted
Yoichi Kato, EVP and general manager, global business, NTT IT.
Another company making
strides in HDR and HFR (high frame
rate) development is Sony, who
introduced the HDC-4800 camera
system. The HDC-4800 combines
4K/UHD resolution with enhanced
HFR capabilities — 8x in 4K/UHD
and up to 16x in full HD — and
is equipped with HD cut-out and
zoom capabilities for live sports
and event production. Support for
HDR is under development and
will be made available in the near
future, Sony announced.
One Sony product already supporting HDR is the new PVM-X550,
55-inch OLED panel with 12-bit
signal processing. The PVM-X550
supports HDR through various
Electro-Optical Transfer Functions
(EOTF), such as S-Log3, SMPTE
ST.2084 and Hybrid Log-Gamma,

thus covering applications for both
cinematography and broadcast.
It also supports various industry
standard colour spaces, including
the wider ITU-R BT.2020 recommendation for 4K/UHD.
Sony also announced its membership into AIMS, as the company
continues to enhance its fully interoperable IP Live production system
with the continued development
of the company’s Networked Media Interface (NMI) AV-over-IP
interface.
More camera highlights came
from the ARRI booth, where the
Alexa SXT cameras now offer a total
of 14 recording formats, including
new modes such as ProRes 2K and
4K Cine Anamorphic. This mode
allows users to create a ready-toview ProRes image in the 2K or 4K/
UHD DCI delivery format, without
the need for debayer, cropping,
re-scaling or de-squeezing in post
production.
ARRI SXT cameras produce images in HD, 2K and 4K/UHD while
delivering the highest HDR range
of any camera in the market, added
ARRI. The ability to record at up to
120fps in full image quality also
allows HFR approaches to be accommodated.
One camera ARRI is keen to
highlight in Asia, and which will
allow broadcasters to “take the
cinematic look into the broadcast
studio”, is the Amira, which is now
equipped with a ProRes S16 HD
recording mode. The new mode
takes a Super 16-sized crop from
the sensor and scales it to a 16:9
HD picture in any ProRes codec.
For the best camera support
systems, Shotoku Broadcast Systems is offering SmartPed, the
latest addition to the company’s
range of robotic camera systems.
A three-wheel, smooth-steer XY
pedestal, SmartPed features a new
height column without any need
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of pneumatic balancing. It is also
equipped with multi-zone collision
avoidance and detection systems,
as well as a precision engineered
electro-mechanical steer/drive
system.
Intended specifically for use in
high-profile live TV productions,
SmartPed comes with a touchscreen panel that enables diagnostic and local operation functions
to be easily accessible from the
studio floor, and like all Shotoku
robotics systems, SmartPed offers
a VR tracking option under both
local or remote control.
Shotoku also highlighted Freed2, the latest addition to the company’s range of VR/AR tracking
systems. Designed for VR/AR news,
sports and current affairs live
studio productions, Free-d2 uses
advanced video processing algorithms and simple ceiling markers
to precisely determine the exact
position and orientation of the
studio camera.
SGL, while showcasing the new
version of its FlashNet content
management solution, also announced a number of key technology partnerships with Avid and
Sony. SGL is now an Avid Alliance
Partner, which sees the integration of FlashNet within the Avid
MediaCentral Platform. This gives
assurance that key improvements
to either product are being com-

municated to each manufacuturer
so that integration is always optimised, said Lee Sheppard, director
of product management, SGL.
FlashNet is also now integrated
with the Sony Ci media cloud
platform, enabling broadcasters
and content owners to quickly and
securely transfer content directly to
the cloud from their MAM systems
via FlashNet, which now includes
a new user interface (UI). The UI
provides a dashboard that further
simplifies archive procedures with
tools for archive and restore functionality, system health, monitoring, analysis and more.
“Power what’s next” was Quantum key show message as the company stands ready to support 4K/
UHD, 8K, HDR and HFR workflows.
And convergence is also foremost
on Quantum’s mind, as highlighted
in the introduction of the Xcellis
Dynamic Application Environment.
Also called “Embedded Xcellis”, the new addition to the Xcellis
workflow manager enables thirdparty applications to run in a KVM
hypervisor virtualised environment
directly on the Xcellis Workflow
Director nodes, thus streamlining
workflows and simplifying deployments. This new capacity, said
Quantum, is “perfect” for utilities,
mid-range, lower-impact or midmarket applications that want to
benefit from close proximity to

The new Blackmagic Duplicator 4K created the biggest buzz at the Blackmagic
booth, revealed Richard Lim, director, Blackmagic Design Asia.

storage and may not warrant a
separate standalone server.
Creating a buzz at the
Blackmagic Design booth was the
new Blackmagic Duplicator 4K,
which allows the delivery of 4K/
UHD content to consumers by
recording files onto inexpensive
SD cards that can be distributed to
consumers the moment an event
has ended. Featuring 25 built-in SD
card recorders, multi-rate 12G-SDI
connections and a real-time H.265/

HEVC encoder, it saves files in an
open file format onto standard
SD cards, at high frame rates of
2160p60.
Blackmagic is also adding
more 4K/UHD support with the
Blackmagic Video Assist 4K, a
portable all-in-one professional
monitor and video recorder that
can be used to add professional
recording and monitoring to any
SDI or HDMI camera. It features a
7-inch, high-resolution monitor for
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checking focus and framing, two
high-speed recorders for non-stop
HD and 4K/UHD recording.
There is a big shift to ondemand viewing, and there is an
indication that linear TV viewing
may be slowing down, noted
Peter Elvidge, head of global media
management, Globecast. “This, in
turn, is resulting in a growing shift
in behaviour from broadcasters …
They need to display more agility
and flexibility than ever before,”
he added.
Globecast’s Media Factor y
leverages the company’s expertise
in handling both linear and on-demand services through playout and
OTT solutions, while its Los Angeles
Media Centre, which opened early
last year, further offers a converged
workflow to prepare, deliver and
playout content to any distribution
platform.
Elvidge continued: “We want to
act more as a partner to broadcasters, rather than just a supplier, and
we want to develop collaborative,
rather than transactional relationships.”
And in today’s world, programme planners need to have
the flexibility and ease in which
to switch between VoD and linear
scheduling, or to combine both
in a single workflow, suggested Johan Vanmarcke, managing
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Show indicates growing shift in broadcasters’ behaviour
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director, MediaGeniX Asia. With
the WHATS’On broadcast management system, MediaGeniX wants
to make the process of scheduling
multiple channels and services as
easy as it is to schedule just a single
channel or service (read more on
page 38).
For satellite operator SES, an
ongoing project with Rutgers
University’s School of Engineering
aims to measure the effectiveness
of SES’ CDN (content delivery network) overlay solution in meeting
the growing demand for streaming
OTT video.
As demand for streaming linear and on-demand content bogs
down terrestrial networks, satellite’s inherent point-to-multipoint
and multicast capabilities make
it the ideal content delivery network for OTT, said Steve Corda,
VP, business development, North
America, SES. He also revealed that
the continuing demonstrations at
Rutgers University are designed to
compare the scalability and reliability of a satellite-based CDN with
terrestrial networks. “The goal is to
make satellite work like a CDN, and
we will explore intelligent content

caching and routing to determine
when it makes sense to deliver OTT
video via satellite or terrestrially,
and when to cache that content at
the network edge.”
Other highlights this year include Riedel’s MicroN 80G media
distribution network. Designed to
work alongside Riedel’s MediorNet
MetroN core fibre router, MicroN
is a high-density signal interface
equipped with a complete array
of audio, video and data inputs
and outputs. This include 24 SD/
HD/3G-SDI I/Os, two MADI optical digital audio ports, a Gigabit
Ethernet port, two sync reference
I/Os, and eight 10G SFP+ highspeed ports.
In a compact 1RU form factor
for rack-mount applications, the
MicroN offers full support for 10G
high-speed video, 3G-SDI video,
MADI audio and Gigabit Ethernet.
MicroN is available as a fully networked MediorNet device, as well
as in a point-to-point edition.
At the Matrox Video booth, the
company launched Monarch LCS,
a compact, easy-to-use, two-input
lecture capture appliance, which accepts video from any SDI or HDMI
camera, as well as presentation content over HDMI from computers.

Cameron O'Neill, director, Asia-Pacific for Riedel Communications, took visitors
through a technology demonstration of the MNControl for Riedel's Smartpanel.
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The inputs can be encoded
independently and in sync for use
with the latest multi-stream video
players, said Matrox. Alternatively,
the inputs can be combined prior
to encoding in a variety of production layouts, including picture-inpicture and side-by-side, for use
with standard video players.
Also making a show debut
was Cobalt Digital’s new family of
fibre-optic solutions in both the
openGear format and the Blue Box
Group (BBG) mini-converter boxes.
New openGear products include the 9433 series fibre-optic
audio embedder and de-embedder cards, which are available in
a single channel, uni-directional
EO-to-OE configuration, and a
dual-channel, bidirectional EO/OE
transport solution.
The latter version provides
bidirectional extension of two 3G/
HD/SD-SDI video signals and multiple analogue and AES audio signals over two fibres. When paired
with the +DT licensing option,
the card set provides bidirectional
serial data and GPIO connectivity, which can be used for remote
PTZ camera control and signal
backhaul.
Designed for colourists, postproduction editors and other content creatives preparing material
for 4K/UD distribution, Omnitek’s
Ultra XR advanced 4K/UHD waveform analyser was unveiled at the
NAB Show. It features a full-resolution monitor output, 4K/UHD
waveform display, vectorscope,
CIE colour chart, pixel data display,
audio PPMs (peak programme
meter), ANC packet analysis tools
and interlink video timing, among
others.
Omnitek also highlighted the
Ultra 4K Tool Box, said to be
the “first” test and measurement
solution that offers full support
for 12G-SDI. Key features of the
Ultra 4K Tool Box include 12G eye

n SEPTEMBER
September 9-13

IBC 2016

Securing the connected future
Steve Oetegenn, president of Verimatrix, explaining to visitors how the company
is securing the connected future via its latest offering — the Verspective Operator
Analytics solution, an extensible suite of subscriber intelligence tools that are
designed from the ground up to emphasise data security and integrity as a
foundation for actionable intelligence. To learn more about Verimatrix's insights
into digital rights management, turn to page 52.

and jitter, as well as the ability to
both capture and playback fullraster video in all supported video
standards.
Last but not least, GatesAir
made showcasing the wireless
content delivery opportunities that
the ATSC 3.0 broadcast standard
will offer as its key show mission.
Rich Richmond, chief product
officer, GatesAir, commented: “As
broadcasters prepare for a period
of uncertainty and potential disruption to their over-the-air operations, there is building excitement
for the next-generation opportunities that await them on the other
side … We want to help broadcast-
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ers navigate the spectrum repack
[set to take place in the US].”
GatesAir’s Maxiva XTE softwaredefined exciter was demonstrated
at the ATSC 3.0 Broadcast Pavilion
and the ATSC 3.0 Consumer Experience booth.
The former showcased the
Maxiva XTE alongside an array or
professional broadcast equipment
covering the entire transmission
air chain, while the latter leveraged the Maviva XTE’s advanced
signal processing, throughput and
IP transport capabilities to deliver
4K/UHD content and data, including advanced emergency alerts, to
fixed and mobile devices.

White Paper
@ www.apb-news.com
v Total cost of ownership: the key metric

for multi-DRM strategy

This white paper from Frost &
Sullivan, written in cooperation with Verimatrix, outlines
the factors that need to be
considered when evaluating total cost of ownership
for a DRM solution. It also
shares best-practice guidance on providing consistent,
compelling user experiences
across all devices and consumption scenarios.
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ATSC 3.0 finds favour with
American consumers
MINNEAPOLIS – US consumers
“overwhelmingly see” next-generation TV as a way to improve their
viewing experience, with 68% of
respondents to a recent survey rating the new capabilities of the ATSC
3.0 standard as “very appealing”.
The survey of more than 500
smart TV owners in the US was conducted by research-based consulting firm Frank N Magid Associates,
and was sponsored by Pearl TV and
the Sinclair Broadcast Group.
Robert Crawford, SVP at Frank
N Magid Associates, said: “Consumers clearly show a desire to take
full advantage of the capability of
4K/Ultra HD (UHD) TV, combined
with high dynamic range (HDR)
displays, including the amazing
audio capabilities that the new
broadcast standard [ATSC 3.0] will
make possible.
“Our research shows that more
than two-thirds of those surveyed
believe the new standard will result
in a better viewing experience because of bigger and better picture,
more free channels, better audio
quality and enhanced interactivity.”

Although 60% of the survey
respondents do not currently owe
a 4K/UHD TV, they indicated their
interest to make a purchase in the
near future, while more than half
of those surveyed said they would
be looking for a product that offered HDR to enhance their viewing
experience.
More than two-thirds of the
survey respondents also said they
like the idea of enhanced emergency alerts on all devices, and “appreciated” the fact that broadcast

services will likely work even when
cell reception and traditional cable services are down and out of
service.
Currently under development,
the ATSC 3.0 next-generation
TV standard is expected to be a
“transformative technology” for
broadcasters, allowing TV stations
to deliver 4K/UHD TV and HDR
signals, enhanced audio, a hybrid
broadband and linear TV experience, improved emergency alerting and accessibility features, send

The 2016 NAB Show highlighted a number of ATSC 3.0 demonstrations.

video-on-demand (VoD) content,
as well as enhanced advertisement targeting specific segments
of viewers.
The Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) standards

are predominantly deployed across
North America, although it is also
deployed by South Korea in AsiaPacific. Most other countries in
the region are utilising DVB-based
standards.

Self-service Amazon Video Direct launched
SEATTLE – Amazon has launched Amazon Video Direct (AVD), a new self-service programme
for creators and storytellers to make their
video content available to Amazon customers.
Jim Freeman, VP of Amazon Video, declared: “It’s an amazing time to be a content
creator. There are more options for distribution
than ever before and with AVD, for the first
time, there’s a self-service option for video
providers to get their content into a premium
streaming subscription service. We’re excited

to make it even easier for content creators to
find an audience, and for that audience to find
great content.”
With AVD, video providers can distribute
their content directly to “tens of millions” of
Amazon Prime members, and earn royalties
based on minutes streamed. They can also
utilise the different options Amazon Video
uses to share content to customers; choose
to make their titles available in every country
where Amazon Video is available; and with

support for all the devices Amazon Video is
available on.
Video providers are also provided performance matrics, such as the number of minutes a title was streamed, projected revenue,
payment history or number of subscribers.
This, said Amazon, allows video providers
to optimise the way they offer and promote
content to customers by having full control
and flexibility to make changes based on these
matrics.
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Singapore first stop
for BBC Player

The evolution
of pay-TV
In recent years, the pay-TV market
has faced unprecedented change. The
rise of over-the-top (OTT) TV, shifting
viewing patterns and the proliferation
of cloud technologies have given rise
to significant challenges. The TV industry is now witnessing the biggest
shift in media habits since the dawn of
television. But this also presents a real
opportunity for pay-TV providers to
build more innovative and sustainable
business models for the future.
The widespread availability of highspeed Internet has transformed the
entertainment industry.
Consumers today want cheaper access to content and, with fewer initial
investment costs, OTT services are
now better placed to charge lower fees.
And with growing demand for personalisation and flexibility in everything
from mobile-phone contracts to payTV subscriptions, services that bypass
the traditional provider can give the
consumer access to a wide range of
content without tying them to an
expensive, all-encompassing package.
Catch-up services set new viewing records every month, while paid
streaming services such as Netflix
are booming. According to a report
by Ovum, OTT TV will reach 177
million households by 2019. This
shift to streaming services has been
accelerated by the growth of video
streaming, as well as the increasingly
large, high-quality screens available on
smart devices.
The likes of Roku, Apple TV and
Amazon Fire TV let viewers bundle
their own streaming services in one
place, including direct-to-consumer
content from networks such as HBO,
Disney and Major League Baseball
(MLB).
Industry shifts have made it increasingly challenging for pay-TV
providers to be a one-stop shop for
TV services. Content owners can now
go direct to the consumer while OTT
service providers such as Netflix and
Amazon have started commissioning

The TV industry is now witnessing the biggest shift in
media habits since the dawn
of television.

Stephane Le Dreau,
General Manager SEA,
Nagra

their own original programming.
Pay-TV providers therefore face a
strategic dilemma. On one hand, they
want to cut costs, while on the other,
they have to stay competitive by continuing to innovate and invest in new
content.
The changing market is forcing
pay-TV companies to innovate. And,
with remarkable resiliency, providers
have responded with a host of new
offerings, including multi-screen TV,
more advanced set-top boxes, and
novel pricing and packaging deals.
But some big questions remain:
how does pay-TV as a whole continue
to grow? What are the best strategies
for success? And what will the next five
years of innovation look like?
To find out, Nagra has committed
resources to a research programme
studying the major growth and innovation opportunities in the pay-TV
industry. In partnership with TV
research consultancy, MTM, Nagra’s
Pay-TV Innovation Forum will carry
out interviews and committee discussions with industry leaders around
the world.
Investigating the impacts of emerging markets, digital technologies and
new revenue models on the pay-TV
ecosystem, it will also evaluate the
status of the latest pay-TV trends and
initiatives. The research will be shared
with the industry through several reports and a series of webinars. Some
initial findings will be presented at
CommunicAsia2016.
The industry has reached a turning
point and both operators and customers want as much information as possible about what’s coming next. The
Pay-TV Innovation Forum will aim
to educate stakeholders on the best
strategies to grow and stay profitable
through to 2020 and beyond. q

SINGAPORE – BBC Player, a new authenticated multi-genre subscription-video-ondemand (SVoD) service, will be making a
worldwide debut when it becomes available
in Singapore to StarHub TV customers later
this year.
BBC Player will feature curated content
from six BBC global brands — BBC Earth,
BBC First, BBC Lifestyle, CBeebies and BBC
World News — as well as BBC Brit, a new
global brand that will be available for the first
time in Asia. BBC Brit will air the latest series
of Top Gear, starring Chris Evans and Matt
LeBlanc, as well as Hoff the Record, David
Hasselhoff’s semi-scripted “mockumentary”
comedy series.
Commenting on the launch of BBC Player,
Paul Dempsey, president, global markets,
BBC Worldwide, said: “The BBC has a proud
heritage in digital innovation — we led the
way with news online, radio online and
digital video in the UK. But what really sets
us apart is the care we take in curating our
world-class content for audiences.
“I’m delighted that audiences in Singapore, one of the most connected countries

in the world with the highest smartphone
penetration, will be the first to experience
this quality for themselves with the inaugural
launch of BBC Player.”
At launch, the authenticated BBC Player
app will be available in both Android and
iOS, and will also be available online. StarHub
TV customers will also be able to access
programmes from BBC First, the home of
premium and original drama from the BBC
and British independent production companies; and access a selection of popular
programmes from BBC linear channels,
including BBC Earth, BBC Lifestyle, CBeebies
and BBC World News.
Howie Lau, StarHub’s chief marketing
officer, added: “BBC Player not only complements our pay-TV offering, but it also delivers the BBC’s signature content seamlessly
across our customers’ devices, deepening the
overall entertainment experience.
“StarHub and BBC Worldwide have
achieved many milestones over the past
20 years together and we believe that BBC
Player will be a service that takes our partnership into the future.”

The
upcoming
BBC Player
service will
offer visitors
to BBC.com
the
opportunity
to discover
more content
across the
BBC brands.

South Korean OTT platform
expands content library
SEOUL – pooq, an over-the-top (OTT) ondemand service, has announced new content
distribution deals with Turner Broadcasting
System Asia-Pacific and BBC Worldwide.
The distribution deal with Turner will
allow pooq’s 400,000 current paying users
to view Cartoon Network and CNN International for free, albeit only for short previews
in the interim, and only within South Korea.
Phil Nelson, SVP and managing director,
North Asia and South-east Asia, Turner, said:
“This is the first-of-a-kind launch for us in
South Korea. To reach an expanded audience
via an innovative new service like pooq is an
important landmark in making our content
available everywhere. Cartoon Network and

CNN International are Turner’s international
flagship brands and genuine world-class
products.”
pooq has also struck a deal with BBC
Worldwide, that will allow viewers to live
stream, catch-up view and watch channels
such as BBC World News and CBeebies, as
well as access BBC titles such as War and
Peace on-demand.
Under the terms of the agreement, CBeebies and BBC World News will be available in
real time. Additionally, more than 400 hours
of BBC natural history and drama content will
be available via Pooq’s subscription-videoon-demand (SVoD) and transactional-videoon-demand (TvoD) services. Titles covered in
the deal include all three seasons
of the crime drama Sherlock, seven
seasons of Doctor Who, the new
drama War and Peace, the drama
series Doctor Foster and the natural-history show The Hunt, narrated
by Sir David Attenborough.
pooq is owned and operated by
CAPTV (Content Alliance Platform),
a joint-venture company formed
by South Korean broadcasters
Korean Broadcasting System (KBS),
Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation
pooq is an OTT on-demand service owned and operated
(MBC) and Seoul Broadcasting Sysby the Content Alliance Platform, a joint-venture company
formed by South Korean broadcasters KBS, MBC and SBS.
tem (SBS) in 2012.
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What is really happening in China?
by peter bruce

In March, China’s annual party conference
took place with the announcement of China’s
13th Five-Year Plan (FYP), from 2016-2020.
What does it all mean? China’s FYPs are
blueprints laying out the country’s social,
economic and political goals. They encompass
and intertwine with existing policies, regional
plans and strategic initiatives. An FYP signals
the Chinese government’s vision for future
reforms and communicates these down the
chain of command.
The 13th FYP is the first under President
Xi Jinping’s leadership, and the articulation of
China’s vision for its future. As such, foreign businesses must be fluent not just in the substance
of the plan, but also in its language, in order
to argue for how they fit into China today.
This FYP is central to understanding where
China is heading. As we have seen over the
past few years, even if you are not directly performing business in China, you will still feel its
effects. One economic analyst said: “If China
catches a cold, the rest of the world starts
sneezing.” For sure, the current downturn in
many South-east Asian countries is a result of
the slowing Chinese economy.
So, how is this FYP going to specifically
affect the TV, broadcast and media industry
in China and the region? After attending
this year’s CCBN (the 24th China Content
Broadcasting Network Exhibition) in March in
Beijing, things are a little bit clearer.
By 2020, China’s R&D investment will reportedly account for 2.5% of GDP — so science
and technology will benefit, with an expected
focus on semiconductors, chip materials,
robotics, aviation equipment and satellites.
One area of focus highlighted is to ensure that
China’s high investment in education actually
translates into real-value developments in the
fields of science and technology.
I attended the conference that took place
at the Beijing International Conference Center,
where the keynote speech was given by Professor Du Baichuan of SAPPRFT (the State Administration of Press, Publication, Radio, Film
and Television). Reflecting on President Xi’s
FYP, Professor Du’s presentation highlighted
five key areas: innovation, coordination, green
development, open and shared development. With a projected ‘medium-high’ rate
of economic growth of above 6.5%, China
will reportedly invest 2.5% of GDP on R&D.
The ‘belt and road’ initiative will continue to connect China with Europe via land
transport (the Silk Road economic belt) and
improve marine connectivity (the Marine Silk
Road project). The technology plan focuses on
1Gbps broadband speed availability to urban
areas and 100Mbps to more regional areas.
The uptake of cloud services was projected
to stabilise to 20% from 2017 onwards, after
an initial spike, to over 40%. Heavy investment
is predicted in technologies such as on-board
video for airlines and development of near-light
speed quantum communications — faster and
more secure than today’s fibre connections.
The CCBN conference sessions addressed
the trend of over-the-top (OTT) in China and
the challenges for cable networks in addressing reduced growth in their sector.
Also discussed were the three Chinese
cable access standards of C-DICSOS, CHPAV
and HINCO. There were also many papers
on the advantages of the TVOS operating
system and its implementation. At the
exhibition site, there was a large increase of

operational cloud solutions; almost all booths
displayed a cloud logo.
As an observation, it is clear that China is
having to re-adjust to operating in a global
market. China has seen a rapid increase in
global investment, including from emerging
markets in Africa, South-east Asia and South
America. However, the bulk of Chinese investment is in Western Europe and the US.
With the 13th FYP, China is sending a

softening message; however, reform of the
military and a speeding up of its modernisation programme is also a key component for
China to protect its interests internationally.

Conclusion
The world is changing and China is preparing
itself for the next five years. While there may
be an economic slowdown, it will not stop the
country from focusing on technology growth

up to 2020 and beyond. We expect to see a
strong push for China as an innovator at the
leading edge of technology and science, thus
shedding the reputation that China invents
“second-best”.
Peter Bruce is Director of IABM, APAC.
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Polaroid provides stability
in video capturing
Polaroid has released two new
camera stabilisers for “sharp
and stable” video capturing. The Polaroid handheld
three-axis electronic gimbal
stabiliser is designed for action
cameras, complete with
three independent
motors for automatic
camera stabilisation.
The Polaroid power
handgrip/stabiliser, on the
other hand, can be used with a
wide range of digital and action
cameras, and simultaneously
charges the camera while keeping it steady
when shooting on-the-move.

Camera devices help
take creative shots
Matthews Studio Equipment (MSE) has
introduced two camera support mounting
devices that allow the shooter to capture
more creative shots. The Wedge, a simple
three-point triangular stand, is designed
to allow users to quickly and easily attach
their film, video or DSLR cameras on the
mount to capture low POV shots and more,
said MSE. The CAM Tank, on the other
hand, accepts both large camera plates
and direct mount, and is another option
for extremely low shots — without taking
away the ability to pan and tilt the
camera. It is also an option
for Dutch angles when
mounted to a fluid
head or shots
designed
to be
pointed
straight
down off a
fluid head
or jib.
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Next-gen systems
redefining editing
workflows

While editing systems have
come a long way since
the days of tape and reel
recordings, what constitutes
the next generation of
editing systems? Shawn Liew
discovers more …

W

hen Michael Rubin published his
Nonlinear: A Guide to Digital Film and
Video Editing handbook in 1991, it
coincided with the gradual availability
of files on video servers or hard disks,
thus setting in motion the wane of tape
or reel recordings. The onset of HD in
the early 2000s further pushed linear
editing towards obsolescence, as nonlinear editing (NLE) systems began to
take pride of place in production houses
and facilities around the world.
However, with most editing conducted in the digital domain today, is
“non-linear” an increasingly extraneous descriptive term to retain? As new
technologies and formats continue
to emerge, what are some of the key
features that will make up the “next
generation” of editing systems?
As technology advances, it is continually affecting the way content
creators and post-production crews
work alongside the speed at which
they put content together, observes
Hiroyuki Takahama, assistant general
manager, Content Creation Solutions
Marketing, Professional Solutions
Company (PSAP), Sony Corporation
of Hong Kong.
In particular, Sony sees “soaring interest” for editing in the cloud,
Takahama tells APB. He advises: “As
we look into the next generation of
editing systems, including editing in
the cloud, there are certain key features
to consider. These include storage and
archiving capabilities, compatibility
and operability with a large range of
products and systems, enhanced footage
quality, accessibility and data security,
among others.”
Sony’s manifestation of these features comes in the shape of the Vegas
Pro 13, which is designed for “complete
creative control”, balancing powerful features with a beginner-friendly
interface and workflow. Vegas Pro 13
is equipped with advanced archival
tools, audio metering capabilities,
DVD Architect Pro 6, Dolby Digital

❝Creative editors are
receiving a wide range of
formats, rasters and colour
space footage that needs to
be processed and edited.❞
— David Colantuoni,
Senior Director,
Product Management,
Creative Tools and Storage, Avid
Avid’s Media Composer Cloud allows
creative editors to collaborate
anywhere in the world.

Professional Encoder and plug-ins from
FXHOME, NewBlueFX and iZotope.
A key feature that Takahama is
keen to highlight is the Proxy-First
Workflow, which offers real-time saving
benefits — beneficial for large production teams working on tight deadlines.
He explains: “The editor achieves
improved editing performance as the
Proxy-First Workflow automatically
swaps large clips with smart proxies
and is extremely useful for reviewing
footage on location, without interrupting the capture workflow. Furthermore,
Vegas Pro 13 ensures that the audio of
the footage is EBU R128/CALM Actcompliant and ready for broadcast using
new loudness metering tools.”
The Vegas Pro Connect mobile
iPad companion app further provides
a review system alongside a gesturedriven control surface to combat the
collaboration challenges during video
production, reveals Takahama. He adds:
“This genuine breakthrough in project
collaboration and control provides users
with well-channelled editorial content,
as well as a more direct and meaningful
involvement in the creative process.”
Not surprisingly, one company that
knows a thing or two about editing
systems is Avid, an early pioneer of
NLE systems. At the 1989 NAB Show,
Avid/1, the first incarnation of the Avid
Media Composer, was made public.
Today, both the Media Composer and
the Avid MediaCentral platform are key
components of every major broadcaster
and film editor in the world, declares
David Colantuoni, senior director,
Product Management, Creative Tools
and Storage, Avid.
He relates to APB: “Avid’s unique

advantage is tying together editorial and content creators through the
MediaCentral platform. We also offer
multiple options in editorial through
Media Composer, which has gone
through a renaissance of re-engineering
over the past few years.”
Like Sony, Avid is seeing a pick-up
in cloud-based editing, leading the company to offer Media Composer Cloud,
which allows creative editors to collaborate anywhere in the world. Furthermore,
Media Central UX, a cloud-based, Web
front-end to the MediaCentral platform, allows for editing through a Web
browser, enabling cloud interactivity
and collaboration from any location.
“The future of editing lies in the
cloud and collaboration,” Colantuoni
predicts. “Avid is dedicated to using the
MediaCentral platform as a conduit to
matching creative editorial for video, audio and music creation, so users can interact and allow their creativity to prosper.”
Crucially, Avid is a firm believer of
the need to adapt to customers’ needs,
which Avid believes currently evolves
around the requirement for remote
collaboration, with the ability to access key assets anywhere in the world.
Colantuoni continues: “Our customers
want to collaborate with their peers and
clients on a worldwide basis. Avid has
enabled this collaboration through the
MediaCentral platform services.
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❝With evolving editorial
workflow needs, we’re
seeing more customers
considering a migration
to IP-based workflows.❞
Kona IP is AJA’s first desktop video and
audio I/O product for professional IPbased workflows.

“Additionally, we provide the
services needed for editorials
around security, disaster recovery,
advanced frame rates and resolutions, as well as expanded colour
space and gamuts. We will continue to adapt to meet the needs
of editors for years to come.”
As cloud-based editing continues to register an uptick in realworld deployments, could this also
be a harbinger of a migration to
IP-based workflows? With evolving
editorial workflow needs, AJA is
seeing more customers considering
a migration to IP-based workflows,
reports Bryce Button, product
marketing manager, AJA Video
Systems. He also cites the likes of
Avid, Adobe and Grass Valley, who
are already “paying a lot of attention” to IP-based workflows.
AJA is also not resting on its
laurels, with the recent introduction of Kona IP, the company’s
first desktop video and audio I/O
product for professional IP-based
workflows. Button reveals: “Kona
IP will be supported by key partners, including Avid and Adobe,
and will deliver the simplicity of
our Kona family drivers with a
host of third-party plug-ins that
make the migration to an IPbased workflow very seamless and
straightforward.”
Already, AJA’s entire line-up of
desktop Kona video and audio I/O
cards are compatible with many
of the leading editing solutions
available today, and are designed
to support current and future
workflow demands. Solutions
such as the lo Thunderbolt video
and audio I/O devices, and T-TAP
adapter are also “essential products” for building flexibility and
extensibility into professional
workflows, according to Button,
Sony’s Vegas
Pro 13 is
equipped
with
advanced
archival
tools, audio
metering
capabilities,
DVD
Architect
Pro 6, Dolby
Digital
Professional
Encoder
and plugins from
FXHOME,
NewBlueFX
and iZotope.

Bryce Button,
Product Marketing Manager,
AJA Video Systems
who also advocates that editing
systems today include support for
4K/Ultra HD (UHD).
He adds: “The addition of AJA’s
new FS4 up-, down- and cross-converter between 4K/UHD/2K/HD/
SD raster and frame rates is a great
addition for broadcasters and editors looking for real-time pristine
hardware scaling as a supplement to
their NLE ingest or output — with
no rendering necessary.”
Most tellingly perhaps, the
common consensus presented
by the companies APB spoke
with is, the requisite that “nextgeneration” editing systems need
to be able to support multiple
formats, including 4K/UHD, 8K
and high dynamic range (HDR).
AJA, for instance, supports 8K finishing with partners such as Snell
Advanced Media (SAM) with the
Pablo Rio solution.
“We also support a variety of
options for 4K/UHD support on
all leading NLE systems through
our Kona family of I/O cards, lo
4K/UHD standalone video/audio
I/O device and multiple miniconverters,” Button reiterates. “AJA
will be providing support for HDR
displays in coming firmware updates
for our Hi5 4K/UHD family of products. Going forward, we also expect
VR (vitual reality) compatibility and
extensive audio support with up to
16 channels to become the norm
for broadcast needs.”
For Avid, the MediaCentral
platform continues to adapt to
changing needs, and formats, on a
daily basis. Colantuoni elaborates:
“Creative editors are receiving a
wide range of formats, rasters and
colour space footage that needs to
be processed and edited. Whether
it’s resolution independence or IP
video or HDR colour space, the

MediaCentral platform is designed
to adapt to these changing needs.”
One ongoing enhancement
to the MediaCentral platform
is to support emerging open
technology standards for the delivery of professional audio and
video streams over standard IP
networks. At 2016 NAB Show in
April, Avid demonstrated a unified environment for converged
file-based and live signal-based
media workflows — both native
IP-based workflows and hybrid
SDI/IP workflows.
As for the future, Colantuoni
shares: “We see the need for higher
resolutions, wide colour gamuts
and colour space, as well as adaptive codecs that allow for online and
cloud-based production — with
seamless interactions between
proxy and high-res, allowing for the
ultimate in collaboration anywhere,
and with any type of media.”
It should be unequivocal that
editing systems must support all
formats. Sony’s Takahama agrees,
pointing out how Sony’s Vegas Pro
13 allows users to edit SD, HD, 2K
and 4K/UHD footage in 2D or stereoscopic 3D, with drag-and-drop
functionality, or traditional threepoint and four-point editing modes.
Takahama also re-emphasises
Sony’s commitment to cloudbased editing, saying: “As content
creators are moving into the connected ecosystem, moving into
cloud services keeps Sony at the
heart of the industry on the technology side. In 2013, Sony unveiled Sony Media Cloud Services,
which took the company not just
into the cloud, but also into the
growing software-as-a-service
(SaaS) business.”
At this year’s NAB Show, Sony
introduced XDCAM Air, a cloudbased ENG service that integrates
existing Sony wireless solutions
and adds new features such as mobile application, live streaming edit
integration, and enhanced remote
control capabilities. “XDCAM Air
really, is a new wireless workflow
that supports the current requirements of news production using
4G/LTE networks for media delivery,” Takahama concludes.
Sony is seeing “soaring interest” for
editing in the cloud, says Hiroyuki
Takahama, Assistant General Manager,
Content Creation Solutions Marketing,
Professional Solutions Company (PSAP),
Sony Corporation of Hong Kong.
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Linear Acoustic to provide
audio upmixing for
Rio Olympics
NBC Olympics, a division of the
NBC Sports Group, has selected
Linear Acoustic to provide audio
upmixing and technical support
for its production of the XXXI
Olympiad, which will take place this
year in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, from
August 5-21.
More than 40 Linear Acoustic
UPMAX v4 units, along with remote
controls, have been delivered to
NBC Olympics for its coverage of
the Rio Games. Linear Acoustic
is also providing MT2000 multichannel bitstream analysers and
on-site technical support.
Tim Carroll, founder of Linear
Acoustic, said: “Linear Acoustic has
been part of delivering engaging
5.1-channel surround experiences
to NBC’s viewers of the Olympics
since the Beijing Games in 2008,

and we are excited to be a part
of that experience again in Rio de
Janeiro.”
Describing NBC as being “fortunate” to be working with Linear
Acoustic for the Rio Olympics, Karl
Malone, director, Sound Design,
NBC Sports, added that the NBCLinear Acoustic relationship is
borne out of a mutual desire to
give listeners the most engaging
sound experience for the biggest
5.1 surround sound sporting events
in the world.
He concluded: “Linear Acoustic
has always worked with NBC to
help advance our surround sound
capabilities, forecast what we’ll
want to see in the future, and actively listen to what the producers
of high-quality TV audio want.
“Linear Acoustic will help us to

Linear Acoustic’s MT2000 multi-channel
bitstream analysers will be deployed by
NBC Olympics for its coverage of the
Rio Olympics this August.

blend, control and shape our 5.1
content into the high-quality product it is. We are delighted to have
them support us on our coverage
of yet another Olympic Games.”

Baselight 5.0 extends HDR grading capabilities
FilmLight has introduced the
Baselight 5.0, which is equipped
with a new set of tools to optimise
both HDR (high dynamic range)
grading and extended colour
gamut.
Baselight 5.0 has been designed
to overcome the few hurdles that
remain in grading and mastering
in HDR. Wolfgang Lempp, CEO
of FilmLight, explained: “You have
to give the colourist an intuitive
way of interacting with the extra
dynamic range, to grade in a way
that is natural. You also want to
minimise the extra effort of grading for other deliverables while
matching as closely as possible
the high-quality, HDR image viewing experience. The Baselight 5.0
toolset meets these challenges
head-on.”
Developed for Baselight 5.0 is
the Base Grade, which accurately
mimics the way the eye appreciates colour. Providing an instinctive
and predictable response to image
adjustment controlled by base, ex-

Baselight
5.0 is
equipped
with a new
set of tools
to optimise
both HDR
grading and
extended
colour
gamut.

posure and tint, Base Grade is the
“natural choice” for grading HDR
images, said FilmLight.
“The ‘feel’ for the users is the
same no matter what the choice
of working colour space,” added
Martin Tlaskal, lead developer of
Base Grade. “It works in a perceptually linear space, so it’s perfect for
grading RAW formats, OpenEXRs
and other scene-referred data for
both HDR and standard range
displays.”
The new gamut optimisation feature in Baselight 5.0 also

provides “essential and simple-toimplement” gamut mapping for
wide dynamic range images, which
form part of the new generation of
HDR displays.
Lempp concluded: “The new
range of high-end cameras are
extremely powerful, but this also
means they’re capable of capturing all sorts of colours that could
never be displayed on current TV
screens. Our new gamut optimisation feature makes this simple to
fix, providing natural gamut mapping for deliverables.”

Genelec celebrates a
decade of SAM concept
Having invested in active monitoring technology for more than 35
years, Genelec is celebrating 10
years of its Smart Active Monitor
(SAM) concept.
Models in the SAM range are
capable of automatically adapting to acoustical environments to
offer tools for sound professionals
in broadcasting, post production,
music studios and more.
SAM systems are controlled
with digital networking, enabling
users to build highly flexible systems of audio monitors from
two-channel stereo to immersive
3D audio.
In 2006, the SAM line of active
DSP monitors initially included
the TEC Award-winning 8240 and
8250 bi-amplified models, and
7260, 7270 and 2717 subwoofers.
This has since been expanded to
include the latest generation 8300
and IP 8430 models, the 1236 Main
Monitor SAM system, the recently
introduced 8340 and 8350 smart
monitors, as well as 7360 and 7370
smart subwoofers.
Will Eggleston, Genelec’s marketing director, stated: “SAM bundles all the benefits of Genelec’s
advanced monitoring systems to a

single, easily understandable and
descriptive term. The rise of digital
technology and evolving market
expectations about the possibilities
of audio monitors put Genelec in
a position to roll out what became
our SAM concept 10 years ago.”
The acoustical features of SAMs
can be optimised with automatic
calibration for different working
styles or client demands, according
to Genelec.
Such adaptations include aligning levels at the listening position,
adjusting delays from the loudspeakers to the listening location, and compensating for the
acoustical room influences in the
frequency responses (equalisation).
One of these proprietary tools
is AutoCal, Genelec’s acoustic
calibration solution that is supplied
alongside the Genelec Loudspeaker
Management software package,
GLM.
Eggleston concluded:
“Designers of systems have shown
that digital monitors have some
notable capabilities beyond the
analogue realm, and SAM embodies the shift from the analogue
to the digital world, looking at
increasing sound quality and the
listening experience of the user
while allowing the integration of
monitors and subs into a correctly
aligned reproduction system.”

Models in Genelec’s SAM range are capable of automatically adapting to
acoustical environments to offer tools for sound professionals in broadcasting,
post production, music studios and more.

Half of a decade of robotics support

50 years and counting: Mark Roberts Motion Control continues
to design and manufacture motion control rigs, pan-tilt and
multi-axis robotic heads and controllers for multiple industries.

Mark Roberts Motion Control (MRMC), which designs, manufactures and assembles motion control rigs, is celebrating a
semi centennial this year.
Over the years, MRMC solutions have been deployed in
several major blockbuster movies, including Avengers, Skyfall,
X-Men and Harry Potter. It also creates pan-tilt and multi-axis
robotic heads and controllers, along with tracking technologies
for multiple industries such as TV, sports, security and surveillance.
MRMC was founded in 1966 by Australian born engineer,
inventor and part-time racing driver Mark Roberts, who set
up a company servicing early rostrum camera systems, many
of which were mostly manually controlled.

Roberts later found that by using very early computers —
analogue and later digital — he was able to automate much
of the process of using an animation stand and “dramatically
increase” its speed and ease of use. He then proceeded to
develop new and better mechanics, which “revolutionised”
the use of rostrums/animation stands, especially in TV stations.
Assaff Rawner, managing director, MRMC, said: “We are
proud to reach this 50-year milestone! While we are at the
forefront of the market, we still retain the core values that
put us on the map — providing robust robotics and systems
that give our customers the tools they need to realise their
creative visions.”
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KCET sets up versatile communications network
US independent public TV station KCET is
using the Riedel Artist digital matrix intercom
system and RockNet real-time audio network
to support flexible communications across
its production facilities, and to enable stable
and secure distribution of audio between its
studios and control rooms.
Gordon Bell, vice-president of engineering at KCET, explained: “We require total flexibility and connectivity so that we can easily interconnect across different studios for
larger productions, or insulate the different
aspects of the operation to support multiple
independent productions simultaneously.”
Operating a state-of-the-art broadcast
facility in Burbank, California, KCET also
rents out its studio space, which includes a
virtual studio. Within these facilities, KCET
uses the Riedel Artist system to link two
control rooms, two production stages, 15
edit bays, tape rooms, master control/on-air
operations, transmission and an insert studio.
Tyler Ries of KCET’s engineering department added: “As a digital communications
systems with functions including MADI I/O
and enhanced user interfaces, the Artist offers features and capabilities that just don’t
exist anywhere. We chose the RockNet
system for si6milar reasons. The all-digital,
redundant audio network allows for reliable
connections, and eliminates a mess of patch
cords while enabling on-the-fly configurations that don’t interrupt production.”
The Riedel RockNet system provides KCET
with a stable and robust connection between
stages and control rooms. It also facilitates
creation of digital audio links throughout
the KCET facility as needed. Integrated with
Yamaha’s digital mixing consoles, RockNet
also provides high-quality microphone preamplification and digital conversion.
Joyce Bente, president and CEO of Riedel
North America, said: “An award-winning
creator and distributor of cultural and
educational programming, KCET is among
the [US’] most-watched public TV stations.
We’re proud that KCET has put our Artist
and RockNet systems to work in supporting
these productions and in enhancing its facility rental services.”
In Asia, Riedel has moved to strengthen
its presence in South-east Asia by announcing a new partnership with Hanoi-based
Vietcoms, who will serve as a systems integrator and distribution partner for Riedel in
Vietnam.
Vietnam is a new and exciting market for
Riedel, declared Cameron O’Neill, director,
Asia-Pacific, Riedel Communications. “We
are confident that our new partnership with
Vietcoms will accelerate the implementation of our products across the region. Our
product portfolio can facilitate significant
improvements in workflow efficiency and
flexibility, and we’re pleased to be working
with an experienced local integrator to bring

these products — and their benefits
— to Vietnam’s broadcast facilities,”
he added.
By offering products such as
Riedel’s Artist digital matrix intercom
system, Acrobat digital wireless intercom system, MediorNet real-time
media network, and MicroN 80G media
distribution network device, Vietcoms
1 5/3/2016
believes itNexis_Ad_190mmx270mm_v2.pdf
will be better equipped
to

help customers move away from legacy
workflows and establish new workflows
optimised to increase efficiency while
reducing total cost of ownership.
Khang Do, president at Vietcoms,
summarised: “Riedel’s best-in-class
products will aid us in providing customers with smart, versatile solutions
that support more efficient and agile
11:39:08
AM
operations.”

Khang Do, president at Vietcoms (left) and Cameron O’Neill,
director, Asia-Pacific, Riedel Communications, agreeing on
a new partnership that sees Vietcoms serving as a systems
integrator and distribution partner for Riedel in Vietnam.
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All-Round
Innovation.
SAM’s unique mix of
experience and energy
is complemented by a
true belief in innovation.
It is fundamental to
everything we do,
and helps us deliver
solutions that really
make a difference
to our customers.

Cost Innovation
We understand the constant
pressure media organizations
face to reduce cost from their
operations. That understanding is
reflected in the development of
solutions that maximize efficiency
and productivity across the media
production chain; including
collaborative editing, color
and finishing, extensive MAM,
workflow automation and resource
planning, uniquely intelligent
Media Biometrics monitoring
and control and comprehensive
automated playout solutions.
TM

IP Innovation
SAM is at the forefront of
developments in IP, we offer
products that work today in the
SDI domain and allow expansion
into the IP world without excessive
risk or substantial upgrades. Our
switchers, routers, infrastructure
and playout systems are all
available with IP interfaces
supporting both uncompressed
(SMPTE 2022-6 and VSF TR-03) and
a range of compression formats,
including VC-2. Familiar control
interfaces provide hybrid SDI/IP
operation.
SAM product sectors

Color & Finishing

Editing, Storage
& Replay

Production
Switchers

Routers &
Multiviewers

Modular
Infrastructure
& Conversion

If you want to go IP
immediately, next year
or 5 years from now,
we have products and
systems you can invest in
with confidence.

Image Processing
Innovation
Our image processing technology
is renowned the world over.
Offering a complete range of high
quality format
and framerate conversion that
covers every need, from highend drama to fast-action sports
and corporate events. Developed
and refined over many years, our
patented conversion algorithms
produce stunning results, even
from the most challenging
material.

4K/8K Innovation
For us, UHDTV is all about enabling
you to create more compelling
content and deliver more
immersive viewing experiences
for your audiences. So whether
you are producing a live sporting
event, posting a TV drama,
or finishing a feature film for
theatrical release, SAM can help
you take advantage of all that
UHDTV has to offer – without
blowing your budget.

The SAM Difference.
UHDTV is about enabling
you to create more
compelling content and
deliver more immersive
viewing experiences.

Media Processing
Software

Asset & Workflow
Management

Control &
Monitoring

Our innovation can help you
make a difference. Visit:

Playout

24/7
Worldwide
Support
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EditShare makes moving
(media) bits flow
Director Jay Soo, who leads pro
duction and editorial boutique
Moving Bits, has created commer
cial hits for global brands such as
Universal Studios Singapore, Hilton
Worldwide and landmark docu
mentaries such as Chilean Mine
Rescue for the Smithsonian Group.
Having established Moving
Bits in 1998, Soo has made it a
point to keep the editorial house
on the cutting-edge of technol
ogy, employing the latest in digital
non-linear editing solutions and
infrastructure.
When business started to pick
up, Soo and his production staff
found themselves shooting in
locations such as Los Angeles and
Orlando, and sending the foot

age back to Singapore for dailies
production. With no cloud-based
technology available then, Soo
found it difficult to share and turn
dailies quickly or inexpensively.
He explained: “It was at this
point that we needed to evolve
our infrastructure to better manage
the dynamic production sched
ule. However, in 2009 and 2010,
Internet connections were not
nearly as evolved and we did not
have fibre installed. In the end, that
didn’t matter because in EditShare,
we found the answer to all of our
problems.”
Thanks to EditShare’s support
for Gigabit Ethernet and non-linear
editing (NLE) project sharing, the
Moving Bits team was able to

roll out the new storage platform
within days and benefited from the
media-sharing capabilities instantly.
Soo elaborated: “We do both
commercial and some long-form
programme work, which requires
the whole gamut of post capabili
ties. We have 3D, motion graphics,
visual effects and, of course, a
stable of editors who do the cut
ting. The EditShare set-up is bril
liant because we have the motion
graphics suite, the 3D suite, the VFX
suite, the audio suite and all of the
editors hooked up.
“Everyone is able to search and
access media, and there is no look
ing for a drive or copying footage
from one drive to another because
it’s at their fingertips. For larger

Jay Soo, (pictured with cap), deploys EditShare solutions in creating commercials
and documentaries through Moving Bits, his production and editorial boutique.

projects where multiple editors are
working on a storyline, the project
sharing is just phenomenal.”
F low as se t m an age me nt,
EditShare’s MAM solution offering
ingest, automation and remote
collaboration capabilities, is next
on the agenda for Moving Bits, Soo
revealed, adding: “The EditShare
Flow toolset is definitely very inter
esting and will help us with some of
the complex remote productions,

especially the AirFlow module.”
With the AirFlow Private Cloud
toolset, collaborators anywhere in
the world can use a standard Web
browser to play, log, search and
organise media content, and also
upload and download content di
rectly to and from central storage
systems. “This will really accelerate
the efficiency and revolutionise
how we work on projects around
the world,” Soo concluded.

whoBuyswhat
■ Miller Camera provides
support base for Hanoi TV to
expand broadcast capabilities

Brainstorm highlighted its latest VR solutions at the 2016 NAB Show.

Brainstorm tells a story
with the Infinity Set
Through a virtual presentation
called From Leonardo to Ricardo,
Brainstorm told the story of the
history of virtual technology from
its origins in the 15th century to the
present day, at the 2016 NAB Show.
Powering the presentation was
Brainstorm’s virtual set application
Infinity Set, part of the company’s
patented TrackFree technology.
A new addition to TrackFree
is Infinity Set’s Hand Tracking fea
ture, which enables presenters to
trigger animations and graphics
with the simple movement of their
hands. Other features of TrackFree
include the TeleTransporter, a

‘virtual traveller’ feature, and the
3D Presenter, a TrackFree-based
feature that generates a true 3D
representation of the live presenter.
This enables the live presenter to
cast virtual shadows reflections
over other real and 3D objects
within the virtual environment,
thus enhancing the realism of the
programme content.
Another new feature of Infinity
Set 2.0 is Volumetric Illumination.
Thanks to TrackFree’s ability to turn
the talent into a 3D object, Infinity
Set users can now cast lighting over
the talent with “unmatched real
ism”, and which further enhances
the creative possibilities provided
by Infinity Set.
Operators will no longer have
to rely solely on real lighting, and
therefore will be able to integrate
the talent into the virtual world at
a level of realism and in a manner
no other manufacturer in the mar
ket can match, without the need
for external tracking systems, said
Brainstorm.

Mtek International, a supplier of media and tele
communication equipment and services to Vietnam
broadcasters, has supplied Hanoi TV with two
Skyline 70 Fluid Heads from Miller Camera Support
Equipment.
Having been a user of Miller products for a
number of years, the Vietnamese broadcaster once
again requested for Miller products to be used for a
new studio and for news coverage out in the field.
Although the new studio is still being finished,
Hanoi TV has started using the Skyline 70 Fluid
Heads in conjunction with outside broadcast (OB)
applications, as well as within its old studio.
Nguyen Cam Thuy, sales manager at Mtek,
said: “Hanoi TV is very happy with the stability and
ease-of-use of the Skyline 70 Fluid Heads in its stu
dio … They enjoy the fast set-up that the Skyline 70
provides and that it is extremely light, allowing them
to take it out for OB shots.”
The Skyline 70 includes 7+0 positions of fluid
drag, eight positions of selectable counterbalance,
+90° tilt, a 120mm sliding quick release camera plat
form, mounting block/adaptors for accessories and a
safety tilt lock. It can support payloads from 4.5kg-

Hanoi TV has
recently taken
ownership of two
Skyline 70 Fluid Heads from
Miller Camera Support
Equipment.

37.5kg, while
easy-to-operate,
rear-facing il
luminated
controls con
tribute to
an overall
design that
reflects on the shooting needs of OB operations.
Joseph White, regional sales manager, Asia and
Africa, Miller Camera Support Equipment, elaborated:
“[The Skyline 70 Fluid Heads] were designed to sup
port the challenges found in sports, drama, OB and
studio productions. With the station’s new spotlight
on OB, as well as broadcasting from its new studio, the
rear-mounted controls and smooth starts and stops
will give Hanoi TV the ‘right feel’ for any broadcast
ing situation”.

KT Sky TV Seoul complies with LogServer
KT Sky South Korea has chosen Mediaproxy’s LogServer
as its main platform for regulatory loudness compli
ance, and is taking advantage of the 2RU multi-channel
HD-SDI platform to cover its initial requirement for 16
channels in a single unit.
KT SkyLife is a digital satellite TV servicing company

The LogServer platform provides continuous HD multichannel recording and live monitoring of video, audio and
real-time data sources from both baseband and IP sources.

that covers the entire Korean peninsula, servicing a
variety of channels, including a 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
channel (SkyUHD).
Simon Choi, technical director at Mediaproxy’s lo
cal partner, BS Solutions, explained: “The operators at
SKYTV feel confident with the features and respective
quality provided by LogServer. Having all user inter
faces fully localised in Korean offers operators with a
very intuitive and easy-to-use workflow.
“Mediaproxy’s reliable solutions have become
the industry standard for compliance. LogServer is
a trusted platform that provides our customers with
unprecedented versatility across various broadcast
applications.”
The LogServer platform provides continuous HD
multi-channel recording and live monitoring of video,
audio and real-time data sources from baseband and
IP sources, while Mediaproxy’s Monwall multiviewer
allows for data monitoring options, including loud
ness analysis.
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Switronix powers up
the laughs for Jerry
Seinfeld and friends
Camera operator
Jessica Lopez
has been using
Switronix
Hypercore
98AG batteries
to power her
cameras for the
past few seasons
of Comedians
in Cars Getting
Coffee (CCGC).

In addition, the Hypercore 89AG’s lighterweight capability allows Lopez to always
be ready to do a long shot, especially on
CCGC, where “every day is a challenge”. She
explained: “It’s not easy and requires us to
always be on-the-ball, ready to move at a
moment’s notice with heavy gear. I go where
by boss goes and the last thing I need to
worry about is power failing.”
According to Switronix, the Hypercore
line was developed to employ the best in
Lithium Ion technology. The battery cells
are encased in an over-moulded, rubberised
housing that provides additional protection
against accidental impacts.
Like the rest of the Hypercore line,
the Hypercore 98AG is outfitted with an
accelerometer to detect motion, and circumvents the issue of self-discharge when not
in use, by deploying a clocking algorithm,
which is tied to the accelerometer to gauge
how long the battery is not in use. The battery pack hibernates when there is no battery
usage or movement for 48 hours, and once
the camera is put to use again, it will detect
the movement and ‘awaken’, coming back
to maximum capacity and power.

Teleprompting veteran taps
CueScript for new venture
Sandi Winslow, a teleprompting expert with
more than 20 years of experience, recently
set up OnCue Prompting, which works on live
sports and entertainment broadcasts, as well
as corporate and training projects.
At the heart of OnCue Prompting are two
“complete systems” based on the CueScript
CSM15 15-inch-high brightness LED HD-SDI
teleprompter monitor.
According to Winslow, the decision to
select CueScript equipment gave her the
assurance that she could put a prompting
company together. She explained: “It was a
no-brainer. What’s so unique is the way the
[CueScript] system mounts to the tripod. It
easily attaches directly to the quick release
plate, and is robust and stable; there’s no
stability issue that often happens with other
prompter monitor mounts.”
Another feature Winslow found particularly useful was the CueScript collapsible/
foldable hood, which allows a one-way
mirrored glass to be effectively and safely

transported. “It sounds trivial, but with a
foldable hood, I can place the glass inside
the hood itself and then everything goes in a
single canvas carrying bag that I can put over
my shoulder. It’s really lightweight, and once
I unpack, it literally takes just a few minutes
to put everything together once I have the
mount on the tripod,” she concluded.
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An online Web series, Comedians in Cars
Getting Coffee (CCGC) sees renowned comedian Jerry Seinfeld drive around town,
having coffee and chatting with fellow star
comedians and other special guests, including US President Barack Obama, on various
topics impacting society.
Having been a Steadicam operator for
nearly a decade, camera operator Jessica
Lopez handles the Los Angeles camera work
for CCGC. She shoots on a variety of cameras, including RED, ARRI, Canon C300 and
Sony A7s. For CCGC’s latest season, Lopez
is shooting with the ARRI Alexa Mini and
Amira. One constant, however, has been her
use of Switronix Hypercore 98AG batteries to
power her cameras for the past few seasons
of CCGC.
Lopez explained: “I’ve been using
Switronix on and off in the field via rentals for
a few years now. A big part of my responsibility on-set is showing up with reliable gear. I
recently became an owner of the Hypercore
98AG batteries in 2015. Its compatibility
with Anton/Bauer chargers that are already
in the field makes it the perfect battery for
my line of work.”

Teleprompting expert Sandi Winslow’s prompting
company is well stocked with CueScript
equipment.
apb_halfVERTpage_ifcolour_100516.indd 1
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New features add
new capabilities to
master controllers
As the final stage in a broadcast production workflow, master control
solutions are also adapting to the evolving needs of broadcasting.
Millette Manalo-Burgos finds out more.

x.news information technology has
introduced x.news 1.5, which comes with a
new feature of flexible panels. This allows
journalists to customise the display of
incoming information to deliver highquality stories faster. With flexible panels,
it is possible to define different panel
layouts, and decide which sources are
shown within each panel and how they are
displayed, according to x.news information
technology. As a system, x.news allows
journalists to search selected sources, collect
all relevant information, write their scripts,
share their stories and follow others — all in
one place.

SAM is using
Media Biometrics
to improve the
efficiency of the
company’s playout
systems (such
as the ICE CiaB
and Morpheus
automation)
and improve the
machine-based
reaction to errors
in a schedulebased layout
environment.

Design ‘as you like it’
Streambox has new add-on modules for
the AVENIRMicro and AVENIRDrone family
of video encoders, offering greater means
of connectivity, increased mobility options,
and support for industry-standard battery types. The Streambox modular “As You
Like It” design allows users to compose the
video encoder solution that best meets
their video streaming needs. The add-on
modules include an embedded modem
module, equipped with four embedded
3G/4G/LTE mobile modems with an adjustable antenna sleeve; and a T-Clip with
shoulder strap, which enables a shoulder
strap to be attached to the main unit.
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ore often than not, adding in new technology features provides improvements
to the functionalities of an existing
system — allowing broadcasters to
achieve more efficiency and accuracy
when executing master control tasks.
One such example of master control
system improvement comes from SAM’s
new Media Biometrics (MB) technology, which the company incorporated
in its existing master control products.
Tim Felstead, head of product
marketing at SAM, tells APB: “MB is
being integrated into our master control
solution. We use MB technology to
identify errors within a master control
file-based workflow. We’re also anticipating that MB will make the efficiency
of playout via master control increase
and improve, and the error rate — in
other words, having the wrong piece
of content on the wrong channel — to
go down.”
Felstead adds that MB is used to
improve the efficiency of the company’s
playout systems (such as the ICE CiaB
and Morpheus automation) and improve the machine-based reaction to
errors in a schedule-based layout environment. He explains: “We use MB in
an interesting way — to channel match.
We create MB signatures at the ingest
stage and then verify this at playout. This
enables automatic reaction to playout
errors and penalty box or monitoring by
exception to become a reality, improving
operational efficiency and cost savings.”
But why was there the need to develop MB in the first place? Felstead

says this is due to the challenges
broadcasters are encountering. The
biggest issue broadcasters are facing is
the proliferation of channels, the vast
increase in the number of channels
and therefore the potential for errors
and increasing costs due to the issues
of management and monitoring, according to Felstead. “The problem for
broadcasters and media organisations
is that with a lot more channels being
output there’s the issue of keeping their
operations within a reasonable cost.
As there are more and more channels,
you need a greater number of people
to monitor your playout operations,
which is costly,” he adds.
MB can also be used to improve the
technological capacity to check for errors. “Where you’ve got a complex and
multi-channel playout environment,
there are a lot of humans involved
watching screens and monitoring for
errors. If something goes wrong, there’s
a lot of immediate work to try to fix it,”
Felstead elaborates.
In terms of how MB fits in SAM’s
master control solutions, he explains
that this new technology, when combined with SAM’s Sirius MV 800 MultiViewer, allow broadcasters to build
infrastructure that is more “intelligent”.
“The reason for putting intelligence
into the infrastructure is that it allows
customers to improve the technology’s
ability to monitor itself and check for
errors, in turn reducing the cost of
monitoring,” says Felstead. “As advertising dollars per channel goes down

due to the proliferation of channels,
broadcasters are trying to manage more
channels, and they’ve got to make sure
the infrastructure to manage all of this
is as efficient as possible.”
He highlights that one of the techniques that can be used in a multi-channel environment is monitoring by exception — “so you only monitor a channel
when the infrastructure tells you there’s
an error”, Felstead notes. “This concept
of monitoring by exception is a change
from the traditional system of having a
dedicated screen for each channel on a
multiviewer.”
Playout facilities usually make use of
a ‘penalty box’ system, where any signal
that has an error will appear on a particular screen. The operator knows that
if a picture appears on that screen, there
is a problem with the signal that must be
resolved. Intelligent infrastructure from
SAM can also indicate where that issue
is and what the nature of the problem is.
This aspect of intelligence makes buying
from SAM an investment in operational
efficiency and offers staff guidance how
to solve the issue, says Felstead.
Broadcasters can derive intelligence
from an MB signature and from SAM’s
control and monitoring system, which
has logic engines built-in. “We also have
cards or devices within the SAM infrastructure range — like iQ Modular cards
— that allow the check-in and analysis
of media throughout the master control
chain. These flag errors, which in turn
trigger actions in the control system,
help operators to work and monitor
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more efficiently,” Felstead says.
“By using intelligent infrastructure and by building MB
into ICE CiaB, the Morpheus
automation and the Sirius 800
MultiViewer, and by combining all
these things, we can build an infrastructure that has less dependency
on multiviewer capacity, further
reducing infrastructure costs.”
Indeed, in master control, a
lot of the material is already prerecorded and checked. SAM believes that the emphasis should be
on quality control and making sure
— although without the obligation
of monitoring every signal all the
time — there are no audio or video
errors that broadcasters would find
in a live sports production, for instance. “The more efficient broadcasters can make this environment,
the better. The use of intelligent
infrastructure has a direct impact
on the use of — and requirement
for — multi-verses and operator
numbers,” Felstead adds.
SAM has many instances of
master control deployments worldwide using its Morpheus, ICE
and Momentum suite of playout
systems. These products, Felstead
reflects, are already improving
efficiency for SAM’s customers in
multiple different ways, from enabling on-the-fly workflow changes
using Momentum to offering “five
nines” (99.999%) reliability.
He continues: “We’ve built our
control and monitoring system
into these products and have recently integrated MB technology
too. However, in terms of MB,
we’re talking about a relatively
new technology and we are deep in
conversations with many customers around the world about how we
can help them go further forward.”
Other broadcast technology
companies are also deploying their

Lawo says theWALL is the ideal
solution for operators and EICs
to configure monitor walls in OBs
or studios.

own master control offerings. One
such company is wTVision, which
recently launched the beta version
of ChannelMaker V5.0, a product
designed from the ground-up to
build on the extensive knowledge
gained from developing and operating the previous versions of
the software.
The new ChannelMaker version, says wTVision, features a
fully re-imagined and “extremely
intuitive” user interface, which includes a real-time timeline for instant comprehension of scheduled
features. The system is also based
on a scalable and easily “clusterable” database engine, which
will not slow down even when
manipulating the most demanding rundowns with months of
scheduling ahead, adds wTVision.
For more demanding master
control rooms, ChannelMaker’s
redesigned multi-channel user
interface allows a single operator
to manage and control multiple
channels at a glance in a quick
and simplified way, using SDI or
IP outputs.
The company also says that the
ChannelMaker V5.0 improves its
integration with wTVision Media
Asset Manager, its cataloguing
system. This integration makes

media organisation and scheduling
even more intuitive, adds wTVision.
The ChannelMaker V5.0 will be
available in the third-quarter of
2016 and wTVision recommends
it for broadcasters who want to
create, optimise or expand their
TV channel architectures.
Lawo, which designs and manufactures network, control, audio
and video technology for broadcast and post production, as well
as live performance and theatrical
applications, recently presented
its theWALL multiviewer control
software, now supporting Cobalt’s
Quint-Split multiviewer
At the recent 2016 NAB Show,
Lawo unveiled theWALL’s inte-

gration with Cobalt’s Quint-Split
multiviewer, as part of a recent
update of theWALL. Visitors to the
NAB Show had the opportunity
to get a hands-on demonstration
of theWALL and experienced
for themselves how easily multiviewer layouts can be changed.
Cobalt’s Quint-Split system
is the newest addition to the list
of multiviewer systems currently
supported by Lawo’s technology. In addition, Lawo’s smart
control system supports another
solution — Imagine Communication’s Platinum SX Hybrid system.
Lawo states that more third-party
multiviewer systems are slated for
support in the near future, making

wTVision recently launched the beta version of ChannelMaker V5.0, a product
designed from the ground-up to build on the extensive knowledge gained from
developing and operating the previous versions of the software.
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theWALL’s smart control solutions
available to a wider range of users.
According to Lawo, theWALL
is the “ideal solution for operators
and engineer in charge (EICs) to
configure monitor walls in OB
(outside broadcast) environments
or studios”. In the frantic live
production environment with its
demands for fast-changing production and workflow set-ups,
theWALL enables the fast and
on-the-fly changing of monitor
wall layouts.
With theWALL, users can
intuitively configure any monitor
wall, route signals, change mosaic
layouts or save and load user presets — all done with an easy-to-use
and cost-effective application, saving hours of downtime previously
required for complex configuration changes. Instead of learning several specific multiviewer
software interfaces, or asking the
EIC to change a layout, users of
theWALL can change all kinds of
multiviewers with just one tool.
With its elaborate reformatting algorithms, theWALL “talks
directly” to multiviewer hardware
and enables easy access through
a touchscreen-optimised GUI
(graphical user interface) for mobile control. As an HTML5 application, theWALL can be operated
from anywhere, utilising a broad
range of devices and operating
systems.
Most functions are operable
via drag-and-drop, and changes
will be stored in a user-managed
environment or, if required, can
be hosted in the cloud. theWALL
makes it possible to swap productions from one OB environment
to another, using preferred multi
viewer set-ups in any control
room, thus introducing a new level
of efficiency and usability.
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Magna Systems reports
key Australian wins
Australia’s WIN Network has purchased a full Tedial Evolution media
asset management (MAM) solution
supplied and installed by Magna
Systems and Engineering.
Stevan Djokic, general manager, TV operations, WIN Network,
explained: “We were looking for
a solution that would allow us to
pull files from our remote locations across Australia, starting with
Albury, Taralgon, Bendigo, Ballarat
and Shepperton to our central HQ
at Wollongong, where we could
edit and manage them for transmission.”
With the Tedial system in place,
Djokic and his team were able to
shoot and edit stories, then add
metadata. From that point, the
story can next be sent back to
Wollongong via FileCatalyst fast
file transfer, where the closed

captions are added and the file
processed. “With Tedial automating and managing the workflows,
the files are then sent to HQ, where
once editorially approved, go to
Pebble Beach Neptune automation
or through to our Ignite systems for
studio automation and then onto
our broadcast centre, MediaHub,
in Ingleburn for layout.”
According to Djokic, the real
benefit of the Tedial MAM is how it
allows WIN Network to create and
automate what were previously
manual processes and workflows,
including the transfer of files to
and from WIN, and the playout to
all regional centres via MediaHub.
“We can also easily and efficiently view any part of the workflow, identify any errors or ‘choke
points’ and correct them almost
immediately. As a result of having

Tedial at the core, all our workflows
are now running on a virtualised
cluster,” he concluded.
Magna Systems has also supplied MediaHub Australia with
General Dynamics Mediaware’s
Instream Splice, an end-to-end,
multi-channel linear TV channel
ad insertion and playout software
application for digital TV, cable, satellite and IP networks. It inserts ads,
bugs and logos, acts as a live video
switcher and server, and supports
emergency alert systems.
Coupled with Enensys IP Guard,
also supplied by Magna Systems,
InStream acts as the end-to-end,
multi-channel linear TV channel
and insertion solution for the regionalisation of MediaHub’s GO!
and 9Life channels.
To ensure that GO! And 9Live
audiences receive a glitch-free

Magna Systems has supplied MediaHub Australia with General Dynamics
Mediaware’s Instream Splice, which acts as an end-to-end, multi-channel linear TV
channel and insertion solution for the regionalisation of MediaHub’s GO! and 9Life
channels.

viewing experience, InStream Splice
inserts content directly into live
transport streams without the need
to decode back to baseband.
Ian Fellows, director of marketing at Magna Systems, commented:
“MediaHub are committed to transitioning to an all-IP infrastructure
and InStream from Mediaware
satisfied all of the requirements
for cost-efficient ad insertion into
multiple regional markets.”
Scott Jolly, Mediahub’s head
of operations, concluded: “Magna

Systems and Mediaware have
provided us with a cost-effective,
efficient, frame-accurate ad insertion solution, which now allows
us to overlay any content into the
transport stream, without reducing
the quality of the stream itself.
“Use of off-the-shelf hardware
and transportable Mediaware
licences will keep costs down and
we have been impressed with how
the Magna Systems and Mediaware
team have ensured the solution
satisfies MediaHub’s requirements.”

Lynx Technik enhances Testor
Apantec has introduced its new Mi-16 family of multiviewers.

Apantec launches Mi-16
family of multiviewers
Apantec, a provider of multiviewer, video wall, extender and
signal processing solutions, has
launched Mi-16, the company’s
new family of 3G/HD/SD-SDI
video multiviewers.
Thomas Tang, president of
Apantec, said: “Our new Mi-16
range of multiviewers is packed
full of features typically only
found in a US$15,000 system,
yet starts as low as $2,250. The
Mi-16 is an ideal choice for facilities that require a full-featured
multiviewer solution, yet are costconscious.”
According to Apantec, the
new multiviewers can be used
instead of monitor walls for any
number of signal monitoring
applications in broadcast TV studios, cable TV networks, satellite
systems, mobile broadcast vans,
CCTV security video systems,

digital signage systems, as well
as technology and command
and control.
The Mi-16 family is offered in
three models:
n Mi-16 — 16x1 multiviewer,
equipped with 16 3G/HD/SD-SDI
inputs with passive loop-outs and
HDMI and SDI outputs.
n Mi-16+ (plus) — single- or
dual-output multiviewer (16x1 or
8+8), equipped with 16 3G/HD/
SD-SDI inputs, passive loop-outs
and dual outputs (each independent output supports display
of eight inputs).
n Mi-16# (sharp) — dual-output multiviewer (16x2), equipped
with 16 3G/HD/SD-SDI inputs with
dual outputs. Each input can be
re-sized and duplicated up to 16
times and can be assigned to both
outputs. Each independent output
can display up to 16 windows.

One of Lynx Technik’s most popular products, the Testor lite 3G
handheld test signal generator, has
now been enhanced with two key
features — a genlock input and
an independent text overlay for
each output.
Testor lite 3G is a multistandard (SD/HD/3G 4:2:2, dual
link), compact, portable, batterypowered and simple-to-operate
test signal generator that is used
by broadcasters, field engineers
and post-production facilities to
troubleshoot and monitor video
and audio signals.
With the new features, the
SYNC BNC connector of the Testor
lite 3G can now be configured to
work either as a sync output or as
a reference input. When configured
as a reference input, the Testor lite
3G can be locked to an external
video reference signal. This results
in the generation video test signals
being in-sync with the reference
signal, while the genlock input also
includes cross-lock capability.
With the addition of independent text overlay for each output,
each test pattern output (two
are provided) can be configured
to support a variety of overlays,
including user-defined scrolling

New enhancements to Lynx Technik’s
Testor lite 3G handheld test signal
generator include a genlock input.

or static text. The new feature allows users to create separate text
overlays for each output. This is
ideal, according to Lynx Technik,
when users are testing separate
video links, providing them the
ability to use the overlay feature
to accurately identify each signal.
Lynx Technik has also released
its new yellobrik SDI frame synchroniser, for digital video and
audio processing applications
that require synchronisation of a
wide variety of SDI sources. The
PVD1800 offers auto-detect 3G/

HD/SD-SDI sources, including 3GSDI Level A and B dual link formats.
An optional fibre-optic I/O that
can be configured to automatically switch between the electrical
and optical input if a signal loss is
detected is also offered.
Another key feature of the PVD
1800 is its cross-lock capability,
a function that converts a mismatched SDI output to match its
connected reference signal. Suitable for any application involving
SDI feeds with frequencies that are
different to the connected reference, the PVD 1800 also offers 30
frames of programmable timing
delay with frame, line and pixel
adjustments.
In addition, Lynx Technik has
three new MADI fibre optical to
MADI coaxial converters/transceivers: the OBD 1210 bidirectional
MADI optical to coax converter/
transceiver pair; the OTR 1210/OTR
1210MM (multi-mode) MADI optical to coax converter transceiver
that combines a fibre transmitter
and receiver in a single package;
and the OTR 1240 MADI optical
to coax converter/transceiver for
CWDM wavelengths that allows for
the transmission and extension of
audio over coax or fibre-optic lines.

Vidchecker expands products’ capabilities for checking IMF
Vidcheck has expanded the capabilities of
its Vidcheck and Vidchecker-post automated quality control (QC) software with
the addition of new features for checking
Interoperable Master Format (IMF) metadata
and essence.
Howard Twine, Vidcheck’s COO, explained:
“IMF is a highly versatile file format with huge
potential throughout the broadcast media
business, [and] can accommodate a much

larger amount of metadata than earliergeneration MXF files.” For instance, he pointed
out that a single IMF package could contain
all the necessary video, audio, graphics, closed
captions and metadata elements needed for
worldwide re-versioning.
“It greatly reduces the workload required
to produce multiple self-contained master
programme files,” Twine continued. “For example, delivering a video-plus-overdubbed-

audio file for a large number of language
regions creates a huge amount of point-topoint data traffic.”
Developed around the SMPTE ST 20672 standard, IMF has already progressed to
Application 2e (SMPTE ST 2067-21), which
supports images up to 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
frame resolution. In fact, high dynamic
range Application 2e is already being used
by Netflix as an OTT service delivery format.

Vidcheck has expanded the capabilities of its Vidcheck
and Vidchecker-post automated quality control software
with the addition of new features for checking Inter
operable Master Format (IMF) maetadata and essence.
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VSN presents enhanced VSNEXPLORER
The VSNEXPLORER media management software solution suite, which comprises Media
Asset Management (MAM), Production
Asset Management (PAM), Business
Process Management (BPM) and Business
Intelligence (BI) modules, is now integrated
with Microsoft Azure Media Services.
Some of the new services arising from
this integration include automatic subtitle
creation (speech-to-text), translation in
multiple languages, blurring of faces and
auto-cataloguing, among others. Through
the integration with Microsoft Azure, a new
fingerprinting functionality has also been
developed for VSNEXPLORER. The new
feature allows users to recognise and control content only by their audio elements,
in order to ensure that the content being
broadcasted is the correct one.
Each file has a unique identity based on
its fingerprint content, allowing the system
to compare and contrast the broadcasted
content with the one archived in the user’s
own database, so as to ensure that content
has been broadcasted when and how it was
expected.
A new integration with Avid Media
Composer also allows the VSNEXPLORER
media management suite to download a
hotlist in a compatible format with Media
Composer (an .aaf EDL file that contains all
the hotlists’ cuts).
The Edit Decision List (EDL) is a relation
that indicates the media file, hour, minute,

second and the frame of all points that
have been selected to start and finish
every take of a video editing. The integration with the Avid EDLs allows VSN
users to manage all their materials in an
enhanced way, and to use their modules
with all the products developed and
launched by Avid.
Manuel Escribano, CTO of VSN, said:
“Thanks to the integration ... we are tak-

ing one step further, in order to count
on a system as open, flexible and safe as
possible, so that users can manage their
media with the latest innovations available in the market.”
At 2016 NAB Show, VSN demonstrated
the capabilities offered by the integration
of the VSNEXPLORER media management
software solution suite with Microsoft
Azure Media Services.

Enabling end-to-end
programmatic
advertising
TubeMogul, which offers an enterprise software platform for digital video advertising, is
now integrated with SintecMedia’s OnBoard,
a next-generation marketplace for TV and
digital advertising sales.
OnBoard fully integrates with Sintec
Media’s sales and traffic systems with
TubeMogul PTV, providing TV broadcasters
and cable networks streamlined access to
demand from the world’s leading brands and
media agencies.
Amir Lavi, president of SintecMedia
Americas, said: “SintecMedia is the system
of choice of sales and traffic for the leading
cable networks in the US, and TubeMogul
is the leading software platform that automates the planning and buying of broadcast
TV advertising.
“This integration will provide Sintec 
Media’s clients a better view of demand, and
ensure they are maximising their inventory in
a private marketplace that is 100% integrated
with their sales and traffic systems.”
Part of SintecMedia’s sales and traffic solutions, OnBoard provides TV broadcasters and
cable networks with an automated platform
purpose-built to scale demand and maximise
yield. Through an API-level integration with
the content provider’s TV inventory management and ad insertion systems, marketers
can obtain updated inventory forecasts and
execute broadcast TV ad buys, leveraging
enhanced targeting and optimisation tactics
from within TubeMogul’s software platform.
OnBoard’s integration with broadcasters’
traffic and sales systems automates the entire
transaction, including scheduling, rights management, placement and execution of the buy.

See us at
CommunicAsia 2016
31 May to 3 June 2016
Marina Bay Sands, Singapore
Level 1, Stand 1V3-07 (Hall C)

Business as usual even
during unforeseen disasters
Loss of video signals and disruptions to broadcast operations are detrimental to
businesses in times of disasters. Keeping business operations up and running is
vital. With Singtel, you can avoid business downtime as we keep your services on-air
throughout the disruptive event.
Our managed broadcast services are backed by three teleports for diversity. With an
extensive antenna farm and sophisticated hosting facilities, we can host your business
operations and support satellite uplink and downlink requirements. Our teleport is a
TIA-942 Tier-3 compliant data centre connected by an extensive fibre network and
our highly-advanced channel Playout facility offers an alternative site to support your
Playout operations that include ‘live’ sports and entertainment channels.
As a trusted leader in Broadcast, you can count on us to ensure business continuity.
1800 788 0022 (Singapore)
+65 6788 0022 (International)

www.singtelteleport.com

Copyright © 2016 Singapore Telecommunications Limited (CRN: 199201624D).

For enquiries: smlead@singtel.com
For technical assistance: satellite@singtel.com
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How not to get caught in tomorrow’s
battles with yesterday’s tools
Viewers react to technological
innovation with ever higher
expectations. Now that HbbTV is
accelerating the irreversible shift to
content delivery over the internet,
people increasingly want to be able
to view content anytime, anywhere,
across all screens, whether they
are live events, linearly scheduled
programmes or on-demand archives.
Before long, the live video stream
will be embedded in a website-like
environment with extra information,
personalised recommendations,
or red-button interactivity. Being
irrelevant to the viewer and no longer
significant from a technological point
of view, the divide between linear and
non-linear is rapidly blurring.
In the meantime, new players
are eagerly entering the fierce
competition for eyeballs, as hurdles
that separate content from viewers
can now be skipped, and the cloud
enables newcomers to build their
operations to scale without having
to incur huge startup costs. Who
eventually prevails, will depend on the
quality of the content and the viewer
experience. But even then, reducing
costs through peak efficiency, and
finding new revenue streams by riding
on the back of popular technological
innovations will be essential for
survival.
On the main stage of the AsiaPacific Broadcasting Union Digital
Broadcasting Symposium in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia in February this year,
Michel Beke, SVP Product Strategy at
MediaGeniX, pointed out that media
and entertainment companies need
to be ready for that imminent future.
They need to build a backbone that
gives them the flexibility and agility
to run their operations cost-efficiently,
and provides them with the tools that
will open up the possibilities they
could only have dreamt of, such as
addressable advertising and viewer
engagement through interactivity and
personal recommendations.

❝[Media and
entertainment companies]
need to build a backbone
that gives them the
flexibility and agility to
run their operations costefficiently, and provides
them with the tools that will open up the
possibilities they could only have dreamt
of.❞
— Michel Beke,
SVP Product Strategy, MediaGeniX

Supporting any number of
video, audio and subtitling
components, all time coded
in sync, WHATS’On offers
advanced automation when
scheduling the same content
in multiple formats with
different audio and subtitling
for different channels or
countries.
Rights-based scheduling
According to Beke, set-ups with
poorly integrated legacy systems and
communication through Excel sheets
are tomorrow’s dinosaurs. What media
and entertainment companies need,
first of all, is a core solution that allows
them to adapt to the continuous
stream of new technologies (such as
4K/Ultra HD, HbbTV and IP services),
integration requirements (for, say,
ROVI or content performance/viewer
metrics such as SmartOcto), and other
changes in the business ecosystem.
Used as a backbone system by
broadcasters and content service
providers worldwide, MediaGeniX’s
broadcast management system,
WHATS’On, sits at the centre of its
operations. Rights-based scheduling is
the hub that drives its entire operation
with all the centralised metadata, from
budgeted idea up to and beyond
playout or publication on on-demand
platforms. Integration with third-party
systems is not an issue as the Open
API enables broadcasters to configure
bi-directional interfaces themselves.
In WHATS’On, it is as easy to
schedule multiple channels and
services as it is to schedule a single
one. Supporting any number of video,
audio and subtitling components, all
time-coded in sync, the system offers
advanced automation when scheduling
the same content in multiple formats
with different audio and subtitling for
different channels or countries.

Monetising rights
More than ever before, media and
entertainment companies need to
keep complete control over their
acquired rights, however complex
the specifications may be, as regards
to the number of runs, channels,
platforms, devices, territories,
languages and windows. Nothing
should be lost or forgotten, and
linear/on-demand schedules should
be automatically validated during
planning, by a tool that verifies the
contracts. Copyrights should be
checked on the sub-product level
to exclude infringements, penalties

❝In today’s world, it should be easier
for planners to switch between videoon-demand (VoD) and linear scheduling
or even to combine them in a single
workflow. After all, it’s all about the
content.❞
— Johan Vanmarcke,
Managing Director, MediaGeniX Asia
and litigation. Commitments with
distributors and partners should be
automatically monitored as well.

Budget simulations
Long-term planners need to be
able to play chess with their content
against competing channels, services
and events. They should always know
the financial implications of every
move thanks to budget simulations.
Short-term planners, for their part,
should always be able to make infinite
alternative versions of the linear/ondemand schedule, never losing sight of
what each version would cost and what
the implications on the stock would be.

VoD and linear together
It is clear that the right broadcast
management system will save money
and help optimise revenues. But
even more importantly, it will help
broadcasters stay ahead of the curve.
Johan Vanmarcke, Managing
Director, MediaGeniX Asia, said: “In
today’s world, it should be easier for
planners to switch between video-ondemand (VoD) and linear scheduling
or even to combine them in a single
workflow. After all, it’s all about the
content.”
Already, media and entertainment
companies can use the software
systems, processes and infrastructure
of the linear world for the
preparation of non-linear services.
This dramatically increases the
versatility and speed of the material
workflow, including the packaging of
the content for delivery in the right
formats. Catch-up services, for one

thing, can be automatically populated
from the linear schedule.

New revenue streams
On-demand content can be prepared
extremely efficiently at low cost,
complete with advertisements,
promotions and branding. This can
be attributed to the well-established
commercial integration used for
linear TV, and automatic, campaignbased scheduling of promotions and
secondary events.
In fact, broadcasters can add
advertisements and interstitials to
non-linear content in different ways.
One of the possibilities WHATS’On
offers is the so-called mini-playlist,
which allows planners to actually
create an individual playlist for
every piece of on-demand content,
complete with branding and targeted
and updated advertisements.
Standard linear broadcast
infrastructures can then be used to
render the big monolithic files.
Vanmarcke added: “Things are
moving fast now. With the advent
of HbbTV, the WHATS’On broadcast
management system will be there to
offer the tagging capabilities and the
metadata needed for dynamic add
insertion and whatever IP services
broadcasters will want to embed in
their linear signal. But it is up to the
broadcasters to be prepared, and
open up new revenue streams.” ❑
This article is presented by
MediaGeniX. For more information on
the WHATS’On broadcast management
system, visit www.mediagenix.tv/en
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Interra Baton integrates
FASPStream into QC solution
The Interra Baton quality control
(QC) solution for file-based content
has been enhanced with high-speed
transfer technology from Aspera.
With the integration of Aspera
FASPStream, media workflows are
speeded up, giving Baton users
greater flexibility and control during critical workflow stages, said
Interra Systems.
The joint solution also saves
organisations “substantial time
and resources” by only transferring
assets that meet pre-configured
quality and industry format standards. As digital media workflows
become more complex and geographically dispersed, this is important, added Interra Systems,
because media companies cannot
afford production delays caused
by slow, inefficient or unreliable
QC checks that move invalid media
through the digital pipeline.
Non-compliant media assets
can now be identified as they are
being transferred, allowing organisations to take immediate action,
such as transfer termination.
Aspera’s FASPStream, a bulk
data byte-stream transfer technology that enables the transfer of any

stream of bytes as they are being
created or captured, also allows access to portions of a file in memory
during the transfer process, rather
than waiting for the entire file to
be written to disk.
Integrated with Interra Baton,
it enables improved media validation capability, and allows users to
perform a “comprehensive QC” on
the incoming file, validating a wide
range of media formats during the
transmission and reception process,
thus improving overall speed and
efficiency.
Vijeta Kashyap, VP operations,
Interra Systems, added: “Being able
to perform inline quality checks

gives our customers the speed and
flexibility to stay nimble in a very
competitive environment, where
there is very little margin for error.
Waiting for large media files to be
fully transferred only to find out
they were sent in the wrong format
or with critical errors can dramatically interrupt the flow of business.”
Interra Systems has also enhanced its audio language detection capabilities. New updates
expand Baton’s pre-existing support for language verification of
subtitles and closed-caption files
with new multi-language checks
of audio tracks, thus simplifying
QC operations for broadcasters

The Interra Baton QC solution has now been integrated with Aspera’s FASPStream
technology.

and post-production houses to
assure accuracy and a better TV
and cinematic experience for their
customers, said Interra Systems.
Digital files today include multiple audio tracks, and typically
each track provides the audio in
a different language. Ensuring the
audio with the right language is
on the correct track is a cumbersome manual task, Sanjay Mittal,
SVP, product development, Interra
Systems, pointed out.
The latest version of Baton
allows broadcasters and post-

production houses to auto-verify
audio language against the one
specified in the metadata, all in a
unified QC environment, he added.
Baton automatically matches
the language in each audio track
with associated metadata, and ope
rators can simultaneously check
multiple audio tracks in each media asset with Baton. “With Baton,
broadcasters and post-production
houses only need a single solution
to manage the entire QC workflow,
making it easy to support a global
footprint,” Mittal concluded.

whoBuyswhat
■ ARRI Media adds R&S Spycer Cell to its workflow
ARRI Media, a post-production facility based in
Munich, Germany, has augmented its workflows
with Rohde & Schwarz DVS’ R&S SpycerBox Cell.
A centralised storage solution for content
from individual sources of various resolutions,
including 4K/UHD, and frame rates, the R&S
SpycerBox Cell can be scaled and cascaded to
easily store the large data volumes of highresolution material, thus making it easy to
implement data-intensive workflows.

synMC

The system was also equipped with
R&S Spycer data management software
to enable ARRI Media to monitor and administrate large data volumes. The implemented
de-scattering tool also makes its possible to
optimally position frame sequences and clips
on the storage systems, and have them available for further processing.
Max Seefried, technology and innovation
manager, ARRI Media, said: “The key to our

A SYNAPSE

ARRI Media has
augmented its
workflows with R&S
SpycerBox Cell.

decision in favour of the R&S SpycerBox Cell
from Rohde & Schwarz DVS was primarily that
it is ideal for storing the RAW formats of the
ARRI cameras. Of course, its great performance
and stability when processing even large data
volumes is also very impressive. It was fast and
easy to integrate this SAN-in-a-box solution
into our existing storage infrastructure.”

Come visit us at BCA2016
Booth 5D4-03

product

MASTER CONTROL SYSTEM
The Master Control room is the beating heart of your
broadcast operation; the technical hub where missioncritical programming decisions are made. Rock-solid
reliability is vital. The ability to scale your Master
Control operations as and when you need to is crucial
in today’s rapidly evolving media landscape.
Don’t be constrained by the limitations of traditional
Master Control systems. With SynMC, you can easily
expand and manage your Master Control system in line
with your changing broadcast needs.
SynMC - control when you need it.
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Ross Video marks continued growth
with entry into new vertical

Smart
Production was
Ross Video’s
key theme at
2016 NAB Show
in April, when
a whole slew
of products
were launched,
including
additions to
the Carbonite
family of
production
switchers.

It justs get bigger and bigger
for Ross Video. Calling it
the biggest NAB Show in
the company’s history, Ross
Video was at the Las Vegas
Convention Centre in April
this year to highlight its
Smart Production theme, and
to continue on a journey of
“unprecedented growth”.
Speaking at the Ross
Video 2016 NAB Show
keynote event, David Ross,
CEO of Ross Video, said: “Ross
Video recognises that today
everyone works in a creative
environment. As an absolute
technology company, we
want to help you solve
workflow problems, we want
to help you streamline your
operations, we want to allow
you to get more for less.”
Ross also reported on the
company’s 24th consecutive
year of growth, a feat that
can be largely attributed to
Ross Video’s flagship line of
production switchers, which
continues to be expanded.
A new introduction to the
Carbonite family, and its
smallest member, is the
Carbonite Black Solo, which
will “set a new benchmark in
its class for small production
switchers”, declared Ross.
The Solo has six SD/HDSDI connections and three
HDMI inputs, is equipped
with six floating frame
synchronisers with format
converters that can be
assigned to any input, and
comes with five SDI and one
HDMI outputs. It also features
a powerful single M/E with
four full-featured keyers, a
transition keyer for DVE and
media wipes, as well as a
UltraChrome chroma keyer.
Also new from Ross Video

David Ross, CEO of Ross Video, reported on a 24th consecutive year of
growth for the company at 2016 NAB Show.

is the Carbonite Black Plus,
a “signal processing marvel”.
Described by Ross Video as
a more powerful version of
the original Carbonite Black,
Carbonite Black Plus’ 36
inputs are all equipped with
frame synchronisers, format
converters, colour correction
and processing amplifiers.
A new processing
engine offers a total of five
multiviewers with up to 16
configurable windows each
— providing 80 windows in
total, allowing every aspect of
a production to be monitored.
And for every Carbonite
purchase, integration of the
XPression Live CG 3D HD
character generator is now
available for customers.
Joining the Xpression
family is Tessera, a multidisplay real-time graphics
designer and controller for
sports venues and studio
video walls. Tessera enables
users to link multiple
XPression engines to create
a scalable matrix of channels
for output of scenes across
large or irregularly assembled
display panels. Frameaccurate, non-tearing recall of
graphics and clips across any
or all nodes is made possible
with XPression’s new multiengine sync technology.
The ability to scale realtime graphic outputs to
virtually any size or number

of displays is a “game
changer”, said Brian Olson,
director of marketing product
management for XPression.
“We’re no longer limited by
the horsepower of a single
graphics engine. Users can
simply add more Xpressions to
scale up to larger and larger
canvases,” he added.
Where IP is concerned,
there has never been a more
confusing time as where
the broadcast industry finds
itself today, according to
David Ross. To dispel some of
the lingering uncertainties,
and to assist the industry in
the transition to IP — while
paying attention to the
differing rates of adoption
across various regions — Ross
Video’s Acuity production
switcher can now be equipped
with IP (10G) I/O signal
management.
The new Acuity IPBlades
work with ASPEN and SMPTE
2022-6 protocols, while
providing SDI connections.
These new IP I/O cards can
co-exist with standard Acuity
I/O cards to allow the setup of hybrid IP/SDI system
configurations.
All Acuity systems are also
now running on version 4.0
software, expanding on the
capabilities of the MultiFeed
functionality with added split
M/E controls. Users can set up
an Acuity M/E as two M/Es

To dispel some of the lingering uncertainties,
and to assist the industry in the transition to IP
— while paying attention to the differing rates of
adoption across various regions — Ross Video’s
Acuity production switcher can now be equipped
with IP (10G) I/O signal management.

The big announcement: Ross Video announced its first foray into the
camera business with the ACID camera, which specialises in chroma keying.

with up to eight keyer
assignments. This enhanced
configurability, said Ross
Video, allows Acuity to fit into
an even greater number of
production environments and
workflows.
There is also a new
DoubleDown version of the
Acuity Panel, designed to
accelerate operation in live
environments for large I/O
systems in sports and other
fast-paced productions, where
shift functions to accessed map
sources are “undesirable.”
While the likes of Acuity
continues to grab the
headlines, perhaps the most
significant announcement by
Ross Video at 2016 NAB Show
is the company’s first foray
into the camera segment. “We
want to solve a problem that
hasn’t been solved in 25 years,”
declared Ross. “You look at a
virtual set today and you think
to yourself that the presenter
is ‘not really there’. Enter ACID,
which specialises in chroma
keying.”
Designed to enhance
and improve the creative
control of the production
look, with an emphasis on
virtual environments, the new
ACID cameras provide the

very best image compositing
from chroma key sets, with
the Carbonite UltrachromeHR
chroma key system generating
high-resolution key edges from
chroma channel information.
Available in two models
— ACID H200 and ACID Z50
— ACID cameras include a
new signal format developed
by Ross Video to overcome
the difficulties of creating new
chroma keys. They output
standard SMPTE 4:2:2 video
signals and also output a
special 0:4:4 full bandwidth
colour signal that is combined
with the primary output within
the Carbonite UltrachromeHR
system to generate a fullresolution 4:4:4 signal, ideal for
developing high-resolution key
edges.
If you missed this
year’s NAB Show, be sure
to catch Ross Video at
BroadcastAsia2016. Find out
more about not only the new
ACID cameras, but also Ross
Video’s complete systems
and workflows for virtual
sets, automated production,
graphics creation and playout,
news editorial, stadium display
production, and more. Ross
Video is exhibiting at booth
5D4-01 ❑
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Axon supplies key
equipment for HD
broadcast of China
National Youth Games
The inaugural China National Youth Games
was successfully transmitted in full HD last
October, with Axon Digital Design’s modular
broadcast infrastructure playing a key role.
Fuzhou Radio and TV was responsible for
broadcasting the Games and in preparation
for the event, undertook a refurbishment of
its facilities to upgrade to HD. On the recommendation of their systems integration
partner Guangzhou Mindo Technology, a
full range of Axon HD broadcast infrastructure equipment was installed. This included
Synapse AV processing, a SynView modular
multiview system, a SynMC master control
system and a SynCross modular compact
router.
The broadcaster also selected Cerebrum,
Axon’s control and monitoring solution,
which provides the network with a complete
view of the operational workflow, including
third-party products. Through an easy-to-use
customised graphical interface, Cerebrum
allows Fuzhou Radio and TV’s engineers to
ensure faults are easily located and quickly
resolved.
According to Lin Qinhua, head of technology at Fuzhou Radio and TV, the selection
of Axon equipment and systems relieved
the pressure and responsibility associated
with being the broadcaster in the host city
for the first Chinese National Youth Games,
particularly as a new broadcast system was
being deployed.
He added: “By working closely with
system integrators and equipment manufacturers and by ensuring that we had
good communication and feedback
with everyone involved, we were able
to make a seemingly ‘impossible’ task
possible. The success of the Games was very
satisfying and the entire project allowed our
production team to accumulate valuable
experience of our new broadcast platform.”
Because of the success of the Games, Fuzhou Radio and TV has now placed its complete faith in Axon broadcast infrastructure
to deliver its HD channels (master/standby).
The broadcaster’s No.2 HD OB van, along
with the rest of Fuzhou’s OB vehicle fleet,
has also been equipped with Axon products
and solutions.
Fu Liming, Axon APAC’s managing director, commented: “Axon has a strong reputation for providing high-quality, reliable
broadcast systems, essential in the delivery
of live production.
“Our infrastructure products have been
regularly deployed in China to support
numerous successful live broadcast events,
from the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games
(including the torch relay live from Mount
Everest and the opening ceremony), the 2011
Shanghai World Expo and the 2012 Guangzhou Asian Games to the 2015 parade relay
to mark the 70th anniversary of the victory
of the war of resistance."
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After being successfully deployed for last October’s inaugural China National Youth Games, Axon
broadcast infrastructure is now a mainstay for Fuzhou Radio and TV.
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STB or CI Plus?
Which is the more useful technology when it comes to conditional access?
Set-top boxes or the new CI Plus standard that does not require a box?
Millette Manalo-Burgos searches for an answer …

Ateme powers 4K/UHD
broadcast in France

In partnership with the Arte channel, Fransat,
the satellite bouquet of Eutelsat in France,
recently broadcasted the Vienna Opera
ballet Le Corsaire live in 4K/UHD. Ateme’s
Titan transcoded the satellite signal from
the Hot Bird satellite, powering a 4K/UHD
DASH, over-the-top (OTT)real-time delivery
on Arte’s HbbTV portal for smart TVs. Titan
is a virtualised software-based encodertranscoder, designed for cable, direct-tohome and OTT. It supports HEVC/H.265,
H.264 and MPEG-2 codecs, with resolutions
from mobile devices to 4K/UHD.

Dielectric introduces
auxiliary UHF antenna
Dielectric is now offering the TFU-WB series
auxiliary UHF antenna, which is designed to
suit high-power UHF applications, including
the ATSC 3.0 standard and 4K/UHD TV. With
a streamlined design for side mounting
on existing structures, the new broadband
antenna reduces wind-load by 75%, says
Dielectric, who also recommends the WB
antenna for broadcasters needing an offthe-shelf solution for quick installation of an
auxiliary antenna while their main TV tower
equipment is being modified, re-located or
replaced during any TV spectrum repack.

Next Month @ Distribution
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Nagra’s Anthony Smith-Chaigneau says the CI+ standard was designed in such a way that all the CAS functions are isolated within the CI Plus
device, thus decoupling the choice of the CAS for the operator from the TVs deployed in the field — as long as they are CI+ compatible — and
therefore ensuring interoperability across the TV models.

E

arly this year, CI Plus, the licensing authority for the CI Plus standard, announced
that the number of CI Plus-compatible
devices has now exceeded 450 million
units deployed in the market. The CI
Plus standard allows subscribers to access pay-TV on their IDTVs (integrated
digital television) without having to use
an operator-supplied set-top box (STB).
First introduced in 2009, CI Plus says
that the standard has been an “overwhelming” success story, having been quickly
adopted by all consumer electronic (CE)
vendors and major pay-TV operators
in Europe. Each year, approximately 50
million new devices are deployed with CI
Plus credentials embedded, according to
CI Plus, and by the end of last year, the
total number of devices deployed reached
the milestone of 450 million units including, for the large part, iDTVs and CAMs
(Conditional Access Modules).
From a market perspective, CI Plus

The main difference between the
STB and CI+ interface is that there
is no box below the TV, therefore
offering lower Capex. Because
there are no wires, reduced energy
consumption is gained with only
a single remote control, although
the CI+ may offer a lesser capable
set of features and services.

continues to see the standard expand
outside Europe with notable recent
deployments in Africa, Asia and
many Eastern European countries.
Because this trend is poised to continue with the proliferation of new
iDTVs in these regions in the coming
years, will continued adoption of this
standard mean that set-top boxes will
no longer be needed in the near future?
Anthony Smith-Chaigneau, senior
director, product marketing at Nagra,
tells APB: “These two technologies
permit different value propositions,
and both bring value depending on the
business scenario and the ecosystem
in place.”
Nagra is part of the Kudelski
Group, as is SmarDTV, which has
expertise in STB/CPE and CI+ CAMs.
SmarDTV’s products are designed to
host Nagra and Conax (a conditional
access company that is also part of the
Kudelski Group) solutions.
Smith-Chaigneau explains: “STB is
usually the best approach for a pay-TV
service provider who wants to offer a
range of fully secured devices from a
defined set of manufacturers. STBs will
range from entry-level STBs or more
sophisticated PVR (personal video
recorder), VoD (video-on-demand)
— capable hybrid boxes or even highend multi-tuner gateways offering a
fully tailored pay-TV solution with a
sophisticated user interface and a lot of
features and functionalities.”

CI+ CAMs allow broadcasters to
offer access to their pay-TV services
with solutions from different STB and
TV suppliers in the same broadcast
system, thus increasing their subscriber reach. Smith-Chaigneau adds
that STBs and CI+ CAMs also convey
different value propositions to the
end-users. Once installed inside the
TV, the CI+ CAM becomes invisible
and does not require the use of an additional remote, whereas the STB can
be considered a more complex multituner, PVR and hybrid technical device
inside the living room.
“There was always a claim that CI+
would eliminate the need for STBs,”
says Smith-Chaigneau. “However,
SmarDTV has been offering both
STB and CI+ CAM devices to pay-TV
operators for many years and has seen
that these two products constitute a
complementary offer for the same
markets.”
The main difference between the
STB and CI+ interface is that there is
no box below the TV, therefore offering lower Capex. Because there are no
wires, reduced energy consumption
is gained with only a single remote
control, although the CI+ may offer
a lesser capable set of features and
services, he adds.
CI+ CAM can also be considered
as a simpler offer and is a “powerful
option” for quick time-to-market, enabling the delivery of broadcast pay-TV
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KT Sat ready to soar
While CI Plus is gaining
traction, one big advantage offered
by set-top boxes (STBs) remains its ability to
offer PVR with watch and record functionality.
It also offers more capacity and more
flexibility for operators to customise their STB
product line-up.

and facilitating customer acquisition. This
constitutes a very good and quick solution
candidate for analogue switch-off scenarios,
says Smith-Chaigneau.
He elaborates that the CI+ standard
was designed in such a way that all the CA
system (CAS) functions are isolated within
the CI+ device, thus decoupling the choice
of the CAS for the operator from the TV
models deployed in the field — as long as
they are CI+-compatible. This ensures interoperability across the various TV models.
The CI+ CAM also leverages the capabilities of the TV, such as the decoding
function, providing a cost-efficient solution
as the CAS descrambling stays in the CAM
while the decoding is left inside the CI+ TV.
This cost advantage becomes even more
true when it comes to 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
content and 4K/UHD TV sets.
While an iDTV is usually only limited
to watch or record functions, STBs, on the
other hand, are generally more powerful
devices, with a more sophisticated browser
and user-interface capabilities, according to
Smith-Chaigneau.
STBs can incorporate many new technologies such as home networking and
advanced modulation standards such as
DVB-T2, DVB-S2 and HEVC/H.265. One
big advantage of the STB, Smith-Chaigneau
points out, is its ability to offer PVR with
watch and record functionality. It also offers
more capacity and more flexibility for operators to customise their STB product line-up,
in order to differentiate from the competition. They also minimise the dependency
on retail devices that they do not control.
Smith-Chaigneau reveals that lately
SmarDTV has been working actively to
promote STB and CI+ CAM technologies
in the Asia-Pacific region. “Recent CAM
deployment includes VTV Cab in Vietnam,
and SmarDTV is also working diligently
on a project in Indonesia. We believe there
is good traction in India where SmarDTV
has been working with a major TV manufacturer to offer a fingerprinting solution,
which constitutes a powerful security
counter-measure that TV operators consider critical,” he says.
Recently, SmarDTV complemented its
CAM offering by adding Wi-Fi and adaptive
streaming capabilities inside CI+ CAM. The
WiFi-CAM is a hybrid device and can now
enable the offering of premium over-the-top
(OTT) content.
SmarDTV’s STB portfolio is also “very
extensive” — from simple ultra-secure zappers to 4K/UHD 4K, including OpenTV 5
Connectware as well as an Android solution,
Smith-Chaigneau concludes.

❝By

Wholly owned by KT Corporation, the largest
telecommunications and media service provider in South
Korea, satellite service provider KT Sat currently operates five
satellites spanning Asia-Pacific, the Middle East and Africa.
With two new satellites set to be launched in the next 12
months, Jun Kim, VP Global Sales and Marketing, KT Sat,
shares with APB some insights on how the company intends
to serve its customers in South Korea, and beyond.
KT Sat has been perceived as a relatively
new player in the satellite industry. Can
you tell us more about KT Sat, and briefly
explain the company’s business plans?
Jun Kim: KT Sat, a subsidiary company of
Korea Telecom Group (KT Corporation), was
spun off in December 2012. For more than 45
years, KT Sat, as a satellite communications
provider, has continued to grow by providing broadcasting, government, military and
maritime services, as well as solutions designed specifically for our customers.
By Q4 this year and beyond, KT Sat will
grow our capacity to provide high-quality
broadcast and communications services
for rapidly growing nations in Asia-Pacific
through Ku-band and Ka-band transponders on the KOREASAT-5A at 113˚E and
KOREASAT-7 at 116˚E. These satellites will
be launched in Q4 2016 and Q1 2017 respectively.
Besides our main office in Seoul, KT Sat
has offices located in Jakarta and Dubai, as
part of our efforts to accelerate regional sales
and growth. Moving forward, KT Sat plans
to establish new offices in emerging markets
and to recruit sales personnel, in order to
closely address our customers’ needs and
provide services specifically designed for
each customer.
Faced with price competition and the
increasing number of service providers
within the satellite industry, what would
be KT Sat’s strategy in ensuring continued
growth? What is KT Sat’s unique offering
to its customers?
Kim: With 130 years of experience, Korean
Telecom is South Korea’s leading telecommunications service provider, and is providing services to 17 million mobile, six million
broadband and eight million pay-TV subscribers via telecommunications infrastructure provided by more than 50 subsidiaries
of KT Corporation. All subsidiaries of KT are
working together on the basis of the KT
slogan, ‘Single KT’, and KT is also a leading
provider of 5G networks.
KT Sat continues to work closely with
consultants of the KT Group in an effort to
understand customers’ needs more precisely;
to provide customers with packaged solutions rather than just satellite capacity; to
promote continuous growth of end-customers with customer-specific solutions; and to
satisfy the demanding needs of media and
telecommunication companies.
For example, KT Skylife, a KT Corporation subsidiary, is the only direct-to-home
(DTH) operator in South Korea, and it has
developed successful business strategies
with, and for, CATV, IPTV and over-the-top
(OTT) operators. KT Skylife has provided
solutions, and created unprecedented and
profit-lasting models for its customers.

South Korea is one of the leading 4K/Ultra
HD markets in Asia. How is KT Sat helping
broadcasters in the country prepare for
the launch of 4K/Ultra HD services?
Kim: KT Sat has been providing transponders and technical support for KT Skylife’s 4K/
Ultra HD (UHD) launches and technology
tests since 2014. KT Sat is currently providing
managed uplink services for KT Skylife at the
Kumsan and Yongin teleports.
This year, KT Skylife plans to launch three
additional 4K/UHD channels, bringing the
total number of channels to six, of which five
are already in operation.
KT Skylife first introduced 4K/UHD
broadcast services in June last year and has
registered a net addition of 15,000 new
subscribers every month. With 160,000 current 4K/UHD subscribers, KT Skylife aims to
achieve the 400,000 subscriber mark by the
end of this
year, through the promotion of
AF125x170-ISBrainstorm-BroadcastAsia.pdf

Q4 this
year and
beyond,
KT Sat
will
grow
our capacity to provide
high-quality broadcast and
communications services
for rapidly growing
nations in Asia-Pacific
[through the launch of
two new satellites].❞
— Jun Kim,
VP Global Sales and Marketing,
KT Sat
the Olympic Games in Brazil.
In order to response to the increasing
demand for 4K/UHD channels, KT Sat is also
launching KOREASAT-5 and KOREASAT-7,
the two new satellites mentioned earlier,
with dedicated transponders for broadcast
purposes.
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Should we go for full 4K/UHD and IP?
by dr nancy su

Dr Nancy Su is
vice-president
at Opvision
Technology.

Technological advances in both
protocols and devices are moving
fast, thus driving the growth in
the complexity of video systems.
New technologies such as 4K/Ultra
HD (UHD) and IP have become
“fancy stuff” in the broadcast
world. Hence, high dynamic range
(HDR) and high frame rate (HFR)
are highly popular topics when
considering if these technologies
can be compatible with current
HDTVs.
Should we go for these “fancy”
technologies? If yes, how should we
make the transition smoothly from
where we currently are to that final
destination?
It can be observed that the
global broadcast industry is
experiencing highly uneven levels
of development. For example,
developed and developing
countries are in vastly different
stages in the transition from
analogue to digital terrestrial TV,
which is a prerequisite to derive
the benefits offered by the most
advanced technologies.
For instance, in India, the Phase
III analogue-to-digital conversion
for cable TV is still a hot subject
with the digital completion of more
than 90% of households, while this
process has been completed for
years in Europe and the US, where
new technologies always generate
the most interest.
Germany-based Cinegy, a
provider of production workflow
tools, for example, has released
the Daniel2 Codec. Unveiled at the
recent 2016 NAB Show, the GPUbased acquisition and production
codec is applicable to 4K/UHD,
8K and even 16K systems, where
multiple streams is usually a must in
real time.
The huge gap in technology
development among countries and
regions indicates that there is no
one way nor one technology that is
applicable to the whole world. Each
country, region or entity has to be
clear where they are and what is

The huge gap in technology development among countries
and regions indicates that there is no one way or
technology that is applicable to the whole world.
needed locally. Only from there, can
decision-makers correctly finalise
where to go and how to go there.
In the past few years, we have
seen the “up and down” fate of 3D
TV, from which there are lessons
we can learn and thus do our best
to protect against a similar demise
of technologies such as 4K/UHD
in the future. What broadcasters
can do is to take advantage of
the latest technologies and create
appropriate applications in their
own systems.
In Asia, it is premature to
widely adopt technologies such
as 4K/UHD, and to execute their
implementation may not be that
effective at the moment. Instead
of investing in 4K/UHD, it might
be more practical to work on other
enhancements for HDTV-HD, such
as HDR, HFR and WCG (wide colour
gamut), which will allow for the
smooth transition from HDTV to
4K/UHD in the future.
When the entire industry
is discussing 4K/UHD, delicate
changes occur. There is no doubt
that higher bitrate content
requires more efficient delivery
methodologies.

IP-based workflows have
become very good options for 4K/
UHD, especially in live production.
However, when it comes to “the
commercial opportunity for 4K/
UHD video services throughout the
transition to full IP and softwarebased video delivery”, we have
to acknowledge that there are
many issues and hurdles still facing
broadcasters.
One key conflict arises from
the lack of uniform standards
and compatibility of different
technologies. As we can learn
from the first fully IP studio built
in Europe by Belgian public
broadcaster VTR, it is currently
impossible to achieve full IP
broadcasting without close

It is currently
impossible to
achieve full IP
broadcasting without
close collaboration
between suppliers and
broadcasters.

The OPV1000-3G-4T/4R accommodates current HDTV delivery with a new backhaul solution to support the quad-link functionality of 4K/
UHD today by exploiting four signal pathways via 3Gbps SDI feeds.

collaboration between suppliers
and broadcasters. Thus, each entity
has to start from its own position
and to do what they can in order to
make a smooth transition to full IP
infrastructures.
Delivery is one such
intermediate segment among a
full UHD broadcasting system. This
is again a key topic for people to
understand if they should move to
IP over SDI — or not — as it is hard
for most broadcasters to make the
decision whether or not to conduct
a rebuilding of their equipment,
especially when it relates to issues
concerning their business for the
next five to 10 years.
Attempts to resolve such
a dilemma include a feasible
alternative of fibre-optic backhaul
transport, with the advantages
of no bandwidth limitation, high
fidelity and no legacy, as compared
to an IP solution.
As a result, Opvision has
specifically designed the OPV10003G-4T/4R, which accommodates
current HDTV delivery with a new
backhaul solution to support the
quad-link functionality of 4K/UHD
today by exploiting four signal
pathways via 3Gbps SDI feeds.
The multiple transport
media solution enables the
delivery of each individual input
independently, without the need
to invest in a substantial amount of
hardware.
The OPV1000-3G-4T/4R
becomes an ideal solution due to
the fact that it can handle the highspeed 3G/HD/SD-SDI signals in
both electrical and optical domains.
In addition, the mini LCD screen on
the front panel enables real-time
monitoring of the high data rate
content before and after the
link.
The industry is at a critical
juncture as broadcasters are still
unsure about whether to move to
IP or 4K/UHD. While we understand
that broadcasters want to know if
the investments they make today
are the right ones to prepare them
for the future, we are sure that at
least one fact is true. That is, fibre
facilities will keep running along
with the rise in vast data delivering
requirements; but in the meantime,
they must have the capability to
embrace future change.
Opvision is committed
to helping our users make a
smooth transition from existing
technologies to IP delivery or 4K/
UHD, at a rate that best fits their
needs. We continue to provide
more integrated functions with
efficiency, lowering the cost of
operation while maintaining quality
and flexibility to help broadcasters
grow. ❑
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Eutelsat aims to be at forefront of satellite
technology as Asian footprint expands
Eutelsat recently announced the
milestone of 6,000 TV channels,
of which more than 220 are from
Asia-Pacific. With Eutelsat 70B
and Eutelsat 172A already serving the region, can you share
with us Eutelsat’s plans for AsiaPacific in the next few years?
Jean-Francois Fenech: We have
so far invested more than half-abillion US dollars in Asia-Pacific
and are actively scaling up our
presence in the region. We are a
relatively recent player in AsiaPacific, with the purchase of the
GE-23 satellite (renamed Eutelsat
172A) in September 2012, and the
launch of the Eutelsat 70B satellite,
with a dedicated Asian coverage, in
December 2012.
Since then, we have ordered the
Eutelsat 172B satellite, which is due
for launch in the first half of 2017. It
will provide continuity and expansion capacity at an orbital position
that is already a prime gateway
for services in Asia-Pacific, and will
also host the Pacific Ocean region’s
first High Throughput Satellite

Jean-Francois Fenech,
CEO of Eutelsat Asia,
provides APB with
an update on the
company’s business
in Asia, and discusses
emerging technologies
such as HTS.
(HTS) payload. This new payload
will be the first customised for
mobile connectivity over the Pacific
Ocean region, delivering an overall
throughput of 1.8Gbps to a market
forecast to experience sustained
growth over the coming years.
HTS seems to be a key discussion
point for the satellite industry
at the moment. How do you see
this trend developing and how
would HTS impact the broadcast
industry in particular?
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Fenech: HTS has opened the satellite market to broadband and, in
this respect, is a game changer in
our industry. The potential market is vast, with over four billion
people still waiting to get online
— many of them in areas that
will never be served by terrestrial
infrastructure.
Using HTS technology that delivers DSL-like broadband quality,
Eutelsat has five years’ experience
in providing Internet access to
consumers and business beyond

the range of terrestrial networks.
With our European-focused KASAT satellite, every household in
Europe, irrespective of its location,
can be immediately connected to
a service delivering 22Mbps downstream and 6Mbps upstream — at
prices comparable to ADSL.
As far as the broadcast industry
is concerned, HTS is a complement
to traditional broadcast satellites,
the former bringing access to IPbased services and the latter delivering a diverse channel line-up of
digital, HD and even 4K/Ultra HD
(UHD) channels.
What other technology trends
do you think will have a real
impact on the satellite industry
in the next one to two years?
Fenech: We are in the throes of
the transition to HDTV; 4K/UHD
is emerging to make the viewing
experience even more spectacular.
Our objective to provide endusers with the richest possible
viewing experience has driven
our pioneering work on 4K/UHD.

In order to validate the end-toend transmission chain, we have
launched demonstration 4K/UHD
channels using HEVC/H.265 compression, and operating at 50fps
with 10-bit colour depth for a truly
immersive experience.
Software-defined satellites will
be another game-changer in the
industry. In replacing mechanics
with electronics and software, this
ground-breaking innovation will
transform the flexibility of satellite operations for a wide array of
services. Eutelsat is in the vanguard
of this trend with the order of the
Eutelsat Quantum satellite, which
will be launched in 2019.
With the Eutelsat Quantum
philosophy, we are trailblazing
the concept of bandwidth that
will enable clients to dynamically
shape performance according to
their precise needs. Frequency
plans and coverage zones will
be configured and re-configured
dynamically in space, marking a
revolution in service provision and
fleet management.
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Kacific launches
service on
Newtec Dialog
Satellite operator Kacific Broadband
Satellites has chosen the Newtec Dialog
platform to provide affordable satellite
broadband connectivity in the Pacific.
Newtec Dialog will initially be used
to deliver Internet connectivity to a
number of schools in the Republic of
Vanuatu. Kacific will be expanding its
broadband service delivery to consumers, enterprises and other public
institutions in places where Internet
connectivity is lacking due to poor or
non-available terrestrial infrastructure.
The whole of South-East Asia and
the Pacific, from Sumatra, Indonesia
to the French Polynesian archipelagos,
will ultimately benefit from the Kacific
broadband service, said the company.
Christian Patouraux, Kacific’s CEO,
said: “As a multi-service platform,
Newtec Dialog enables tailored services and offers optimal modulation
and bandwidth allocation.”
It features Newtec’s return link
technology Mx-DMA, which delivers
the efficiency of SCPC with the dynamic bandwidth allocation of MF-TDMA
for better bandwidth efficient and
enabling services to run more reliably
than before, said Newtec.
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STN brings ‘diaspora
broadcasting’ to Asia-Pacific
European teleport and broadcasting services provider STN is
spearheading a new commercial
initiative to help content owners and broadcasters across the
Asia-Pacific region to reach new
audiences in international markets, including Europe, Africa and
the US.
With the investment of addi
tional resources to help AsiaPacific broadcasters grow their
businesses internationally, STN
said its goal is to help broadcasters in the region take advantage
of the growing phenomenon of
‘diaspora broadcasting’.
Anver Anderson, general
manager of STN, explained: “Today, people are more mobile
than ever before, and we see
consumers more readily moving
from country to country to pursue
career and business opportunities.
“In particular, there are growing communities in the Middle
East, Africa and the US of people
who have moved from the AsiaPacific region to develop their

STN is spearheading a new commercial initiative
to help content owners and broadcasters across
the Asia-Pacific region to reach new audiences in
international markets.
careers. With their increased
prosperity and buying power,
these communities are keen to be
entertained in their own language
with original content from their
country of origin.”
Named Independent Teleport
Operator of the Year 2016 by
the World Teleport Association
(WTA), STN, with its teleport
transmisstion facilities in Slo-

venia, aims to allow expatriate
consumers to enjoy more entertainment in their own language,
and which best represents their
own culture. At the same time,
STN is poised to help content
owners and broadcasters across
Asia-Pacific to realise these new
commercially attractive opportunities by enabling them to deliver
their content to more places in

international markets.
STN offers a broad port
folio of media services including
playout, multicast and uplink.
The company offers broadcasters direct access to a variety of
high-quality satellite capacity that
spans the globe, and has PoPs in
a fast-growing number of major
broadcast centres around the
world.
STN complements its satellite
portfolio with worldwide fibre
connectivity, including to AsiaPacific, where the company is
increasing its commercial focus
in order to assist broadcasters link
into STN’s global network “more
easily and seamlessly than ever
before”.
According to STN, its worldclass facilities and global reach
makes its “second to none” in its
ability to help Asian-based broadcasters and content aggregators
enhance their businesses, build
audiences and grow revenues,
by extending into international
markets.

Fischer Connectors offers new single fibre-optic connectivity solution
Fischer Connectors has launched
its new single fibre-optic connector (FO1) within its Fischer Fischer
FibreOptic series. The miniature,
lightweight and rugged connectivity solution, said Fischer, is easy to
use and ensures premium performance even in harsh environments.
The FO1 connector is available
either in preconfigured reels or
integrated into custom assemblies
for applications in instrumentation,
sensing, defence and broadcasting,

among others. It is also designed to
fulfil the growing market need for
higher data transmission rates over
long distances while reducing space
and ensuring optimal performance
by means of rugged miniature
solutions.
The FO1 connector integrates
fully into the existing Fischer FibreOptics series; UPC and APC polishing
reduces insertion and return losses,
making devices more secure, while
IP68 sealing provides highly valuable

Fischer Connectors has
launched its new single
fibre-optic connector
(FO1) within its
Fischer Fischer
FibreOptic
series.

device protection. The push-pull
locking system allows quick and
easy connections and disconnections, making the connector “ideally

suited” for outdoor environments.
The removable sleeve holder (monobloc mate adapter) ensures that endfaces can be cleaned easily, keeping
electronics in “top condition”.
Christopher Martin, FibreOptic
product manager at Fischer Connectors, said: “We’ve extended our
Fischer FibreOptic series bearing our
customers’ needs for flexibility and
efficiency in mind. The product line’s
main benefits — high optical stability in harsh environments, robust-

ness, and ease-of-use, cleaning and
maintenance — remain the same.
But we’ve designed this smaller
product to be even lighter and more
flexible so that it’s easy to integrate
into existing solutions, saving time
and money for our customers.”
The Fischer FibreOptic series already includes two versions: a rugged fibre optic connector with two
or four fibres, and a rugged hybrid
connector with two fibre channels
and two electrical contacts.
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HTS opening up new opportunities
for satellite industry
Over the next decade, there will be
an “explosion” in demand for satellite fixed broadband data, with the
vast majority of the growth coming
from High Throughput Satellite
(HTS) infrastructure, predicted Lluc
Palerm-Serra, analyst at market
research and consulting firm NSR.
In the Q1 2016 newsletter of
the Asia-Pacific Satellite Communications Council (APSCC), PalermSerra described how HTS architectures will grow from a broadband
market share of 54% to just above
95% in the next decade.
Most of this growth will stem
from high-volume, low-value consumer broadband applications,
but premium applications such as
backhaul and trunking or corporate
networking would also present
“interesting opportunities”, said
Palerm-Serra, who added: “Any operator who wants to stay relevant
in broadband markets needs to
incorporate an HTS offer.”
NSR also sees Asia-Pacific being at the forefront of innovation
for HTS, citing IPSTAR as the first
big success story for HTS satellites,
proving the value of the new technology in a wide variety of verticals.
HTS will create the conditions
for satellite operators to enter the
mass market of Internet provisioning. Palerm-Serra explained:
“Before the emergence of HTS,
satellite Internet was a very niche
application with prohibitive costs
and poor data services. Satellite
Internet is not made for heavy
over-the-top (OTT) consumers, but
offers combining acceptable data
caps at affordable costs for middleincome households have attracted
large amounts of customers from
remote or underserved locations.
With several satellite Internet suppliers close to or surpassing the one
million subscriber mark, consumer
broadband is a proven business
model today.”
Asia-Pacific also dominates the
global mobile industry, accounting
for half of the world’s connections.
NSR sees the region’s mobile in-

dustry continuing to grow faster
than the rest of the world. This,
combined with the challenging
geographies of the region, the
limited financial capacity to invest
in expanding ground infrastructure
and the speed of development,
all set the “perfect conditions” for
satellite backhaul and trunking to
thrive, NSR added.
Palerm-Serra also pointed out
that traditionally, the high costs of
capacity and the limited bandwidth
associated with FSS satellites relegated backhaul through satellite to
a very niche position, where there
was no other alternative. “However,
HTS is really changing how satellite
integrates with ground infrastructure and mobile network operators are increasingly considering
satellite backhaul in their business
plans,” he added.
“As the cost per Mbps of satellite capacity declines with HTS, the
population density at which a satellite solution is more cost-effective
than expanding the ground network footprint increases. HTS is
clearly expanding the addressable
market of satellite solutions by
making satellite backhaul the most
cost-effective alternative in many
instances.”
HTS is also making data services in remote locations economically feasible, Palerm-Serra continued. With HTS, backhauling 3G and
even 4G at “reasonable bandwidth”
still renders enough profit margins
for mobile operators. This, NSR
believes, will turn out to be the key
growth driver for backhaul services
in the future.
HTS is clearly creating new opportunities for the satellite industry
by expanding the addressable
market, and any operator that
wants to remain competitive in
the broadband markets needs to
add an HTS payload to its offering,
reiterated Palerm-Sara. However,
he acknowledged that the transformation triggered by HTS is “very
profound” and raises a number of
challenges for incumbent players.

While satellite
operators may previously have been used to
very stable levels of pricing
matched with long-term
contracts, the current
reality is that pricing
is under pressure from
multiple angles, PalermSara noted. “The large amount
of available capacity is forcing
operators to decrease pricing to
attract more customers,” he elaborated. “The pricing instabilities are
shortening the contract length,
further increasing the downward
trend in pricing. New technologies
such as electric propulsion or ultraHTS satellites are reducing the cost
per available Mbps, which allows
new satellites to be priced at very
competitive rates — the downward
pressure on pricing is here to stay.”
Business models also need to
change to adapt to the new opportunities offered by HTS. For
instance, customer acquisition
and servicing needs to “radically change” to fit the changing
paradigm of a formerly B2B-centric
industry migrating to B2C services,
NSR advised. “Mobile network
operators are beginning to abandon their satellite know-how and
are increasingly outsourcing their
network operations, creating op-

High Throughput Satellite (HTS)
infrastructure will be the main driver
for the growth in demand for satellite
fixed broadband data, said NSR.

portunities for managed services
… from customer relations to cost
structure or performance optimisation, satellite operators must
re-think their business plan,” said
Palerm-Sarra.
However, there is potentially
a bright future and new opportunities being unlocked, as HTS
“significantly improves” the cost
equation for satellite solutions.
Expect consumer broadband to
create the highest levels of demand
for satellite broadband capacity,
where HTS is opening the doors
of mass markets with subscribers
soon to be counted in the millions,
NSR predicted.
Palerm-Sarra concluded: “A lot
of new opportunities are emerging

around HTS, but the competitive
environment is also changing at a
fast pace. New technologies, new
markets, new value chains … all
these put pressure on the industry
that needs to adapt very rapidly in
order to stay competitive. Asia will
once again be a key battleground
market as the volume of IP traffic
has, is and will remain the highest
around the globe.”

whoBuyswhat
■ Haivision accelerates mobile broadcast contribution and
monitoring over private LTE

Accelerated Media Technologies, a provider of electronic newsgathering (ENG), digital satellite newsgathering (DSNG) and electronic field production
(EFP) vehicles, has selected Haivision’s low latency
Makito X H.264 encoder and decoder to power the
bidirectional video experience for its ENGenesis
solution.
ENGenesis combines LTE technology adapted
to operate in the 2/7GHz BAS band. In contrast to
cellular bonding systems, LTE over a broadcaster’s
current 2/7GHz BAS Band provides private, secure
and high-performance transmission. In addition,
broadcasters no longer need to deal with the
expense and reduced interactivity of satellite, the
congestion of bonded cellular, or the availability

and stability of local IP connections, according to
Accelerated Media Technologies.
Dudley Freeman, vice-president of business development at Accelerated Media Technologies, said:
“The Makito X encoders and decoders give us the
quality and performance ideally suited to provide
the interactive performance across our networks.
A news organisation certainly depends on the
quality of the contribution, but also relies on timecritical feedback loops to keep all remote personnel
coordinated.”
Peter Maag, chief marketing officer at Haivision,
added: “It’s great to see applications like this that
strike a perfect blend of cost, quality and performance
that make a difference in the industry.”
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Measat adapts to evolving
communications landscape
Can you share with us your vision for
Measat, and your plans in shaping the
long-term technology strategy for the
company?
Edmund Kong: Measat is at the forefront
of the satellite communications industry.
We have strong market presence in directto-home (DTH) and video distribution in
Asia-Pacific, operating the region’s premier
HD and 4K/Ultra HD (UHD) C-band neighbourhood, and one of the region’s strongest
Ku-band DTH neighbourhoods.
It is our intent to retain this leadership
position.
But the communication landscape in
which we are operating is changing rapidly.
We need to understand how consumer needs
are evolving and their impact on various
market segments. In parallel, we need to
understand the technologies that can best
meet these evolving needs. Some of these
technologies can be extremely disruptive
to our industry as evident with the emergence of High Throughput Satellite (HTS)
systems.
We need to understand these technologies and how they are likely to evolve such
that we are in position to (i) address the
challenges and (ii) take advantage of the
opportunities.
How would you access the general direction that video broadcasting is heading
towards, particularly in Asia-Pacific?
Kong: In the DTH markets in which we operate in today, only satellite has the capability
of providing a comprehensive distribution
network for television. This is particularly true
when it comes to HD and 4K/UHD content
with data rates in excess of 10Mbps.
We don’t see this situation changing
dramatically over the next 10 years.
While in areas where other technologies
(fibre-to-the-home /4G/5G) are available,
DTH operators will likely supplement their

Appointed this February as Measat’s Chief
Technology Officer, Dr Edmund Kong has been tasked
with developing Measat’s long-term technology
strategy. Speaking with APB, he shares his vision for
the company and explains how Measat is ready to
support emerging technologies
linear TV content with non-linear content.
For the foreseeable future, this will be around
core Ku-band satellite services.
With the region’s growing affluence,
and growth of both HD and 4K/UHD content, we see healthy growth in DTH and
video distribution. With our leading 91.5°E
video neighbourhood, we have positioned
ourselves to be a key supporter of this
growth.
Measat has been involved in a number of
4K/UHD initiatives in the past two years.
While the company is ready to provide the
platform for its customers to deliver 4K/
UHD content, in your opinion, how ready
is Asia for 4K/UHD?
Kong: In 2007, Measat led the region with
the introduction of the first commercial platform to deliver HD content to Asia. Adopting
an innovative business model, we have since
led the growth in HD content distribution,
today supporting almost 60 HD channels on
our 91.5°E video neighbourhood.
Based on discussions with our partners
and on our own research, we have no doubt
that Asia is ready for 4K/UHD. Measat
launched the first 4K/UHD channel in Asia
in 2015 and recently added a second. Over
the next 10 years, we foresee considerable
growth in 4K/UHD channels similar to the
growth we saw in HD channels.
We plan to support this growth with 4K/
UHD ready platforms providing efficient

Intelsat distributes BBC World
News around the globe
BBC World News has renewed and expanded
its contract for use of multiple Intelsat
premier video neighbourhoods and the
IntelsatOne terrestrial network to distribute
high-quality SD and HD content across several continents.
Under the multi-year agreement, BBC
World News will be delivered to millions of
viewers in the Americas and Asia via four of
Intelsat’s premier video neighbourhoods:
n Galaxy 13 at 127˚ West — a North
American cable distribution neighbourhood
utilised by the world’s top programmers to
deliver premium HD channels.
n Intelsat 19 at 166˚ East — a Pacific
Rim cable distribution neighbourhood and
South-Pacific direct-to-home (DTH) platform.
n Intelsat 20 at 68.5˚ East — a cable
distribution and DTH neighbourhood and

transcontinental hotspot from Europe to East
Asia, and the “number one” video neighbourhood serving India.
n Intelsat 21 at 302˚ East — a Latin
American cable distribution neighbourhood
with the “highest cable headend penetration
on the continent”.
Karen Schmidt, Intelsat’s VP of marketing,
said: “Information is critical to any community and by leveraging Intelsat’s globalised
network, we’re able to reliably deliver highquality content that keeps millions of viewers
up-to-date on the latest events happening
around the world.
“Intelsat’s strong regional neighbourhoods and the IntelsatOne terrestrial network
provide our customers with flexible, costeffective and secure distribution solutions,
enabling them to efficiently expand their
coverage and reach.”

delivery and innovative business models.
What other technologies do you expect to
have a significant impact on the satellite
broadcast industry this year?
Kong: We do not see any particular technology having a significant impact on the
broadcast industry in our region in the next
year or two. In the longer term, however, you
will see the emergence of broadband capable platforms such as HTS. These platforms
are designed to deliver 500-1,000Gbps as
compared to traditional broadcast satellites,
which are able to deliver 3-5Gbps.
Such capabilities will enable media companies to supplement their core broadcast
services with services, which allow viewers
to watch what they want, when they want

❝The communication
landscape in which we are
operating is changing rapidly.
We need to understand how
consumer needs are evolving
and their impact on various
market segments.❞
— Dr Edmund Kong,
Chief Technology Officer,
Measat
to watch it.
Measat is equipping itself to adapt to
these changing demands with the launch of
HTS satellites capable of supporting these
services.
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needs of broadcast facilities
around the world.
SGL’s solutions continuously
evolve and grow with your
business. All our latest
developments will be on
display at Broadcast Asia
Booth 5E3-02.

Join us at the show to
discover more about new
FlashNet Infinity, our support
for AXF, media production
workflows by our valued
partner Gemiso and SGL’s
integration with Expedat
Gateway to archive content
transferred to the cloud or
remote locations.
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Vecima launches IP
video delivery solution
Vecima Networks has launched Bravura,
a multi-screen IP video delivery solution.
Software-based, Bravura is designed to
provide all “essential elements” required for
multi-screen SD, HD and 4K/Ultra HD (UHD)
premium video processing, preparation
and delivery. The platform also allows
for the integration of ad insertion and
multiple DRM schemes, as well as delivery
of catch-up services. Sumit Kumar, president
and CEO of Vecima Networks, said: “With
Bravura’s HEVC live encoding support,
service providers can deliver quality HD and
UHD Premium content to their subscribers
anywhere, anytime and on more devices
while consuming mininum bandwidth.”

Torque Video Systems
names Australia reseller
Australia-based AV Group Technologies
has been named as the authorised reseller
for Torque Video Systems. According to
Danny Wilson, founder and CEO of Torque
Video Systems, the TV industry in Australia
is a “unique and important” market for the
company, and is currently experiencing
the struggle of traditional players and
conventional technologies, against the new
challengers from the Internet and overthe-top (OTT) spaces. “Establishing this
partnership with AV Group, our combined
competencies and resources will enable us
to seize new opportunities and facilitate
customers’ needs,” he added.

Torque Video Systems offers solutions such as
the DVMon, a monitoring system for digital TV
networks.
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TV Everywhere has
plenty of untapped
potential
As the scope of influence
of SVoD services such as
Netflix continues to widen,
broadcasters are constantly
looking for new technologies
and platforms that will allow
them to retain eyeballs. TV
Everywhere would appear to
be one such platform, but
has it been fully exploited,
Shawn Liew asks.

T

he concept of TV Everywhere is hardly
new; as early as 2010, major networks such
as HBO and ESPN were beginning to roll
out TV Everywhere services.
In the intervening years, how successfully have broadcasters and operators
utilised this platform, and perhaps more
critically, what do viewers truly understand about TV Everywhere?
Not quite near enough, is the stark assessment of Jim O’Neill, principal analyst
at Ooyala. Speaking with APB, he cites a
perhaps surprising example: “What we
have seen in the US is that only about 25%
of the audience is even aware that TV Everywhere is out there, and out of this 25%,
only 15%-20% use it on a regular basis.”
O’Neill maintains that TV Everywhere
“is a good product”, although it is currently
hampered by issues such as authentication
and content availability. For the former, he
describes the frustration faced by viewers
accessing content. “You may have to authenticate every

The concept of TV Everywhere
is not new. Is the time ripe for
broadcasters to truly embrace TV
Everywhere in order to circumvent
the threat of losing viewers to the
likes of Netflix?

week, every two weeks, or anytime you
want to access content. You have to authenticate if you change location, and
it’s frustrating for viewers because they
want to be able to turn their devices on
to watch instantly.”
The other issue, O’Neill says, is
the availability, or lack thereof, of
content. Unlike subscription-videoon-demand (SVoD) services such as
Netflix, TV Everywhere services today
have generally yet to provide the option of offering an entire season of TV
programming to viewers. “You can
binge, but only if your timing is correct; however, content rights currently
being negotiated will probably change,
and improve this situation,” he adds.
As a rule of thumb, content today
must literally “follow the user” so
that the definition of on-demand is
met by the TV operator or broadcaster, suggests Jim Clarke, head
of International Marketing, Product and Pricing, Telstra.
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❝You are going to see more broadcasters struggling as more OTT
David Siah

Chairman
Cloud Security Alliance
Singapore

operators come in and say, ‘We can give you more, our delivery
is going to be better, we are going to give you great content and
you are going to be able to watch it on any screen’.❞
— Jim O’Neill, Principal Analyst, Ooyala

He explains to APB: “Firstly, this means
the basic requirement is to allow viewers to have access to the content on
their connected devices. The second
requirement is to ensure that crossdevice playback is possible, meaning
that, for instance, consumers can watch
a movie on their iPhone on their way
to work in the morning, and then continue where they left off on their iPad
that evening.”
It is also imperative that viewers
are able to discover content that they
like, either through a search function,
or through content recommendations
based on their known preferences or
history. This, says Clarke, is the hardest to fulfil, yet is the most rewarding
concept behind TV Everywhere. “It is
the make-or-break between so-so and
successful operators,” he claims.
And the key to success may also lie
in breaking away from an entrenched
culture of passivity, says Ooyala’s
O’Neill, who laments that by and large,
operators are failing with their TV
Everywhere strategies. “They are not
100% committed to TV Everywhere
right now,” he points out. “They need
to be more aggressive in the marketing
of TV Everywhere because if people
are not aware of it, they won’t use it!
Make TV Everywhere easily accessible
— certainly more so than now — and
make content available everywhere.”
O’Neill, however, sees light at the
end of the tunnel. He recalls how, barely three-and-a-half years ago, many
cable operators were worried that TV
Everywhere was going to clog up or
cannabalise their networks. “They were
worried about just everything — you
can fill in your own blanks! Now, I
believe operators are past that stage
and are beginning to ask how they
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Eight key decision moments across subscriber TV lifecycle
Customer service and experience are now as critical as content and value-for-money when differentiating between
TV services. Moreover, as consumers increasingly take a
‘dip in and out’ approach to pay-TV and subscriber-videoon-demand (SVoD) services, service is key to making sure
customers stay loyal, focus groups conducted by research
firm Decipher, on behalf of Paywizard, have found.
For Andrew Burke, chairman of Paywizard, the reasoning is straightforward: The better the experience, the more
likely customers will come back for more.
He told APB: “Operators need to understand how
people consume OTT content, and what they do in each
moment. The first three months is crucial, and typically
decides if the customer stays long term.”

can monetise TV Everywhere, how they can
make this worthwhile. I would advise them
to continue to move forward agressively
because, otherwise, they are losing ground
to over-the-top (OTT) providers who are
simply saying, ‘Here’s the content’.”
There are naturally more practical
concerns as well. Most broadcasters have
inherited infrastructures that were built for
older TV technologies, and must somehow
“blend seamlessly” with the necessary OTT
requirements, which are much newer and
still evolving, Telstra’s Clarke observes.
He provides the example of an encoder,
which is in essence a piece of hardware
that accepts an original newsroom camera
signal and is meant to be transmitted out
to TV audiences. “Prior to the advent of
online video, this could be reliably done;
however, now it has to transmit a stream for
online audiences using different devices,”
Clark says. “That means, today, traditional
broadcasters need to consider if the encoder
is software-based and can therefore cater
to changes and upgrades easily, or because
it has no software, whether it needs to be
replaced with a brand new one?”
He also asks: “With online video changing rapidly, how will broadcasters decide to
invest in one encoder, let alone a hundred
of them? How can broadcasters evolve their
infrastructures and be future-proof? These
are the challenges they face, which nontraditional competitors do not.”
Mention OTT and SVoD, and some of the
names that spring readily to mind include
Netflix, Hulu and Amazon Prime Video.
While not exactly household names beyond
the boundaries of Asia-Pacific, iflix, HOOQ
and Viu are but some of the on-demand,
streaming services that have emerged in
recent times — and they are distinctly Asian,
as is a significant viewing trend.
According to the Ooyala Q4 2015 Global
Video Index report, tablet devices are used
significantly more often to view video in
APAC than anywhere else in the world.
Where tablet views make up just one out of
every seven mobile views in the rest of the
world, they make up one of every five in
APAC countries.
This, suggests Ooyala’s O’Neill, should
provide broadcasters with further impetus
to push on with their TV Everywhere initiatives. He says: “Asia is a massive market and
people from the outside are going to go, ‘Oh,
we have to be in this market’. You are going
to see more broadcasters struggling as more
OTT operators come in and say, ‘We can
give you more, our delivery is going to be

The eight consumer moments identified by Paywizard
and validated by the focus groups are:
n Find: Deciding on a service to sign up to that best suits
the consumer’s content and cost requirements.
n Join: The process of signing up, as easily and quickly
as possible.
n Consume: Seamless viewing of appealing content, at
any time, location and on any device.
n Upgrade: Flexibly upgrading your services package,
as and when you like.
n Downgrade: Flexibly downgrading your services package, when it suits.
n Bill: Receiving accurate, clear and timely bills, using a

favoured payment method.
n Leave: Cancelling a subscription with as little hassle as

possible.
n Win back: Rejoining a service again, at any time, with-

out re-registering.
According to Paywizard, the findings demonstrate how
a TV service provider shows up, behaves and responds at
each moment “significantly influences” the consumer’s
decision to subscribe or continue to subscribe.
For broadcasters, the implications are no less impactful, as Burke advised: “Know your market and culturally
deliver to your audience. Bundle your OTT content with
your broadcast content, and integrate your OTT services
into the main broadcast viewing experience.”

❝It is imperative that viewers
are able to discover content
that they like, either through
a search function, or through
content recommendations
based on their known
preferences or history.❞
— Jim Clarke,
Head of International Marketing,
Product and Pricing, Telstra
better, we are going to give you great content
and you are going to be able to watch it on
any screen’.”
As with any other regions in the world,
O’Neill believes that broadcasters in Asia
have been, to this point, dragging their feet
while OTT operators have reacted quickly
to feel the void left by viewers who have
moved away from cable TV services, for
example. “If you continue to sit and watch,
the ship is going to sail and you are not
going to be able to get on board,” he warns,
while advocating a mobile-first strategy,
which broadcasters need to jump onto and
be aggressive about.
O’Neill continues: “Increasingly, you
need to use data to know who your audience is, because they are going to be very,
very fickle, and if you don’t have the content
they want, they are going to leave. You need
to know what they are watching. You need
to know what to invest in, including what
original programming to create. I think
that’s a very big piece of it — looking at ROI.”
Traditional broadcasters should start by
understanding what their costs are, as well as
their breakeven point as a business, advises
Telstra’s Clark. “Can the business model exceed that? When do you monetise with basic
charges and when do you charge a premium?
For example, it is possible for broadcasters
to charge a premium for users who want to
view on more than three devices,” he says.
Clark also urges care to be taken to set
a baseline that customers are content with,
and charge incremental revenue where that
is also acceptable. “Asia is still fragmented, so
the aforementioned example might work in
countries such as Hong Kong or Singapore,
but makes less sense in India,” he concludes.
While regions may be fragmented,
consumer behaviour today is arguably less
susceptible to great variation — because it
is dictated by millennials, asserts Ooyala’s
O’Neill.

He explains: “The whole world is being
driven by millennials today. It doesn’t matter
if you are in Sao Paulo, San Francisco, Singapore or Berlin, millennials are turning to

smaller screens; they are happy with their
smaller screens; and they will continue to
connect via mobile more than any other
platform.”
Think far, and think big, espouses
O’Neill, who asserts that there are many ways
for broadcasters to not only remain relevant,
but also stay crucial to their viewers.
For instance, a TV station may conduct
nine interviews for a story, although only
clips and little pieces of footage are eventually used to tell the story. O’Neill illustrates:
“You can then put that entire interview online and charge for behind-the-scenes footage. You can establish multiple channels off
your single channel online that you can’t do
over-the-air. They can be free, freemiums,
ad-supported or subscription-based, the
choice is yours.”
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Common misconceptions of
in-house DRM development
by steve christian

Steve Christian is
SVP of Marketing,
Verimatrix.

Today’s video service operators are
immensely pressured to quickly roll
out online services to supplement
their current revenue streams through
apps or via Web browser distribution
channels. However, as operators
seek to emulate the over-the-top
(OTT) growth of Internet platforms,
many might develop a false sense of
confidence in their ability to maintain
their own secure distribution systems
across a diverse mix of hardware and
software platforms.
As OTT workflows are outsourced
to online video platform (OVP) vendors and managed service providers, these companies are also often
underestimating the same challenges.
Research from Frost & Sullivan
reveals that the perceived high
cost of a commercial digital rights
management (DRM) system and
perceived low complexity of building
DRM in-house are misleading well
over half of video service operators
and OVPs today. However, while the
do-it-yourself approach may appear
to be more cost-effective up front,
new findings show that buy is a
smarter strategy than build.
Ongoing maintenance
and enhancement of DRM
implementations is a formidable
challenge, which requires specialised
experience if it is to be handled
effectively and in a cost-efficient
manner. At present, Frost & Sullivan
finds limited understanding of the
true levels of cost and complexity
associated with a do-it-yourself
approach to DRM.
Misguided teams often focus
on rolling out the service quickly,
failing to fully anticipate the effort
or difficulty of maintaining security
on an ongoing basis in the face
of growing pressure from wellresourced service piracy.
Outlined below are three of the
most common misconceptions that
lead operators and OVPs to believe
that the total cost of ownership of
building custom DRM systems is
more affordable than partnering with
experienced multi-DRM vendors.

Misconception #1 – longevity
The first, and perhaps most fatal,
mistake operators and OVPs typically
make when developing DRM inhouse is that they underestimate
the scope of the project. Often

As DRM underlies all content business
models, a lack of agility in updating and
adapting the DRM layer also results in
reduced revenue and lost subscribers.

Research from Frost &
Sullivan reveals that
the perceived high cost
of a commercial DRM
system and perceived low
complexity of building
DRM in-house are
misleading well over half
of video service providers
and online video platform
vendors today.

More than any other component in the digital content
workflow, DRM will always remain a work in progress.
Therefore, it would be wiser to invest in a specialised
multi-DRM vendor that has core competency in crossplatform, cross-DRM development.
preoccupied with the initial release,
they fail to plan for DRM as a longterm undertaking.
Whether they realise it or not,
those who choose to build their
own DRM solutions are committing
themselves to not only create, but
also permanently fund a secure
playback and monetisation platform.
This requires a significant
ongoing investment in R&D, as well
as dedicated product management,
development and testing teams.
These teams must continuously
improve the enforcement layer,
testing updates and distributing them
to all current and past devices and
platforms that are deployed in the
service’s customer base.
More than any other component
in the digital content workflow, DRM
will always remain a work in progress.
Therefore, it would be wiser to invest
in a specialised multi-DRM vendor
that has core competency in crossplatform, cross-DRM development.
As multi-DRM specialists can
amortise development and upgrade
costs across a number of customers,
they can help operators and OVPs
save money and benefit from
stronger protection, more scalable
infrastructures, and significantly more
agile services than what could be
built and maintained in-house for a
comparable investment.

Misconception #2 – cost
As vendors bow to pricing pressure
and competition, there is a growing
perception that DRM is increasingly
becoming “free”, but this is simply
untrue. Although the upfront
licensing cost for the DRM core

is steadily declining, it typically
comprises only a small fraction of the
total cost of ownership.
The core is seldom adequate on
its own and must be augmented
with a full-fledged client when
deploying a secure player. While
the core manages authentication,
trust verification and key exchange,
it is the full client, which manages
the full range of entitlement
checks, permissions enforcement,
device integrity verification, timing
verification, output control, and more.
When calculating the total cost
of ownership of a DRM solution,
one must remember that the
comprehensive client is becoming
more complex and therefore
significantly more expensive over
time. It is also important to account
for the complete cost of developing
and maintaining a portfolio of secure
clients, keeping in mind that the price
of a given implementation will often
vary according to the functionality
required.

Misconception #3
– fragmentation
Engineering teams often have a
false sense of confidence regarding
the cost and timeframe required for
building their own secure players. Inhouse development as a tactic works
quite well for homogenous product
lines such as those offered by Apple;
however, this confidence is quickly
undermined as teams embark on
tackling more fragmented portfolios
such as that of Android.
The do-it-yourself approach
nearly always degenerates once
services enter the next phase of

expansion spanning the complete
ecosystem of connected devices.
This is further complicated as
online viewing models are evolving
at the speed of the cloud. Ten years
ago a handful of Web browsers on
Windows PCs accounted for the vast
majority of OTT viewing, but 2016
will see the shipment of nearly 2.5
billion connected devices across nine
device types. Keeping track of new
devices, platforms and technologies
places significant strain on player and
server teams.
At the same time, delivering
a consistent, high-quality user
experience across all these devices,
screens and networks is a nonnegotiable requirement for customer
satisfaction. It is a formidable
undertaking, but one that must be
achieved if a service is to achieve
significant growth and retention of
subscribers.
DRM cores must be chosen
optimally for each device, creating
another layer of management
overhead and complexity. In a
do-it-yourself situation, managing
fragmentation across devices and
DRM systems can become an
overwhelming and error-prone
process.
A mature multi-DRM solution in
contrast unravels this exponential
complexity into an automated,
uniform interface that ensures
transparent consistency in user
experience and glitch-free service
upgrades and expansions.

Understanding the total cost of
ownership
In the case of DRM, capital
expenditure is a recurring expense
as new devices enter the market and
new technologies supersede older
ones. As DRM underlies all content
business models, a lack of agility in
updating and adapting the DRM
layer also results in reduced revenue
and lost subscribers.
In order for DRM to be effective,
it must not be seen simply as an
anti-piracy tool, but as a businessenabling monetisation technology.
Operators worldwide are finding
that the modern OTT ecosystem is
a treacherous landscape, and is best
navigated in partnership with an
experienced multi-DRM vendor.
A new white paper from Frost &
Sullivan outlines the factors that need
to be considered when evaluating
total cost of ownership for a DRM
solution, sharing best practice
guidance on providing consistent,
compelling user experiences across all
devices and consumption scenarios.
Download a copy today at www.
verimatrix.com/costofmultiDRM. ❑
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Consumers snap up SVoD services as
digital video consumption grows
Pay-TV operators should view the
continued emergence of subscription-video-on-demand (SVoD)
services as an opportunity, as the
relationship between SVoD and
pay-TV is “relatively complementary”, according to a new survey
by research and consultancy firm
Futuresource Consulting.
Living with Digital is a twiceyearly consumer research programme that reports on the shifts
in consumers’ entertainment content consumption, service usage
and device ownership and interaction. In the latest survey, 2,000
inter views were conducted in

each of the UK and US, and 1,500
in Germany and France. In all of
these countries, SVoD uptake continues to rise, with both Netflix and
Amazon Prime Video “increasingly
prominent” in the US, the UK and
Germany. Multiple service uptake
is also high, with 82% and 69% of
Amazon Prime Video users in the
US and the UK respectively also
subscribing to Netflix.
The survey also found that payTV households are more likely to
take SVoD services than free-to-air
(FTA)-only households, although as
SVoD becomes more established,
this is less apparent. In the US,

there is evidence to suggest that
SVoD services are starting to cannibalise pay-TV, although in France
and Germany, pay-TV penetration
is more than twice as high among
Netflix households than among
non-Netflix households.
While SVoD continues to grow,
the shift to digital video purchasing remains relatively steady, with
increased living room connectivity
playing a key role in driving overall video viewing, Futuresource
reported.
Connected/Smart TV connectivity rates continue to improve,
with 85% of US and UK smart TV

owners now connecting their sets.
Across all countries, 71% of connected sets are being used once a
week or more. Video continues to
drive overall usage, although free
viewing has fallen back as paid-for
video, particularly SVoD, increases
in importance on connected TVs.
Connected TV connectivity
rates have grown despite the proliferation of Digital Media Adaptors
(DMAs, or streaming boxes/sticks)
with growth particularly notable
in Europe; in Germany, 16% of
respondents now have a DMA.
Across all countries, multiple device
ownership is important; 27% of

Tell a story with Vimond IO
Vimond Media Solutions has unveiled
Vimond IO, a storytelling tool for editors and
journalists to create video stories for online
destinations, such as over-the-top (OTT)
news services or social media.
As video editing is usually a complex
digital workflow requiring file editing
and packaging from several departments,
Vimond IO attempts to remove this complexity by providing a “frictionless path” to online
audiences, based on a collaborative cloud.

A new survey from Futuresource
Consulting has found SVoD uptake
continuing to rise, with both Amazon
Prime Video and Netflix “increasingly
prominent” in the US, the UK and
Germany.

consumers with a DMA now have
more than one. Regular usage is
marginally higher than for connected TVs, with 84% of owners
using them at least once a week.
Futuresource’s next wave of research will cover countries such as
China, Japan, South Korea, Canada,
Australia, Italy and Spain.

The Vimond IO is a storytelling tool for editors and journalists to create
video stories for online destinations, such as over-the-top news services
or social media.

Designed to provide all the editing
functions needed to put broadcast-quality
news items together quickly and easily
using a minimalist interface running in
a Chrome browser, Vimond
IO simplifies the journalist’s
tasks, handling transcoding and streamlining
multi-bitrate publishing automatically.
Teams can work in the newsroom or onsite while covering breaking stories on any
compatible, connected device. Journalists can

collaborate on
any project, using
a frame-accurate
and keyboarddriven approach.
All processing, preview rendering and final rendering is handled
by the IO backend server in real time.
Helge Høibraaten, CEO of Vimond Media
Solutions, said: “The way news is packaged,
distributed and consumed has been chang-

ing rapidly and new tools are needed to
make it easy for media organisations to
publish quickly and efficiently online.
“With news, rapid distribution is vital, but
broadcasters care about producing good
quality stories, and traditional news production environments were never designed for
getting content out to multiple platforms
as the events happen. Vimond IO provides
an incredibly fast and versatile solution for
doing just that.”
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Getting the quality of service
you need for OTT success
Andy Burnett, Director for Online Technology and Operations,
ITV, and Dave Clark, Director of Service Delivery, Irdeto,
share with APB how operators can deliver high-quality OTT
services that keep customers coming back for more.
Why do OTT and Quality of Service
(QoS) so rarely square up?
Andy Burnett: Over-the-top (OTT)
services are now coming of age —
as they increasingly move into the
mainstream, viewers’ expectations
rise. Today, there is little tolerance for
slow delivery or viewing glitches and
most viewers now expect to enjoy a
“broadcast”-quality experience not only
on the big screen at home, but also on
their personal devices.
This is one of our motivations for
launching ITV Hub — a new streamlined
platform that will better answer our
viewer needs for easy access to our
content from whatever device they like.
David Clark: OTT services are just
as their name indicates — they go
“over-the-top” of traditional managed
networks, and are dependent on a
patchwork of independent IP networks
to reach the end-user. Not only is there
the issue of shared bandwidth and
throughput, but also typically a greater
number of separate systems need to
interact — especially compared to
traditional broadcast.

With any
number of
different data
flows that
the content
can take
depending
on the
overall
architecture,
each OTT
service will
need to be
carefully
monitored
to identify
the capacity
bottlenecks
and potential
failure
points.

How can businesses be impacted by
poor service quality?
Burnett: To put it simply, any shoddy
service will lose customers. We are in
a high-engagement business where
viewers lose interest exponentially
with every second of buffering — this
requires a good level of control over
the end-to-end delivery. We’re not
only talking here about broadband
throughput and speed, but also
understanding the impact of backzend
systems such as content preparation
workflows for live and near-live
distribution.
In the early days of OTT services,
everyone was just focused on getting to
market, getting their content out there,
but today there is so much choice, so
many options, that having appealing

content is not the only factor
influencing our customers. You may be
able to draw in new viewers with a live
sporting event or X-Factor, but they
will not come back to your service if
they find it under par.
Why is it so hard to achieve good
QoS on OTT platforms?
Clark: In order for video content to
get to the end-user, it has to jump
through a number of hoops. Typically
for OTT delivery, the bottlenecks
arise from one or more of the
various integration points between
the multiple systems that process
the content: encoding/transcoding,
packaging, encryption, storage [CDNs],
playout and so on.
With any number of different
data flows that the content can take
depending on the overall architecture,
each OTT service will need to be
carefully monitored to identify the
capacity bottlenecks and potential
failure points.
If there can be no guarantee of
QoS in an IP world, what are the
operator’s options?
Clark: In order to counter some of the
things that can go wrong, Irdeto has
put in place a systematic supervision
of all our OTT deployments through
our Service Operations Centre (SOC).
This SOC provides 24/7 network
supervision for all our customers
worldwide and implements an “early
alert” mechanism that kicks in when
any anomalies are identified, so that
preventative action can be taken
before the end-user is affected.
Over time, the data collected
allows us to understand where the
weak points in any deployment
or workflow are and to adjust
accordingly. Our service dashboards
allow us to establish whether things
are running as normal or if an incident
needs to be escalated.

Content Preparation
VOD Content

Meta Data

Storage
Transcoding

❝Today, there is little

❝Typically for OTT

tolerance for slow delivery
or viewing glitches and
most viewers now expect to
enjoy a ‘broadcast’-quality
experience not only on the
big screen at home, but also
on their personal devices.❞

delivery, the bottlenecks
arise from one or
more of the various
integration points
between the multiple
systems that process the
content.❞

— Andy Burnett,
Director for Online Technology
and Operations, ITV

— Dave Clark,
Director of Service Delivery,
Irdeto

Burnett: Indeed, the combination of
service monitoring and proactive alerts
is so effective; we’ve enjoyed 100%
platform availability for 15 of the
past 16 months — with one month at
99.95%!
What tips can you offer to ensure a
good end-user experience?
Burnett: We want our different
OTT services to be “as good as
telly”, so here are our top three
recommendations for delivering a top
quality service:
n Monitoring for deeper
understanding: As no two network
delivery systems behave similarly, we
need to observe that behaviour in
order to understand the ITV viewer
experience. This is by continually
monitoring and testing our workflows
— why there was latency between
data centres A and B, where the
Content Delivery Network

JIT Packaging & Encryption

EPG

BROWSER
WSER

APP
PP

recurring bottlenecks and potential
weak spots are. Building on this service
delivery data, we can quickly pin-point
any issues by keeping an eye on the
higher-risk areas.
n Pre-defined process for crisis
management: We systematically
go through a number of “controlled
disasters”; we introduce failure to better
understand our systems, processes and
people. We determine with our partners
the escalation points, responsibilities
and course of action required on both
sides for every potential crisis. Trialling
the specific processes for different
situations, when we “break” the services
intentionally, allows us to avoid panic
and wasting time when incidents do
occur.
n Take ownership: We depend on
our partners to communicate proacti–
vely on potential service issues, which
will require having the right level
of expertise and sufficient coverage
available 24/7. Irdeto’s SoC is a good
example of a reliable service monitoring
mechanism to ensure service availability.
With full-time staffing and early-alert
mechanisms, it allows us to act quickly
and remedy issues before they affect
our end-users.
We’ve seen that these A-B-Cs
have really helped us to achieve as
stable a service as possible, so that
our customers get a good viewing
experience and keep coming back for
more! ❑
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Imagine Communications to
speed up evolution of CDNs
Imagine Communications has
introduced the Selenio Video
Delivery Edge (VDE), an HTTPto-User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
gateway designed to allow video
service providers to reduce costs
and the complexity of their networks by bridging next-generation
and legacy video delivery infrastructures.
Selenio VDE also enables cable operators and other content
distributors to improve the efficiency, performance and revenuegenerating potential of video
delivery and ad insertion infrastructures, while paving the way
for the transition of operations
to a fully virtualised environment
based on generic computing and

networking resources.
Steve Reynolds, CTO of Imagine
Communications, said: “Imagine
Communications is providing
today’s video service providers
with a stepping stone towards a
software-based, fully virtualised
infrastructure that will provide
the agility, flexibility and efficiency
to deliver the digital services that
today’s consumers increasingly
crave.
“This breakthrough technology
[Selenio VDE] is a catalyst for accelerating additional infrastructure
upgrades that will enable our customers to dramatically elevate the
subscriber experience by improving video quality and delivering a
more personalised video service.”

At 2016 NAB Show, Imagine Communications introduced the Selenio VDE, an
HTTP-to-User Datagram Protocol (UHD) gateway, designed to allow video service
providers to reduce costs and the complexity of their networks.

ality anywhere in their networks.
Selenio VDE is compatible with
both centralised and edge-based
deployment models and executes
across a broad range of generic
computing resources.
Brick Eksten, chief product
officer, Imagine Communications,

added: “With the introduction of
Selenio VDE, we are empowering video service providers with
the potential to optimise the efficiency and performance of their
networks with groundbreaking
innovation in video delivery technologies.”

Harmonic and Quickplay in
joint global strategic partnership

Signiant’s workflow
embraces the cloud
Signiant has announced the
availability of a pre-built workflow that provides integration
with the Microsoft Azure Media
Services (AMS) platform.
The automated workflow uses
Signiant acceleration technology to transport content files
quickly and securely from onpremises storage into Microsoft
Azure, where AMS retrieves and
processes the assets. The finished
content is then returned to an
on-premises location via Signiant.
The combined solution provides media companies with a
platform to access Microsoft’s
cloud transcoding capabilities
from on-premises infrastructure,
allowing them to easily take advantage of the elastic nature of
such services.
The transcoding workflow
is controlled by the automation
engine incorporated in Signiant’s

Selenio VDE leverages technology from across Imagine
Communications’ networking and
cloud solutions portfolio, including
the company’s fully virtualised dynamic ad insertion ecosystem. The
software-based gateway works by
allowing cable operators to leverage recent investments in HTTP
video and ad delivery infrastructure
to feed linear programming and
ads to existing set-top boxes (STBs),
which may number in the millions,
said Imagine.
The software-based nature of
Selenio VDE empowers cable operators, which may maintain hundreds of headends and thousands
of ad zones, to optimise efficiency
by locating ad insertion function-

flagship Manager+Agents (M+A)
solution. M+A functionality has
been extended to the cloud
via integration with Signiant’s
Flight offering, a fully managed, auto-scaling SaaS solution
that provides “fast, reliable and
secure” movement of content
to and from Azure blob storage.
The Signiant workflow delivers media assets to Azure, along
with an optional Premium or
Standard transcoding profile. It
monitors the transcode within
AMS, reporting progress or error
messages to the customer.
The workflow can also be
configured to delete processed
assets from AMS once they
have been successfully downloaded. The workflow combines
both Signiant M+A and Azure’s
scalability to allow multiple
transcoding jobs to be handled
concurrently.

Harmonic and Quickplay have
entered into a global strategic
partnership to offer an end-toend video architecture to deliver
greater optimisation, carrier grade
scale and performance, as well as
“exceptional video quality” for Next
Generation TV (NGTV).
The partnership will leverage
the power of Quickplay’s multitenant video platform, powered
by its software defined headend,
and integrate extensive features
of Harmonic’s video delivery infrastructure solutions based on VOS, a
software-based media processing
platform that simplifies workflows
and maximises flexibility in video
content provider and video service
provider deployments. The ability
to scale based on demand will provide significant savings, and a payas-you-grow model is well suited
to existing operating expenditure
(Opex) models and the economics
of new over-the-top (OTT) service
launches, said the companies.
The partnership will also combine complementary capabilities
to accelerate and evolve new business models in premium online

A new global strategic partnership leverages the power of Quickplay’s multitenant video platform to integrate extensive features of Harmonic’s video delivery
infrastructure solutions based on VOS, a software-based media processing
platform.

video, delivering efficiencies with
the power of advanced Harmonic
infrastructure and Quickplay’s outsourced managed services.
Ovadia Cohen, senior director, Strategic Alliances, Harmonic,
said: “Increasingly, infrastructure is
being virtualised. For our customers, competing and succeeding in
the world of premium OTT video
means constantly innovating while
operating at scale with superior
efficiency, agility and video quality.
Our partnership with Quickplay will
bring customers new options for
expanding traditional broadcast
and pay-TV services.”
Quickplay and Harmonic will
provide a cloud-based, premium
video platform service to help
premium video service providers
get to market faster, more reliably,
with quality service, and for lower

upfront and operating costs.
Mike Couture, senior VP
of Products and Marketing,
Quickplay, added: “Quickplay
constantly researches and partners
with the best providers of industry
solutions in order to leverage the
latest technological advances and
maintain cost leadership for our
customers.
“Harmonic brings a variety of
industry-leading capabilities to
our platform service, including
packaging-on-the-fly, live-toVoD, cloud-DVR, and highly efficient software-based transcoders
that work together to help run
our business with the highest
quality and the lowest cost. This
is critical for our multi-tenant
platform efficiency and allows us
to pass on the cost savings to our
customers.”
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Binge watching becoming
the norm for US viewers
Is the increasing emergence of
subscription-video-on-demand
(SVoD) services such as Netflix,
leading to an increase in binge
watching?
According to Deloitte’s 10th
Digital Democracy Survey, 70% of
US consumers are now binge watching an average of five episodes at
a time, and almost one-third (31%)
binge watch on a weekly basis.
Binge watching typically refers
to the practice of watching multiple episodes of a TV programme
in rapid succession, typically by
means of DVDs, and more pertinently today, digital streaming.
In addition to binge watching,
nearly half (46%) of Americans now
also subscribe to streaming video
services, with millennials aged 1425 spending more time streaming
video content than watching live TV.

Gerald Belson, vice-chairman
and US Media and Entertainment
Sector leader, Deloitte Consulting,
reviewed: “The proliferation of online content shows no signs of slowing down and the consumer appetite to consume content is equally
voracious. The survey data indicates
that consumers are more willing
than ever to invest in services to
watch whenever, wherever, and on
whatever device they choose.”
Key findings from the Deloitte
survey include:
n More than half of all consumers and three-quarters of
millennials watch movies and TV
shows via streaming on at least a
monthly basis.
n Millennials aged 26-32 who
currently pay for streaming video
have an average of three subscriptions.

n Millennials aged 14-25 value
their streaming video subscriptions
more than pay-TV subscriptions.
n More than one-third of baby
boomers aged 50-68 (35%) who
binge watch do so once a week,
at an average of four episodes per
sitting.
n More than half (53%) of
US consumers who binge watch
choose TV dramas.
n The percentage of streaming
subscribers who ranked the service
among their top three most valued
subscriptions has tripled in the past
three years (61%, up from 17% in
2012).
Multi-tasking is also increasingly a common practice during the
consumption of TV content, with
more than 90% of US consumers
now multi-tasking while watching
TV, Deloitte reported. Millennials

Do you binge watch? In the US, 70% of US consumers are now binge watching an
average of five episodes at a time, and almost one-third binge watch on a weekly
basis, according to a new Deloitte survey.

are likely to engage in an average
of four additional activities while
watching TV, primarily surfing the
Internet, using social networks and
text messaging.
Perhaps worth noting is how
fewer than one-quarter of consumers’ multi-tasking activities are
directly related to the programme
being watched, thus indicating that
second screen activities have yet to
reach their potential.
Kevin Westcott, principal and
US Media and Entertainment Con
sulting leader, Deloitte Consulting,

concluded: “The on-the-go, always
connected consumers is driving cultural changes in content
consumption that fundamentally
impact how companies connect
and engage with consumers.
“These behavioural changes,
combined with the shift towards
mobile-based consumer experiences, are disrupting traditional
business models, while paving the
way for newer opportunities for
technology, media and entertainment companies to adapt and
evolve.”

Elemental Technologies enables Viocorp’s transition to the cloud
Founded in 2002, Sydney-based
Viocorp is a video platform company serving more than 200 customers globally.
According to Steve Jones, head
of live and production at Viocorp,
he and his team faced two major
challenges in achieving the company’s business objectives: scaling
the number of live productions
they manage simultaneously and
increasing global reach.
Rather than investing in more
video processing hardware, Viocorp
elected to move video processing
and delivery components to the
cloud, specifically Elemental Cloud,
so it can spin up regional deployments and best meet customer
demand.
Jones also acknowledged
the accelerating demand for live
streaming capabilities, and the expectation of on-demand access to
content for viewing after an event.
This demand, together with the
proliferation of multi-screen devices and the increasing use of video
as an enterprise best practice for
business communications, proved

❝Our challenge was to increase our scalability both
in the number of live productions we were managing
simultaneously and to increase our reach globally.
That’s what first drew us to cloud-based video
processing.❞

— Steve Jones, Head of Live and Production, Viocorp
that Viocorp needed a new kind
of solution — a cloud-based solution — to ensure that the company
could deliver on events and grow
its business. “Our challenge was
to increase our scalability both in

the number of live productions we
were managing simultaneously and
to increase our reach globally,” said
Jones. “That’s what first drew us to
cloud-based video processing.”
The resiliency of Elemental
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solutions proved to be key for
Viocorp, with its video workflows
including redundancy at every
stage of an event from production
to delivery. On-premises, Viocorp
works to make sure everything is
redundant: video camera feeds,
uninterrupted power supplies,
Internet connections and two active Elemental Live encoders to
ensure a high-quality RTMP or
MPEG-TS contribution into the
cloud.
Using Elemental Cloud, Viocorp
relies on Elemental Live encoding services that receive RTMP/
MPEG-TS contribution source from
on-premises units. Cloud-based
encoders output adaptive bitrate
(ABR) streams to a redundant
Elemental Delta origin server that
provides just-in-time video packaging in response to Content Delivery
Network (CDN) requests.
As live streaming content transitions from on-premises to the cloud,
and from cloud-based Elemental
Live encoders to the Elemental Delta
origin, redundant design provides
Viocorp and its customers with a

fully resilient workflow.
“We were hesitant to use
Elemental Cloud at first,” Jones
acknowledged. “But we knew we
needed an easier way to deliver
events to audiences in the UK, the
US and Singapore. The switch to
live cloud encoding was easy. The
Elemental Live user interface is
the same, whether operating onpremise equipment or performing
video processing in the cloud.
Elemental has become more of a
partner than a provider.”
The inherent ability that comes
with software-defined video solutions gives Viocorp an advantage
moving forward, and by using the
cloud, the company has futureproofed its operations, revealed
Jones.
“There is a team of Elemental
engineers working on solutions
to support industry innovations
such as high efficiency video coding (HEVC/H.265) compression,
and the ability to stream to whatever new devices come next. With
Elemental, we know we are ready,”
he concluded.
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Wham, bam, thank you MAM
A broadcaster has often been compared to a human
being’s body. You have the brains in the master
control room, the stomach takes care of ingest,
and plenty of extremities like camera crews in the
field who can be compared to fingers and toes.
One question that has always debated, however, is:
“Where is the heart?”
Now, while the human body has taken tens of
thousands of years (some would argue perhaps
longer than that!) to evolve, the traditional broadcast
facility has been a bit quicker to get to where we
are now from those initial daily experimental TV
broadcasts in and around 1927.
In fact, when you think about it in evolutionary
terms, the broadcast world is still very much in its
infancy — except it is not.
Fast forward to 2016 and we see that traditional
linear playout and viewing on-demand has evolved
more quickly than anyone expected into the concept
of ‘content everywhere’ via smart TVs, tablets,
smartphones and PCs, at least in digitally maturing
markets.
To keep up with the pace of this evolving
consumer behaviour, broadcasters need to have a
number of key processes in place, including multisite, multi-format (4K/Ultra HD is becoming
a reality now), multi-platform delivery and
increasingly, media business reporting.
And among all of this broadcasting, content
consumption, content aggregation and more —
through the wonders of modern technology — has
been given a new heart. Its name is media asset
management, or what we all commonly refer to as
MAM.
MAM systems have come a long way very
quickly. Whereas previously they were a complex

bunch of software products, many of which simply
did not work, they are now used by broadcasters all
over the world, many of whom have MAM systems
at the very core of their operations — and for good
reason.
While it has been a relatively quick journey for
broadcasting and broadcasters, the sheer amount
of data and content we consume has increased at
virtual light speed, especially over the past few years.
Until the advent of good, reliable and working
MAM systems, managing this volume of data and
content — along with additional data such as audio
languages, subtitles and all the sidecar metadata
— images and attachments needed for non-linear
distribution would have been either impossible or at
the least, very, very difficult and inefficient.
In an age of instant gratification, broadcasters
require media tools that provide continuous
access to content throughout their business. As
we moved from DOS-based PCs to icon-driven
GUIs, so have MAM systems moved from ultracomplex programmer-only environments to ones
with simple, logical and intuitive solutions. These
give broadcasters easy access to audio, metadata
enrichment for packaging and delivery of content
in the correct format and critically in our multichannel, multi-platform world — monitoring.
While there are many MAM solutions out there,
Magna Systems and Engineering chose to partner
with Tedial, so as I conclude I shall use Tedial’s
award-winning Evolution MAM to illustrate my
point.
Tedial’s Evolution MAM has driven media
management to a new level by presenting a suite of
scalable and flexible Media IT software modules
that automates the preparation, movement and

distribution of media internally and externally. Built
as a modern workflow engine with a world-class
MAM tightly coupled to it, Evolution makes media
“workflow aware”, enabling customers to costeffectively increase their media throughput to meet
the needs of the market, where the consumption of
content is growing year-on-year at an unprecedented
speed.
What does this mean in real-life terms for a
broadcaster? It means they can grow as fast as the
market grows, and wants to grow. It means they can
efficiently (that word is key here) manage multiple
channels on multiple platforms, in multiple markets.
Most importantly, by using a MAM solution like
Evolution, it now means that broadcasters can
monetise their offerings better than
ever before, which means
they will lead a long,
happy and healthy life.
In short, MAM is
very much part of the
future of broadcasters
and broadcasting, and
that truly warms my
heart. q

PATRICK SO
Director of Asia
Operations,
Magna
Systems and
Engineering
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